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Electromagnetics Introduction 

K. M. Siegel* 

Professor Keller was originally chosen t.o lead the 
single-body scattering and diffraction effort , but 
because he spent the latter part of the period . in 
Brazil he was not able to make a contribution to this 
report. The final reports on rough surfaces by 
Ament and on coherence theory by Zucker are not 
yet available at this writing, but should be available 
at least as supplementary material at the General 
Assembly in Japan. 

1. The Progress Report on An tennas, 1960 to 1962 , 
has proven to be an impressive document. It points 
out new results obtained on log periodic antennas, 
on conical and multi-element spirals, and on the 
utilization of small antennas as elements of large 
arrays . It describes a significant expansion of effort 
in electrical scanning and array techniques, pointing 
out the relative declin e in favor of ferrite phase 
shifters and frequency variation techniques for the 
scanning of arrays. Those devices and techniques 
have been replaced by the utilization of multiple 
beams and digital arrays which offer more versatility 
with little or no increase in complexity. Significant 
advances have been made in the utilization of non
uniform arrays which have fewer elements than 
uniform arrays without sacrificing the gain of the 
main lobe. It is quite clear that an increasing 
amount of future effort will go into nonuniform 
arrays, especially for the purpose of reducing side 
lobes . It is also clear that low-noise antenna 
systems have made significant advances. 

This time period has been marked by the first 
significant publications in the United States litera
ture on synthetic arrays, and the use of these arrays, 
especially in view of their application to ground 
mapping, definitely represents a major advance in 
antenna theory. The large buildup of information 
on this subject during this period, however, is 
deceptive since much of the work was done many 
years ago but is now reaching the open literature for 
the first time. Of course, the principle of synthetic 
arrays has been familiar in radio astronomy for some 
time, but the new application of this principle to 
ground mapping by airborne radar has made it 
possible to obtain absolu te azimuth resolution with
out sacrificing gain. It is clear that absolute 
azimuth resolu tion will allow radar techniques to 
compete for the first time with more conventional 
techniques associated with certain portions of the 
optical spectrum. 

2. Statistical problems in electromagnetics have 
recei ved an increasing amount of theoretical at
tention, especially in the field of partial coherence 
and the construction of possible distribution func
tions to model rough surfaces mathematically. 

The utilization of statistical methods to interpret 
scattering data from the moon has not as yet effected 

*Conductron Corporation, Ann Arbor, Mich . 

a prediction of the lunar return for any case not 
pre\Tiously measured. Of coune, with enough ar
bitrary parameters present in the statistical theory 
one can almost predict the results of all previous ex
periments. One of the first tests of the utility of 
statistical theories of radar scattering should come 
from experimental work on the scattering of electro
magnetic waves by planets. It can be expected that 
the next three-year period will see a multiplication 
of the effort in this area by a big factor in comparison 
to that of the last three-year period. Critical anal
yses have been made which incr-ease our under
standing of the effect of turbulence and other ran
dom fluctuating media on electromagnetic fields. 

New approximations have been introduced in the 
studies of propagation in random media and diffrac
tion from rough smfaces. The use of impedance 
approximations for such problems has been found 
justified and improved results have been obtained. 
However, many of the approximate solutions in
vol ving impedance boundary conditions with differ
ent numerical techniques have in fact yielded 
apparently different ansvvers, and i t is hoped that dur
ing the next three years a better understanding will 
come into existence of which approximate numerical 
methods are the correct ones under various imped
ance boundary condition situations. It is, for 
example, clear that when one type of approximation 
is used a roughening of a smface always increases the 
radar cross section of the smface. Yet when a differ
ent approximation is used this is not the case for an 
instantaneous solution, and only if one takes an 
average over many different instantaneous solutions 
does it become the case. It is for this reason, among 
others, that confusion exists not only in connection 
with the utility of particular methods but in the 
arguments presented by different authors on results 
obtained presumable for the same models. 

The work of partial coherence has been aimed 
primarily at the region of optical wavelengths al
though it is beginning to find application to other 
portions of the spectrum, especially in radio astron
omy. It is clear that if appropriate data processing 
techniques are used after measurements are made 
both of the ampli tude and the phase of signals, a 
significant increase in information on such quantities 
as the size of objects being measured and the distance 
between random sources will result. The theory of 
partial coherence should find further application in 
optical analog computing devices, soon to be instru
mented to supplement, and, in some cases, replace 
digital computer techniques when large quantities of 
information must be processed. 

3. The work on radiation has pretty well followed 
the predicted patterns. The theory of guided waves 
especially has developed as expected . Much atten
tion has been given to leaky and surface wave 
phenomena. Periodic structures and structures 
loaded with anisotropic media have been investigated 
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further. Military and space research requirem ents 
apparently have stimulated m iLny investigations 
connected with the propiLgation and gen erat ion of 
electromagnetic waves in plasmas. Studi es iLnd ~1,p 
plications have been miLd e of spec i ~1, l reatures in
volved in the propagiLtion or wa ves through a 
plasm a, such as the possibility or obtaining a di
electric constant with a negative r ecLI part. Much 
work h as been devoted to the propagation of electro
miLgnetic waves in lossy media because of an in
terest in communications between underground or 
underwater terminals. It is quite clear that these 
efforts will con tinue as long as people are discussing 
hardened sites, hardened communications systems, 
and iLS long as people are worried about nuclear 
attiLck. 

4. In the field of classical diffraction and scatter
ing, considerable efforts have been mad e invol lTing 
passi I' e and acti ve reflectors and especially their 
iLpplications to satellites. This is recognized in the 
present repor t by the inclusion of a paper or J. R. 
BUTke of NASA who discusses p iLssive communiCiL
tion siLLellites and the Proj ect West Ford l iLunches 
of 1961 and 1962. The ge neral field of pit sive itnd 
active refl ectors has been covered in a paper originally 
submitted in two sepiLrate versions by J. K iLiser of 
the Institute or D efense AniLlysis iLnd 1. K ay of 
Condllctron Corpomtion . These J1<1,I'e been co m
bined into one paper of elimina,te dupliCtLLion. 

The many-body problem has co ntinued to receive 
attention and this work is summarized within . 

In the field of diffraction lLlld scatteri ng we find 
thtLt the usuiLI problems iLre r eceiving e l'er increasing 
iLttention, and workers are obtaining new approxi-

mate solutions by old methods and old solutions by 
new methods . '1'he writer predicted the last time 
that this report WiLS written that there would be a 
considerable effort made for the resonance region 
during the ye~U"s 1960 to 1963. However, few new 
results yet exist for the resonance region, and it 
becomes apparent that the love for the asymptotic 
theories is an ever consuming one. Better and more 
accurate answers continue to accumulate for the 
region we already know a considerable amount about, 
but people are not ge nerating methods for use in the 
region where little is really known. There is a ray 
of hope, however , in tlmt more people are becoming 
interested in obtaining values for the currents on a 
body, and in fact this interest has led to tJle inyesti
gation of a new k ind or problem dUTing tbe period. 
This problem is based on in trod ucing an artificial 
boundary condition to simul~Lte such s tructLll.'es as 
fine wire gratings : a requirement thn,t bound ary 
CLll.Ten ts be unidirectional. Tbis procedure is similar 
to one previously used to analyze tnweling wave 
tubes. 

The electrom agnetic theory field is growing in the 
United States. The volume of infonniLtion is in
creasing. The lIa.rder problems, however , are still 
not really being iLttacked; only in an ten na theory 
CiLll we see thiLt really signifi cant ad\'ances ha l'e been 
reported as compared with the last period . 

I iLcknowledge wiLh appreciation the assistance of 
Ir vin K ay in helping me assemble iLod summarize 
section 6.3. 
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Part 1. Progress in Antennas 1960-1962 
V. H. Rumsey,! R. C. Hansen,2 and A. Ksienski 3 

Progress in the United States on antennas during 
the triennium 1960- 62 is reported under three cate
gories: frequency independent and small antennas; 
arrays and electronic scanning, near fields , aperture 
antennas ; data processing and synthetic aperture 
antennas . The survey is based on the definitive 
papers with a bibliography of supporting li terature. 
All important U.S . journals have been covered. 

A number of new log periodic antennas have been 
invented consisting of TEM biaxial or coaxial lines 
which are loaded with monopole or dipole antennas. 
Conical and multielement spiral antennas have been 
developed giving circular polarization in all directiolls 
and an interesting variety of amplitude and phase 
patterns . Solutions of Maxwell's equations have 
been worked out for idealized spiral and periodic 
antenna types which show how the effective aperture 
is controlled by the geometry as well as predicting 
some unexpec ted and unverified effects. 

A more precise and thorough investigation of the 
characteristics of small antennas for use as elements 
of large arrays has been carried out. 

The ferrite phase shifter and frequency scanned 
arrays have declined in popularity, because mul tiple 
beam and digital arrays offer more versatility with 
little or no increase in complexity. Effort in the 
latter areas will probably expand, especially on dis
tributed transmitter arrays , and on receiving arrays 
with an amplifieriprocessor at each element. Digital 
array control may be the ul timate for multiple 
targets and target discrimiJlation. . N onUll iforl1l 
spacing of elements has come of age, but very few of 
the design techniques produce low sidelobes ; a con
spicuous exception is the space tapering approach 
where 20 db has been achieved. A theoretical 
analysis and synthesis technique is badly needed to 
allow synthesis of low sidelobe and other practical 
designs. Automatic steering systems for arraying 
large dishes, for automatic angle return , for atmos
pheric scin tillation compensation, and for beaming 
large amo unts of RF power represent one of the most 
exciting developments. Much work remains to be 
done in this area. 

The analytical understanding of radiation and 
near fields , of interest particularly for power transfer 
and high power focusing , has improved markedly. 
Promise for millimeter , submillimeter, and laser 
applications is offered by the beam waveguide. 

Low noise antenna systems have made significant 
advances, especially in liard ware techniques. Use 
of the Gassegrain geometry and of feed shaping has 
produced antenna temperatures well below 20 OK. 
These systems will continue to be important for 
space and satellite communications. Several differ
ent types of large radio astronomy instruments have 
come to fruition: the fixed cylindrical parabola wi th 

1 U niverSity of California. Berkeley. Calif. 
2 Aeros pace Corpor ation, Los Angeles, Calif. 
3 Hugl1es Aircraft Company. Culver City. Calif. 

scanning linear array feed; the standing parabola 
with tiltable fiat plane refiector; a Christianson 
array of dishes in a cross form. The unfortunate 
cancellation of 'the Sugar Grove 600-ft dish project 
is a loss to the science of space comm unications. . 

The last three veal'S saw an increasing interest m 
unconventional t"echniques for satisfying the de
.mands imposed on antenna systems. The synthetIC 
array is an excellent exam ple of what can be achieved 
if an antenna system is optimized for a particu.lar 
application, i.e., ground mapping by. means o~ a 
moving vehide. This type of speciahzed s~l1.ltlOn 
will become more common as the converSIOn of 
electromagnetic (or acoustic) signals into required 
data is considered as a single continuous process 
wh ich is to be optimized jointly for the desired ~nal 
objective. The generl1li;mtion of th.e an~lytlcal. 
t reatments to include at once all dlln enslOn s of 
in terest and the inclusion of processing as pftrt of 
the antenna proper are symptomatic of this deve~op
ment. The concepts of feedback and self-adaptlVe
ness will becoille familinx in antenna design , and as 
the rharacteristics of various data processing arrays 
are better assessed thcy will provide the versatili ty 
of solutions needed for the ever increasing variety of 
objects. . 

U.S. Kational Comnllttee reports on antennas for 
t he previous two triennia have been published and 
may be of interest: Bickmore , R. W. , and R. C. 
Hansen (Nov.- Dec. 1960), J. R es. NBS 64:D (Radio 
Prop.), No . 6, 731- 741; Cottony, II. V. , et al. (Jan . 
]959), IRE Trans. Antennas Propagation , AP-7, 
No. 1, 87- 98. 

1.1. Frequency Independent Antennas 

Since the ideal of frequen cy independent antennas 
was first mooted in 1954 at the University of Jllinois 
and successfully demonstrated there in 1956, much 
progress has been made in the understanding and in 
the development of these antennas. They can be 
classed as spiral types or log periodic types. Roughly 
speaking the distinction is that the former give 
patterns which, while they remain constant, rotate 
around the spiral axis with frequency, while the latter 
give patterns which change but repeat when the 
logarithm of the frequency is increased by a fixed 
number. In practice the rotation in the former and 
the variation within a period in the latter are negligi
ble effects , so that the patterns and impedances are 
frequency independent over a band which is limited 
at the high end by the size of the feeding transmission 
line and at the low end by the size of the antenna. 
Bandwidths of 20:1 were obtained in the early mo.dels 
and these do not appear to have been exceeded smce 
then presumably because there are no transmitters 
and receivers which could make use of such wide 
bandwidths. In this connection it is worth noting 
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that. a b eautiful solution to the problem of designing 
a v ery widc b and b ala nced to unb ~llanced lmlls ['orm er 
has recently b een publish ed [Duncan a nd 1 Linena, 
1960] . 

lIIallY yaluable forms of log periodic anLennas 
h a \'e b een ilwen ted during th e lasL Lhree ycars s uch 
as th e log p eriodic dip ole [I bell, 1 960 ; M ayes ~tnd 
Carrel , 19611 a nd m on op ole lBerry a,nd Ore , 1961 ; 
Greiser a nd M ayes, 19611 arrays, th e tapered ladder 
which is ['ed by cnp aci ti \'e co upling to a transmission 
line [Wick ersh am , et aI. , 19611 and the zigzag which 
is fed directly from a p arallel wire tmnsmission line 
[C mT, ] 96 1] . U nlike the original log p eriodic a,n
tennas Lhese all tak e th e forlll of a cOlwen tional 
TE~I bi llxial 01' coaxial line which is log p eriodically 
10ltded wi Lil radia ting elem ents. The s uccessf ul d e
yeloplll enL of these im'en tions has b een based o n 
simple id eas combined wit h much practical exp eri
m en t. Although n o high gain forms J1<1,\'e been 
found, gains 0[' up t o 17 db (± ?) h a,\'e been r ep orted 
for t he dipole a rmy Ly p e. 

There b l1.\'e Illso been ome inLer esLing Ill eas ure
m ents on t he cUlTen t distribution and field in Lhe 
yicini Ly of typic~lli og p eriodic ,m tenmlS of Lhe earlier 
inclined higzag Ly pe [Bell eL aI. , ] 960]. They show 
tb e existence of a lI o lll·n.di,tting wave Lnn'eling out
ward from t he lerminHl whi ch ge l cO ll \'e rLed in Lh e 
"acLi\'e regio n" to a radiaLing Wtt \'e tnt\'elin g inw/I,rd 
with th e o rLhogo lhll p ohri z/l,Lion. A ty pic/Ii cha m c
teristic or t he ~lcl i\ ' e r egion is Ll mL Lhe cUlTenLs in 
adj acent clements of the zigzag axe 90 ° ou t of phase. 

The re has also bee n a sizenble eHor t on th e t heory 
of log p eriodic a nLe nnas, al t hough llO solu tion of 
Nlaxwell 's eq u ~l Lion s for e ven t he most rudi III e n tal'Y 
log periodi c structure has b een clisco \'cred. Th e dipole 
array type has b ee n a nalyzed by ig noring all bu L a, 
finite number of dipoles in t he acti\ 'e r egion , and so a, 
useful body of des ign in(orm it tion has bee n worked 
out [Carrel, ] 96 1] . A no t her approac h ass um es th at 
the solu tio ll is Ilpp roxillH1Lely ob Lilin ed by s ubsti Lut
ing an ex pa nding a mpli t ud e and period in to the 
solution for a s illlply pe riodic structure, ~l reaso n able 
apPl'oxilll/l,tion for slowly expa nding log periodic 
ante nn as [:H ayes eL al , 196 1 ; Oliner , ]963; Rumsey, 
1963]. This admits t he applica tion of t he well 
cleyeloped periodic structure t heory p arti cularly the 
Br illouin diagr am m ethods . A solution of M axwell 's 
eq ua tions h as been obtained for the modes of a 
plan e sheet of sinusoidal wires and, despite its far
fetch ed connection with log periodic antennas, shows 
re marka ble agreem ent with amplitude and phase 
m easW'e ments of currents on log periodic zigzags . 
More gener al arguments based on the properties of 
periodic s tructW'es without regard to Maxwell's 
equations have con tribu ted sig nifi c~1. n tly to t be 
understanding of log periodic s tructm es lDuHa mel, 
1963; :-li t tm, 1962]. In t his way, i t is see n that t he 
attenw1.tion of curren t wi t h distance frol11 t he center 
of fl log p eriodic a n te n na seLs in when Lhe propagation 
constan t or t lte periodic strucL m e becolll es cOl1l plex. 
A t prese n t th ere is a \' igorous con tl'O \'ersy on wh ether 
th e a ttenuation efl'ect is compar a ble to t he Rlow w~we 
stop b and effect or th e fnst wa l'e radia ting effect 
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associa ted wi t h open periodic s truc tures , It does 
appe~1.r t hat t bis approach gi ves a good idea of the 
curren t distribution in th e acti ve r egion, in much the 
Sll lll e W'1.y Llutt uniform trans mission line theory gi\~es 
It good idea, or Lhe CWTent on s traigbt wire antennas, 

It was r ecognized a t t he outset when freque ncy 
independent a ntennas wer e firs t bruited that not all 
log periodic s truc LW'es could be truncated ; i .e., the 
CWTent w as no t cer tain to be a ttenua ted. This still 
r em ains a fUlld'1.lnOll tal question but t be periodic 
s tr ucture m ethod is getting Yer y close to an answer. 
Ano th er importa n t q uostion still more or less Ull
r esol \'ed is how to Illi nilllize the \'aria tion of p a ttern 
within a period . 

Turnin g now to the spiral Lyp es of frequen cy 
ind ep endent an tenn a, 11 er e also Lher e have been 
several practical and theor etical di scoveries in the 
las t three years . B egin nin g wi Lh Lh e theoret ical sid e 
we note t hat lIIaxwrll 's equ t1.t.ion s have b oen solved 
for a n a nisoLropi c sheeL of equia ng ular spiral wires 
[Ch eo et aI. , 1961]. Thi s is a far cry from tb e 
pmctical two elem en t a n tonn as, ll<wiJl g insLead an 
infll1i te numb er of fil am en Lary elem ents, b u L iL does 
r epresen t m a ny of Lh e essonLial foatures of t he a n
LO ll 11 a a nd Lh e Lh eor etical r esul Ls agree tWl azin gly 
well wi Lh p atLern and poi<tri zation m eHsm em on Ls . 
Th e solu Lion s hows Ll H1.t for large l' th e m agneti c 
fteld aL Lh e a n Len n 11., i .o. , s urface curron t dens ity, 
d ecre~tses ,lS 1' -2 . Th e r edu cLion ill curren t with T 

dep end s m ,nkedly 0 11 Lhe sp iral CUrV}lture , bu t mu ch 
less m a. rkodly 011 th o distance 'Llon g Lh e piral: typi
call y Lhe curren t is r edu ced Lo 0 .1 of Lhe inpu L curron t 
when 1' = 0.3>. and Lho pi ntl rad ius expands by a 
facLor of two pel' turn . Th e polarizaLion is circ ular 
in all directions ; i t is a fact Oq U<Llly as amazin g as Lh e 
fr eq uency ind epend ent p atLe1'l1 , t h~lL Lhis appears Lo 
hold ~ll 0 for Lhe m easured radi ation from many pla ne 
a nd co nical spiral a n Lonnas . 

One o f Lh e surpri sin g resul Ls 0 (' th e th eoreti cal 
solu tion is this. Wh en th e exci LI1L ion is s uch itS to 
produce a n ou Lward CUT'r en L wave at t he inpuL, th e 
CUITen t 1'01' large T co nsists of ~Ul inward wave, bu t 
the p atLer n and c urren L ampli Lud e are the sam e as 
Jor th e r everse exci tation . lIi[eas urem en ts of the 
phase in th e distan t field of two element an tennas 
always correspon d to th e solution wi th an inward 
current wave n ear th e input, which m ay thus b e 
called th e natural sen se of the an tenna . A ttemp ts 
to drive four and six elem ent a n tennas in th e un
n atural sense lIave produced some remarkable resul ts 
[Dyson et aI. , 1961 ; Sussman, 1961] , M easuremen ts 
of th e continuous v aria tion of phase around th e itxis 
showed that n ear the input only the unnatuml mode 
was present but in th e radia tion field th e direc tion 
of circumferen tial phase velocity was reversecl Iwd 
consisted again of only one mode, n am ely Lh e lowest 
h armonic which would fi t th e given (di screte) set of 
phases at th e input terminals [Desch amps, ] 959]. 
An input variation of 27r thus gets converted to 
27r (l-n) in th e radi a tion field of an n elem en t 
a n tenn a. ~Thy this is so is a most in terestin g and 
unresolved qu e t ion. A variety 0(' p a t tern s h as b een 
obtain ed from foul' and six elem en t an tennas, some 



of which give excellen t omnidirectional coverage in 
the horizontal plane with maximum gain and circular 
polarization . 

Summary 

A number of new log periodic antennas have b een 
inven ted consisting of TEM biaxial or coaxial lines 
which fLre loaded with monopole or dipole antennas. 
Conical and multielement spiral antennas have been 
developed giving circular polarization in all direc
tion s and an interesting variety of amplitude and 
phase patterns. Solutions of 1!faxwell's equations 
have been worked out for idealized spiral and periodic 
an tenna types which show how the effective aperture 
is con trolled by the geometry as well as predicting 
some unexpected and unverified effects. 

Small Antennas 

A considerable part of the effort on small antennas 
has f2:one into more precise evaluation of their effect 
on the performance of arrays. The cause of this 
appears to be the fact that sidelobes nominally 
designed to be 40,50, OJ db down rarely turn out to be 
more than 30 db down. Of the many obvious causes 
for this, mutual impedance is probably dominant. 
Theoretically, it can be taken into account, but the 
practical difficulties of doing so are formidable. For 
an infinite uniformly spaced array of identical 
elements, so energized as to lauJ1ch a plane wave in a 
single direction, the analysis can evidently be reduced 
to consideration of a unit cell of the structme. In 
this way the variation of impedance with direction of 
the beam has been worked out [Edelberg and Oliner, 
1960a and 1960b]. Obviously this does not apply 
near the edge of a finite array. This edge effect has 
been thoroughly explored, and extensive quantitative 
results have been obtained, both theoretically 
[Carter, 1960] and practically [Kurtz, et al., 1961]. 
Application of these results to precise low sidelobe 
design has not yet been reported but should give 
much improved performance. 

Better or alternative methods of exciting slots in 
waveguides have been the subject of several contri
butions, such as the use of position and orientation 
of the slot to get independent control of amplitude 
and phase [Maxum, 1960], the use of asymmetrical 
irises to con trol the excitation of colin ear slots 
[Duclley, 1961; Tang, 1960] and the variation of 
slot length [Rutz, 1960]. The use of islands as 
natural slot antennas for VLF has also been studied, 
with rather negative results [Morgan , 1960; Staras, 
1963]. Chen and King [1961] have developed a dipole 
electromagnetically coupled to a two wire line ; this 
is the two wire line analog of the waveguide slot. 

The question of what really is the cmrent distri
bution on antennas of assorted shapes and sizes 
persists with pristine fascination, the cylindrical 
antenna retaining its preeminence. It still stands as 
an elusive mathematical problem to which numerous 
solutions have been worked out, but none of which 
unfortunately is exactly correct: hence the intract
able endurance of the problem. Some interesting 

new results for the cmrent density near the input of a 
cylindrical antenna have been discovered [Chen et al., 
1962; Duncan , 1962; Harrison et aI. , 1961 ; Hasserjian 
et al., 1962]. 

Finally, let us note a practical application for super
gain arrays [Schildlmecht, 1962] . The objection to 
these antennas is their extremely low efficiency, but 
for reception at VLF this may be tolerable because of 
the high backgrour'd noise , so, if the frequency and 
excitation can be nain tained with sufficient pre
cision, we may have an excuse to tryout tbis extra
ordinary aspect of array theory. 

Summary 

A more precise and thorough investigation of the 
characteristics oJ small antennas for use as elements 
of large arrays has been carried out . 
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1.2. Arrays and Electronic Scanning 

The triennial p eriod has seen the appearance in 
the literature of papers describing several advanced 
electronic scann ing systems which have been under 
investigation for several years. In particular, the 
multiple beam alTay has received considerable 
attention. Shelton and Kelleher [1961] showed that 
independent beam s can be formed by a lossless 
passive and matched network only for sin x/x 
patterns or combinations thereof. Beam orthogo
nali ty was shown by Allen [1961 , and White 1962] 
to be independent or antenna structure, and to im
pose a restrictive relation between beam crossover 
level and sidelobe level. T hese restrictions can be 
overcome by use of lossy or active co mbining net
works. Other papers include a IlHttrix approach 
using cross coupling facto rs [S te i n, 1962; K a h n and 
Kurss, 1962]. Hardware r ealizations includ e a 
trapezoidal assembly or waveguide couplers (due to 
Blass) with one set of guides connected to elements 
and the other se t co nnecLed to receivers [Blass, 1960], 
and a similar HI? system using tapped delay lines 
[Brueckm anll et al. , 1962]. A more sophisticated 
mul tiple beltm matrix sys tem is the Bu tIer array 
[BuLler and l..Jowe, 1961; D elaney, 1962], whicltis a 
co mbining network co nsisting or rows of hy brids 
with appropria te fixed p hase shifters between rows. 
The Butler array req ui res Jewer hy brids or couplers 
to produce N beams h om N elements than do 
IlHttrix ft rmys; n levels or co uplers arc used wh ere 
n=10g2 N. Efl'eeLs of random error in thi s multiple 
beam system have been investigated by Kiss [1962]. 
Anoth er scheme ll ses a digital approf\,eh, limi t ing 
sampling and combining the element signals [Gore, 
1962]. T lw limiting'and sftmpling p rocess in trod uces 
new sidelobes, but tlteir efl'eet can be negated by 
proper clement spacing. Th e high speed of the d igi
tal operation s allows essen tially simultaneo us mul
tiple beam perform ance. In addi tion , control over 
sidelobes and shaped beaIns iis' hearly unlimited. 
Other scanning techniques' utilize"IF heterodyning 
[Cottony and W ilso n, 1961 ; Pels and Liang, 1962], 
and bridge circuits employing variable capacitance 
diodes [Vogt, 1962]. Very little has appeared on the 
formerly popular ferrite phase shifter array [Roush 
and Wiltse, 1961] . The frequency scanned array has 
been analyzed by I shimaru and Tuan [1962] using 
w-iJ-diagrams; this approach gives insight into the 
interrelationships among the main lobes. 

General studies of electronic scanning effects and 
systems have been prepared by Von Aulock [1960], 
Ogg [1961]' and Shnitkin [1961]. Some applicable 
material appears in a book by J asik [1962]. A r e
lated topic is the gain or effective aper ture versus 
scan angle. An approximate value has been ob
tained [King and Thomas, 1960 ; TholllHs, 1962], 
~tnd has been extended to cases where polari zation or 
impedance are no t match ed [Tai , 196J]. Allen 
[1962] has measured and calcul ated III u Lu al imped
ttl1ce efl'ects under the ~tss Ll:rnp tion t lntL t lte element 
to clement lllu tual im pedance or element feed CUlTeu t 
do not change with scan but that the effects of scan 



are fll'tificiitlly fl,ttl'ibuted to changes in element 
pattern and direc tivity. Hegardless of the C011-
ceptmtl appl'O ~tch , the results are that array per
forman ce is insensitive to heigh t of clements above 
a ground plane, n,nd sensitive to element spacing. 
The p hysic,tl parameters may be chosen to minimize 
Lh e drecLs or scan changes. For scan angles other 
th an broctdside, isolation of the order of tll e sidelobe 
level between transmi tted and received signals is 
pro vided by the fact that the transmitted and r e
ceived phase fronts are at supplementary angles 
[Rubin fl, nd Rfl,binowitz , 1962]. 

TJ'n,cking accuracy has been analyzed from severn,l 
viewpoints. Nester [1962; Leichter , 1960], and 
others have related excitation errors to tracking 
accuracy. Brennan [1961 ; Kirkpatrick , 1962], 
treated ,t linen,r array wi th individual noisy ampli
fiers for both n,mplitude and phase comparison 
system s. His results extend those of Manasse 
[1960] who derived the tracking accuracy (in term s 
of beamwidth ) n,s a function of SIN and sys tem time
band width product. 

A new class of automatic steering arrays has ap
peared of whi ch the siJl1plest example is the Van 
Atta array [Sharp and Di,tb , 1960 ; Bauer, 1961] n,nd 
subsequently others [Bn,hret, 1961 ; \Vcwselow, 1962] 
proposed passively lllodubting telemetry on such an 
array (in n, satellite) t hereby affording space com
lllunications wi th economy of vehicle power . Tlle 
modulation removes ,t serious obj ection to th e Van 
Attn, array: the pn,t tern nulls produced by in ter
ference between scattered and remdict ted energy . 
Active Van Atta arrays for communications satellites 
were studied by Hfl,ll Sen [1 961 a, 1961b] who showed 
thn,t their ad van tage is for those situations where 
narrow beamwidths cn,l1 be utili zed ; i.e., for trans
mission bn,ck to th e interrogation point, 01' for space
craft n,t distn,n ces greater than 20,000 nllli. 

Turnin g now attention to pattern synthesis, equn,l 
sidelobe lin e source synthesis hn,s been extended to 
the circul ar aperture by Taylor [1960]. H ere, n,s in 
the cn,se of the line SOUl'Ce, n, fun ction is constructed 
with the propel' asymptotic ben n,vior and with equal 
level sidelobes out to a specified point. Tn,bles of 
this "n,pproxim n,te sp n,ce factor" for circular apertures 
n,re avn,iln,ble [Hansen , 1960]. Cheng n,nd Ma [1961] 
have tren,Led the lin ear n,ITay as a sam pled data sys
tem in whi ch t he pattern is tho Z-transform of the 
alTay distribution envelope. Usin g this n,ppron,ch , 
equal sidelobe distributions were r ederived [Cheng 
and Ma, 1961]. Ksienski derived m axim ally fin,t 
n,nd ripple top synthesis techniques for sector-type 
beams, usin g filter syn thesis ideas. However , the 
flJTn,y polynomial has no poles so that the maximally 
flat syn thesis is rnore d ifficult than for the Butter
worth filter where poles are used to produce a steep 
dropoff [Ksienski , 1960]. Other synthesis work in
cludes a least squares fit with computer solution 
[Hoffman , 1961] n,nd a shaped beam technique with 
coefficients n,djusted for the number of terms used 
[Bricout, 1960]. H arrin gton [1960] extended the 
worl.;: of Chu on limitations of antenn n,s, specifically 
on bandwidth n,nd Q as n, fun ction of excitation n,nd 

size. Using spherical wave functions he showed t ha t 
any antennn, with gain much greater tha.n thn,t ob
tained with uniform excitfl,tion has a narrow balld
width, n,lld if lossy lll aterials are utilized, also has 
very low effi ciency. The curves presented show 
~onclusi:vely thn,t 1'01' large n,ntennas supergain is 
nnpractICa.l. H ansen [1960] considered large an tenmt 
designs where sidelobes are equal level out to n, 
specified point. For ,t suffi cientl y I1 n,ITOW m ain 
beam , the energy in t he sidelobes may be comparable 
to that in the m ain beam, producin g n, limita tion on 
gain. A sin x/x envelope will always obviate this 
problem ; he shows where the sidelobe taper must 
s tm't for a given n,perture to avoid gain loss. Fitl n,lly, 
the gain vn,lues for Tsc hebycheff mTays of Brown n,nd 
Shn,rp's tables (to 40 elemen ts) Imve been e.'\ ten ded to 
120 elem ents [S tegen , 1960]. 

Nonuniformly spaced arrays have moused much 
interest of In,te, although t he init ial work wn,s done 
by Unz in 1955. The objectiyes of nonuniform 
spacing n,l'e to reduce grating lobes, and to use 
fewer elem ents for a given bealllwidth. Random 
remoyal , symmetrical about the center, has been 
studied b y Mn,her and Cheng [1962]; howe,"er , most 
efforts have been devoted to findin g an analytical 
01' psuedorandom n,pproach that will optimize 
parameters. Several techniques have been tried 
including pertmbations from uniform spacin g [Har
rington , 1961] numerical integration (qun,dmtures ) 
such as trapezoidn,l rule to produce non uniform 
spacing [Br uce and Unz, 1962n, and 1962b; Lo , 1962 ; 
Maffett, 1962], and computer search [Andreasen, 
1962]. A variety of an alytic distributions such as 
log spacing have been tried with little success 
[King et al. , 1960]. The nonuniform spn,cing is 
equi,Talent to a n n,mplit ude taper [Willey, 1962], and 
an equivalent uniformly spaced army may be 
defined [Sandler , 1960]. Ishim aru [1962] finds an 
equi,rn,lent line som ce us ing a sum of finite Fourier 
transforms, which for t he uniformly spaced alTay 
reduces to a sum of sin x/x patterns. Eac lt sin x/x 
represents a main beam . This latter approach 
proyides som e insight into tlte nonuniforlll phe
n01nenon . For 5-element anays, a solut ion has 
been obtn,ined which for n, gi,' en sidelobe level 
yields a shorter array t lmn the Dolph-Tschebyclteff 
an ay for tbe sn,me siclelobe level [Brown, 1962]. 
HowB\~el' , t he beamwidt h is correspondingly gren,ter 
in the 5-element nonuniform array. Lastly, Allen 
[1962] has observed that t he nonuniformity of the 
mutual coupling in a nonu niform array will have a 
profound effect on the alTay illumin n,tion. 

Summary 

The ferrite phase shifter and frequency scann ed 
arrays have declined in popularity , because multiple 
beam and digitn,l n,rrays offer more Yersn,tility with 
little or no in crease in complexity. Effort in t he 
latter aren,s will prob ably expand , especially on 
distributed transmitter al'mys , and on receiving 
arrays with an n,mplifier /processor at each element. 
Digital array control m ay be the ultimn,te for 
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multiple targets fL nd target discrimin fLti~n. N on
uniform spfLcin g of elements has CO lll C of age, bu t 
very few of t he design tec hniqu es produce low 
sidelobes; a conspicuo us exception is t he s p fLce 
tapering approach where 20 db has .been aC!lleye~1. 
A titeoreticfLl fLnalysls and ynt hesls tec hniqu e IS 

badly needed t o allow ~'y n t itesi s of lo:-v sidel?be 
and other practical deslgns. AutomatIc steenng 
system.s for arraying large dishes, for autornatic 
angle ret mn , for atJ~10spheric scintillfttiOl~ compenSfL
tion and for beammg large amounts of RF power 
repr~sent one of. t he most exci~ing ~eveloplllents. 
:Much work remams to be done m t IllS area. 

Near Fields 

A sio'nificant adl' ance in near field t heory was 
mH,de by Goubau and Schwering [1961 ; Chri stian 
and Goubau, 1961a] with the im'ention of the iris 
beam wil\'eguide. At fL poill t in Lhe mdiating near 
field r egion, e1wll mode of the fi eld can be r eco n
st ructed to Lhe original il,per ture yalue by a phase 
trftl1 sformati on, thus the field r ei terates. Th e pll11se 
transform er is a COil vex lens ",{hich r etard s the bealll 
center wi t h r espect to Lhe outsid e; i.e. , i t r efocuses 
the beam. Thus the s tructure is a periodic beam 
waye~uide, cH,pable of cltlTy in g; power witll low ~~ss, 
expecmlly for beams large m"~ltvelen gth .. Lhe 
plmse tran sform ers m ay be itpprOXllnfLted by lrISes: 
experim entfLl measurements lC hri st ian and Gou~au, 
1961b] and higher mode 1l11l1lyses [Beyer and Scli mbe, 
1962] Iwve disclosed a loss per iris below 0.1 db for 
spacin g of ] /20 of D2/\ . . Cl osely relfLted to t he .beam 
wayeo'uid e is the work of k ay [1960] on t he optllllUtn 
phaseoand amplitude di stribution for maxilll UIl1 power 
tnmsfer between two large apertures. I n ad dltlOn 
to the phil,se cur vature needed, a s in fo cusing for 
power transfer [Bickm ore, 1960] some nmplitude 
changes are required for short separation s. Jull 
[1962J has shown t hat measured sidelobes are 
generally higher tiJan expected for an ten na sep::ra
tions less than 2D2/\ , but t hat for cer tuln co mbma
tions of dis tance and diameter measured, sid elobes 
may be lower. N ear-fi.eld calcubtions by Hu 
previously available only in report f01"m, have now 
been published [Ming-Kuei Hu, 1960 .and. 196! ]. 
Hu uses the small angle Fresnel approXImatIOn for 
circular apertures of (1- p2n) distribution and obtains 
the field in terms of a pair of Lommel functions of 
two variables. Plots of field amplitude and phase 
are gi I'en for anum bel' of fractions of D 2/A. These 
may be compared with the general Fresnel results 
of Hansen and Bailin [19591. Recently published 
Russian tables [Dekanosideze, 1960] of these Lom
m el functions will extend the usefulness of Hu 's 
work. Other near fi eld s tudies are on fo cused 
apertures [Sherm an, 1962]. 

Summary 

The analytical understanding of radiation and 
near fields of in terest particularly for power tran sfer 
and high 'power focu sing, has improved markedly . 
Promise for millim eter, submillim eter , and laser 
applications is offered by the beam waveguide. 
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Aperture Antennas 

Tli e Casseg miJlrefiec tor system as a large antenna 
has found cOJl siderable use as a low noise tempera
ture del'ice and for applications r equiring large or 
complex feeds. Hannl1H [1 961] and others [Wilkin
son and Appelbaum, 1961; WbiLe and D eSize, 1961 ; 
Martin and Scbwar tzman , 1960] 11il,\'e analyzed the 
Cttsseg rain antenna itnd have derived the minimum 
blockage cri terion. JVIin imum blockage occurs when 
the feed and subrefi ecto r s llf\,dows are equal. Mono
pulse arrays 11l1ve been designed in It DoJph-T scheby
chefi' sense with elem ent v,llu es oblaiJl ed by simple 
transformation from 11 Dolph ftrmy [pri ce and H yne
man, 1960]. Wheeler [1962] has m<tcl e ft semiquan
titatil'e analysis o[ monopulse and clefocused feeds 
by consideriJlg an infilli t e Gaussi. ftn aperture di sl ri
bution . EI'eJl w it It defocusing (for ,tCquisition or 
for wide largets) the pattern is also GaussiaJl , and 
t iJ e dirl'erCil ce p ,ttLem is t he deriv,t til'e or H.ayleigh 
p,ttLern . Th e m aximum gain realizable in t lt e difl'er
ence pattern has been shown to be - 2.15 db below 
sum gain, for it r ectftngulm' aperture [H llnnan , 1961a; 
Kin sey, 1962]. MulLiilorn feeds with more t hAn [our 
horns ofrer adl' lllltllges in optim izing din'erence Pftt
tern performance, Itnd llil,ITe been ilwestigllted by 
Hannan [1961b and 196 1c; H ,wlla,ll and Lotli , 1961] 
,tnd Ricnrdi [1961]. A two-di sh phase-amplitude 
lllonopulse sys tem 11IlS ItlSO been developed [Hausz 
Hnd Zach,try, 1962]. 

1.'Jl cgeodesic or "tin IlItt" LUll eberg lens has been 
s tudied <Wftly ti Clllly and experimentally by Johnson 
[1962] and , Valter [1962]. The coma corrected zon ed 
refl ec tor proposed and 1Ul,tlyzed by di F rancia [1961] 
has been studied further boLh tllCore tically [Dasgupta 
and Lo, 196]] and experimentally . ~U C ll It r efl ector 
allowed sCfl nning [P rol'encher, 1960] by feed mo ve
men t ol'er abou L ± 10 be,lJl1widths compared to :1= 4 
for a solid pantboht. A s lepped p11rabob has nlso 
been used in It s<tLellite radiometer to r edu ce feed 
heating [Richter, 1962]. Th e steps were fla t and 
cylindric,tl instead of coni cal (as in Lll e zonecl reflec
tor) Hnd were closely spaced fLt the operating wave
length. Beam scanning of a parabola by feed mOI'e
ment has engendered additional work [Sandler, 1960; 
Lo , 1960] . Work has continued [Altshuler, 1962] on 
line source feeds for scanning spherical reflectors, 
such as the 1000 ft bowl under construction at 
Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Several millimeter wav e
length parabolas hal' e been successfully produced 
by the liquid spin casting process [Dawson, 1962]. 
An X - Y or elevation-on-elevation mount h fts been 
developed for tracking near zeni.th [H.olinski eL al., 
1962]. An important dm'elopment in wiele-band dish 
feeds for telemetry has been a conical lobing dual 
log spiml, with the two spirals symmetric;llly dis
posed abou t th e 10 bing axis. 1.'11 e two spirals ftre 
d ecoupled through use of opposite seJl se cil'culfLl' 
polm'ization , and co\' er a 4:1 blwd [Jasik et a1. , 1961]. 
Low noise antennn,s have been of great practical in
Ler est for space communications [Pauling-1.'oth, 1962; 
L ivingsto n, 1961]; the hog horn an tenna del' eloped 
by Cr awford [1961] and others and used with 



TELSTAR probably represents the highest achieve
ment in sidelobe and backlob e control. Schuster 
[1962] and Potter [1962] have achieved an antenna 
noise temperature of 15 oK at 2.4 Gels in an 85 It 
dish using a shaped beam horn feed. The la tter 
consists of a horn in ground plane, with a corrugated 
surface wave annulus on the outer portion of the 
ground plane. 

Radio astronomy instruments continue to occupy 
much engineering effort. Kraus and Ko [1961 ] have 
described a 360 It standing parabola with ground 
plane and tilting reflector , which has just been com
pleted. Swenson and Lo [1961] describe a 600 ft x 
400 ft fixed p arabolic cylinder with non uniformly 
spaced scanning feed array. Bracewell [1961] has 
described a Christianson array of dishes built as a 
cross in terferometer. Finally, Reber [1961] has 
written on the history of the cross antenna. 

Summary 

Low noise antenna systems have made significant 
ad ,ranees, especially in hardware techniques. Use 
of the Cassegrain geometry and of feed shaping has 
produced antenna temperatures well below 20 oIL 
These systems will continue to be important for 
space and satelli te communications. Smreral differ
ent types of large radio astronomy instruments have 
come to fruition : the fixed cylindrical parabola with 
scanning linear array feed; the standing parabola 
with tiltable flat plane reflector; a Christianson array 
of dishes, in a cross form. The unfortunate cancella
tion of the Sugar Grove 600 It dish project is a loss 
to the science of space communications. 
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1.3. Data Processing and Synthetic Aperture 
Antennas 

A steadily increasing number of applications 
require extreme angular accuracies. These may be 
specified in terms of pointing accuracy for single 
target situations, such as in satellite tracking ftnd 
communication. Other ftpplications may require 
maximum resolution without high gain, such as in 
radio astronomy where integration time may offset 
possible loss in gain. In some applicfttions, how
ever, such as ground mapping, one desires both high 
resolution and gftin. ]n the conventional antenna, 
such as a lens, reflector, or linear alTay, gain, resolu
tion and pointing ftccuracy m'e rigidly connected and 
there is no Wfty of optimizing one aspect of the per
formance at the expense of others. Thus, the con
ventional approach could solve these problems only 
in terms of very large apertures and /or very high 
frequencies, with Lhe ftccompanying tolerance prob
lems. In the Iftst decade several unconventional 
solutions were obtained by various researchers; these 
new techniques may be termed collectively data 
processing ftntennas. These techniques indeed ex
ceed performance of the conventional antenna, but 
most of them, e.g ., nonlinear antennas, do so in re
gard to a specific characteristic while sacrificing 
o Lhers. Certain techniques in troduce ft new pm'am
eter such as time or bandwidth and thus avoid major 
pftrarneter tradeoffs. 

Contributions in the field which appeared in the 
literature up to 1960 were reported in the last DRSI 
report. A relfttively detailed description of these 
techniques is ftlso available in the literftture [Ksienski, 
1961a and 1961b] . During the last three years, a 
significftnt portion of the research activity, theo
retical and experimental, has been concen trated in 
the evaluation of these techniques under various 
operating conditions. Several new techniques also 
ftppeared which were particularly applicable to radar 
and communication, and most significantly, the 
synthetic array r adar ftppeared for the first time in 
the open literature 10 years after its inception. The 
continuing effort to extract more information from 
the signal arriving at the antenna led to the analyti
cal investigations which attempt to determine the 
ultimate capabili ty of the processing arrays as well 
as that of the conventional antenna. Information 
theory, detection theory, parameter estimation, and 
other techniques which were successfully applied in 
the past to communication and radar systems are 
being applied to the antenna in an attempt to include 
the angular variables with the range variable and 
formulate a more general set of performance criteria 
and to optimize the antenna performance as a part 
of the overall system. 
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A rather interesting and useful concept introduced 
into the antenna system is that of adaptiveness. 
Thus, the antennft must be capable of chftnging some 
of its parameters in response to the signal and/or the 
environment. This ideft was incorporated in a se1£
focusing antennft array [Breese et al. , 1961 ; Schrader, 
1962], where each individual element of the array 
continually adjusts the phase shifter (or delay line) 
so. as to combine its sigmtl contribution coherently 
WIth those of the other elements. This scheme pro
vides optimum signal reception for a given number 
of antenna elements independent of their relative 
locations ftnd spacing (except for mutual effects), 
and can be used to compensate for atmospheric ir
regularities. The signal reception is optimum, due 
not only to the fact that all signals add in phase, but 
that the detection process for the array as a whole 
is phase coherent. This antenna system is excellent 
for communication purposes where little interference 
is present; however, it is not capable of discrimi
nating against other SOUl'ces (or returns) which oper
ate at the same frequency as the communicating 
source. Further, signftl components within the 
phase lock loop pass bands may cause spurious per
formance. This technique was experimentftUy tested 
with a two-element alTa,y [Breese and Sferrozza, 
1962] with performance dose to the predicted. The 
self-focusing technique is a good exalllple of what can 
be .ac~lieved if one aspect of an antenna mTfty is 
optlllllzed ftt the expense of others. H ere, resolu tion 
was ignored in favor of gain or SNR. 

The general problem of optimum excitation of a 
Ii Ileaf array which has often been investigated in 
the past has received further attention. Myers 
[1960a and 1960b] investigated experimentally the 
image quality produced by antennas of various 
excitations and found that the uniform illumination 
is close to the optimum in terms of the ease with 
which both a mechanical as well as a human observer 
can recognize the image. An information theoretic 
study [Young ftnd Ksienski, 1961] of the same 
problems reached similar conclusions al thouo'h 
under the condition of zero image nois~ which b is 
equivalent to a noiseless receiver, the i~formation 
rate was found to be unaffected by illumination. 
T?e~e results are sim.ilar .to those obtained by 
Lmfoot [1955] for optIcal nnages. One may ap
proach the problem of optimizing an antenna in 
terms of separability of returns from two closely 
spaced targets. Thus, Woodward's ambiguity func
tion [Woodward, 1953] may be generalized to include 
angular variables. This was carried out by Urko
witz et al. [1962] who also computed the generalized 
resolution constants in four dimensions: range, 
range rate, and azimuth and elevation angles. It 
should be pointed out, however, that the ambiguity 
function per se is only a measure of resolution and 
does not predict at what angle of separation (or 
range separation) two targets can be resolved. A 
concept which is most useful in evaluating the 
imaging properties of antennas is that of spatial 
frequency, which is equivalent to the temporal fre
quency [Bracewell and Roberts, 1954] in networks. 



For the important question of what is th e limi t of 
th e information ob tainable from a finite <,per Lme, 
the answer would be given (except for noise) in 
term s of the spatial frequency b ftt1dwid tlt of the 
antenna. In accordance wi til Bmcewell [1961]' 
t his b fwdwidth correspond s to th e size of thcantenn a 
in wiwelenot hs, wi th zero respollse beyond it. Jt 
was s h o\Vn~ however, that no such bound or cutoff 
[Lo, 1961; W alter , 1961 ; Ksienski , 1962; Chishoh~, 
1962] exists, as evidenced for example by supergam 
lSpi tz, 1959]. F or large antennas such as ar e used 
ill r adio as tronomy, Bracewell's conclusion is prac
ti cally correct , but for small antennas it may not be. 
The response of nonlinear arrays can also be more 
conveniently evaluated in terms of the spatial fre
quence response [Young and Ksienski, 1961 ; Br ace
well , 1961]. Multiplication of the outputs of two 
,w tenn as convolves their tr ansforms and widens the 
overall bandwid th, but thi s docs not llecessarily 
imply tha t more information can be passed ~hrough 
this filter than was possible before multIplIcatIOn. 
This depends on th e coherence proper ties of the 
obj ect. Thus, for radio astron omy, where the sig tMls 
arrivilw from diIIerent por tions of th e sky are 
almost"\ot<tlly uncorrela ted, the spa tial passv ba~lcl 
does increase, a shown by Bmcewell [1961]. 1; 0 1" 

par tially co her ent or completely co herent signals 
the results arc far more complex and resolution im
provement is limi ted. The improvemen t in reso
lution when ob tained will s till often involve loss in 
gain and SNR. Because of the great impor tance of 
the sio·nal characteristi cs on product arrays, a large 
amou~ t of work was done in analyzing the perform
ance of these arrays for various signal condi tions. 
Drane and P arren t [1962] computed t he response of 
a single product array in term s of th e mutual co
herence func tion of the object dis tribution. The 
coherence function represents the correlation betwee n 
the signals emanating from two points on the obj ec t 
separated by arbitrary di stances in time and space. 
The r esults of th e paper show that on the incoherent 
limi t, such as in r adio as tronomy, the single product 
array is appropriate for mapping extended ~omee~ , 
since it is linear in power. Linder [1961] mvestl
gated the response of single product arrays to both 
perfectly coherent (monochromatic) and incoherent 
sio·nals and computed the effect of integration time 
0::' the response in the case of single product array 
to uncorrelated targets. Mays and Cheng [1960] 
computed the effect of varying the RO constant of 
an averaging filter following a single product array_ 
Linder, as well as others [Pedinoff and Ksienski , 
1962], conclude that multiple product arrays are of 
limited value for even completely incoherent ex
tended somces or multiple target situation. The 
response of various single product arrays to two 
perfectly coherent in-phase targets was considered 
in some detail by P edinoff and Ksienski [1962], and 
it was shown that even for the restric ted in-phase 
condition, the responses sometimes bear little re
semblance to the true targe t distribution, except for 
one particular array configuration. But even this 
configm ation results in distortions when arbitary 
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reh,ti ve phases betwee n targe ts are assumed [;"/Iac
Phie, P edinoff, and Ksienski , 1962]. These distor
t ions, however, do occm in linear arrays as well 
when targets of arbitrary relative phase and ampli
t ude are assumed. A detailed study of the effect of 
varying phase and ampli t ude in linear and several 
single-product arrays indicates th at the average 
boresigh t error is abou t t he same in most arrays 
considered [JCsienski et aI. , 1962a and 1962b]. A 
rather in teresting experimental study by Welsby 
[1961] shows that at least for sonar application, a 
multiplicative array has resolution cap abili ty defi
nitely superior to that of a linear army. 

Experimental work OIl the respo nse of a product 
array to a single target was p erform ed by Gabriel 
[1961] with results "greeing well with theory . A 
multiple-product army was experimentally investi
gated by D avenport all cl Dra ne [1961] and by 
Band [1 96 1] . The response t hat was obtained to 
a single point t<,rget agreed wit h theoretical predic
tions. A numerical and experill1en Lal st udy of the 
response of several single-prod uct <11"ntys to two pl,r
t i,,1Iy cOlTelaLed obj ec ts was carried ou t [1\..sienski 
et aI. , 1962a and ]962b] with results indicatillg tha t 
improved resolution is achi eved by t he product 
arrays, <tS compared to it uniformly illuminated 
squ are law detected linear alT,1,y, for pnLCtically all 
conela Lion levels from zero to unity. 

A subj ect of consiclemble import,w ce to the prod
uct a rmy performance is the correlation of the 
background noise, e.g. , du tt er . Freemtw [1960] 
investigated the system a tic error ill directiollfind
ing by means of correlation arrays when the back
ground noise is pm·ti ttlly coherent. This noise co
herence l1,lso limits the useful integrat ion time for 
Lh e army; thus, the relation of the maximum useful 
averaging time to the noise coherence is obtain ed. 
The effect of mechanical versus electronic scanning 
of the antenna elements and/or the army on the out
put SNR of <\, correla tion array was investigated by 
Jacobson and Talham [1960]. In another paper 
[Jacobson and Talham, 1961] th ese authors consider 
the effect of scanning elTors on correlation array 
output SNH.. Jacobson [1962] also investigated the 
effect of beam st eering by both time and space 
translation on the output of product arrays due to 
background noise correlation. 

In the product arrays discussed above, the illumi
nation of the various elements was kept uniform. 
One may try, however, to m.odify that illumination 
in order to further improve the resolution of the proc
essing array. Jacobson [1961] suggested the usc of 
two adjacent linear arrays whose elemen ts arc so 
weighted that when the outputs are mul tiplied and 
averaged, one obtains a Tchebycheff p l1, Ltern. Price 
[1960] proposed a scheme which is essentially equiv
alent to a single product and produ ces a Tchebycheff 
pattern corresponding to a linear army Lwice the 
physical size of the processed array. M nt tingly 
[1960] suggested a nonreciprocal scheme applicable 
to two-way patterns only. The transmit and receive 
patterns differ from each other such as to form a 
product which yields a 1'chebyeheff pattern of the 



order of 2n instead of obtaining a two-way pattern 
corresponding to an nth order squared. This 
process is completely linear, and its main disad van
tage compared to reciprocal patterns is some loss in 
gain. MacPhie [1962] combined the two-way mode 
of operation with a multiplicative process on receive 
to obtain a Tchebycheff of order 4n, compared to a 
square law detected reciprocal array whose response 
corresponds to T ,,4. 

In the above discussion, an implied constraint on 
the antenna was its physical size; thus, one by as
sumption would sample only the energy fallino· in 
the area occupied by the antenna. If that constr~int 
is removed, a comple tely new fleld is provided- t hat 
of synthetic arrays. 

A synthetic array, in the presen t context, simu
la tes the performance of a convention al antenna 
array by sequentially moving a single element of the 
array to the various positions which would be simul
taneously occupied by the elements of the con
ventional array. 

There are 2 main areas to which the synthetic array 
principle has been applied . One field is radio 
astronomy, where R yle and Hewish 11960] success
fully synthesized bo th one-and two-dimensional 
:lpertures . In this case, the sources are essen tially 
lllcoherent and the synthetic aperture is passive, 
i.e., operates ill the receive mode alone. The second 
is in recon.naissance or ground mapping, in which 
the successive returns of an acti\Te radar on a moving 
vehicle were coherently combined. The resolu tions 
obtained substantially exceeded that obtained from 
the same radar operating in the conventional mode. 
There is little doubt that this technique, wherever 
applicable, such as in gro und mapping application, 
Y1elds results far more spectacular than those 
obtainable from other data processing antennas and 
does not involve serious tradeoffs in important per
formance characteristics such as SNR. The great 
merits of the technique are probably the main 
reason for the 10-year delay in tbeir appearance ill 
the published li terature. In fact, some of the 
material on signal processing is still classified. 

The possibility of obtaining syn the tic apertures 
was recognized at least as early as 1951 [Sherwin et 
a1., 1962], and in 1952 the principle was experi
mentally demonstrated, with actual high resolution 
maps being obtained in 1953. The resolution was 
ilnproved by a factor of 10 beyond the one obtain
able in tbe conventional mode of operation. ·Most 
of the work since that time in vol ved the develop
ment of data processing equipment for the imple
mentation of synthetic arrays. One of the most 
important requirements is the preservation of 
phase over the whole integration period or O\Ter the 
total synthetic array length. Various sources con
t ribute to deviations from the exact phase required 
~or op.t~mum pr~cessin~. These include equipment 
mstab1hty, erratiC yeh1cle movements, propagation 
distortions due to the medium, and Fresnel zone 
effects because of the extreme length of the syn
thetic aperture. Some of these effects may be com
pensated by appropriate processing, while others, 
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particularly . the random phase errors (excep t for 
those caused by vehicle motion which can be com
pensated), will degrade the synthetic array per
formance in . va~·ious ways [Greene and }VIoller, 1962]. 
The most slgmficant phase deviation is caused by 
the Fresnel zone effect and requires a focusilw 
process to preyent destructive interference fo~ 
arrays beyond a certain length. In fact, the vari
ous synthetic arrays are divided into two broad 
?lasses, the focused . and unfocused arrays. The 
focused arrays req Ulre much more complicated 
processing. systems than the unfocused ones, par
tlCularly smce t he focusing function is 1'ano·e de
pendent. The resolution obtained however b when 
focusing is performed is theoretically unlimi ted (up 
~o ~he uncert?,inty li~lit) and even practically 
far III excess of that of the unfocused arrays. An 
excellent paper presenting the patterns produced 
?y both focuse~1 ~nd unfocused synthetic arrays 
1S by ~. C. Heul1111er [1962]. General expressions 
are den \'ed, and numerous performance CUlTes are 
given for various ranges, frequencies of operation, 
an~ array lengths. A somewhat simplified com
panson between the resolution of conventional and 
synthetic arrays is presented by Cutron a and Hall 
[1962]. The discussion and results o·iven in· this 
article as well as the one by C utrona bet a1. [1961]' 
are mostly quahtat1ve, but helpful in understandino· 
the pri,?-ciples il1\Tol ved in a synthetic array. Th~ 
synthetiC array performance may be described, as 
was done above, in terms of an interference pattern 
produced by the coherent addition of various re
turns . An [tlternate explanation of the performance 
of a syn the tic array is in terms of the Doppler 
characteristics of the return signal. It can be 
seen quite easily that the return from a taro-et which 
at a gi\·en instant is located exactly on a ~ormal to 
t he flight path of the radar will h ave at that instant 
no velocity component towards the radar and thus 
~vill experience no Doppler shift. A target which is 
III the same range at the same intenTal but at a 
slightly different angle to the flight path will return 
a Doppler shifted signal. The abili ty to resolve the 
two r~turns depends on the smallest separation 
?aI~dw1dth detectable by the system, which in turn 
1S lllversely proportioual to the integration time 
allowed. Thus, the Doppler resolution is directly 
pro.portio~lal to the total synthetic array length 
whlCh COlnC1des w1th the conS1derations based on 
interference patterns. A paper discussino- various 
representations of the synthetic array pro~ess is by 
H. L . . McCord [1962]. The early de\Telopmen t of 
the concepts and the experimental demonstrations 
including the resulting high resolution maps are pre
sented .by Sherwin et al. , [1962]. Also, the signal 
processmg used and some of the actual equipm en t 
are described both by Sherwin et al. , [1962] and 
C utrona et al. , [1961]. The article by Sherwin is 
very helpful in understanding the implementation 
of some of the original processing technique. As 
mentioned earlier , uncompensated phase errors may 
be expected to present the major limiting factor in 
the resolution capability of the syn the tic array. 



This problem is i lwestigated by Grcen and 11011cr 
[1962], ~Lnd various effects of randolll phasc crl'ol's 
of prescribed statis tical characteris t ics are prcsc ntcd 
gr~Lphieally. The effects computcd includ e dcgnl.
dation of gain , beam wid t h and sid elobe s tructw'e, 
and bC~LIll-pointing scannin g en·cets. Thc effec t 
of random tropospheric pha c CITOI'S 011 synthetic 
army is consid ered by Rondin clli and Zeoli [1962]. 
Botb theorctical a nd experimental res ults are 
prcscnted . 

An interesting application of the synthetic alTay 
principle is in the achie vement of simultaneous 
seltnning. If the elements of a fixed linear array are 
s llccessi\'ely excited, simulating a traveling source, 
the DoppJer effects discussed above are produced, 
i .c., one can distinguish the return s from difrerent 
ang ular locations on the basis of their \'~Lrying 
frequency characteristics. This techniqu e was suc
cessfully implemented both in the electromagnetic 
fi.eld (1961) and in acous tics (1962) . An important 
shortco ming of tlte systelll is i ts low ga in , bu t it <llso 
P1'0 \Cide adntntages O\'e l" other scanning m ethods 
lHewish Iwd :) hlw ks, 1962; .Ku mm e !" et ~ll. , 1962]. 

Summary 

The las t t hree yeM'S SllW ,til increasing in terest in 
uncon\'e ntion~tl techniqu es for sa tis fying the dellH. ncls 
imposed Oil. Itntenna sys teill s. The synthetic a rray 
is an e'(cell ent example of wltat can be achieved if a n 
antellnl. system is optimi zed for IL part icular applica
t ion , i .e., g round mapping by me,LI1 S of I. moving 
vehicle. This typ c or specialized solu tion will 
beco me more comillon as the con \'crsion of electro
magnetic (or Iwoustic) s ig nals into requ ired data is 
considered as a single con t i nuou s process whi ch is to 
be optimi zed join tly for thc desired [jn~d objecti\-e. 
The generali zation of t hc 'U1nlytical t rcI1LIll cnts to 
include at oncc all d illl cns ion s of in Le res t and Lile 
inclusion or processillg as p~L r t of t hc a ll tenna propcr 
are symp to ml,Li c of this de \-e]oplll cnt . Tile COI1-
cep ts of feed back Iwd self-adltpti\'cness will bccom e 
familiar in antcnna design, a nd as UlC characte ri s tics 
of various data processing ~U"ntys are better assessed 
t hey will provide the \Cersa tility of solutions needed 
for t he e\'er in creasing variety of 0 bj ecti \'es. 
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Part 2. Statistical Problems in Ele ctromagnetics 
2.1. Rough Surface 

W. S. Ament 1 

The arch typal, rough surface is that of a tideless 
sea. The seH, receives plane-wave illumination as 
from a distant elevated mdar at grazing angle 8, 
at a surface point observed from above by a distant 
receiving antenna at grazing angle 8', the relati\re 
azimuth and the polarizations being left implicit. 
A description of the surface is given in terms of 
appropriate statistics, the simplest being the rms 
surface height H above the mean (sea level) plane, a 
length L characteristic of the dominant ocean wave
lengths, time-lagged conelations of surface heigh ts, 
slope skewness due to surface winds, and other 
second-order statistics. Basic problems nxe to 
calculate, as ;lverages o\"er the surface s tatis tics, (a ) 
the interfcrometrically m easurable specular reflec
tion coefficient H= R (8) witll phase referred to the 
mean pln,ne, (b) tile closely related sUl'face boundary 
conditions cffecti ve for normal modes propagating 
over the surblce, (c) the (dimensionless) sc,ltterin g 
parameter u(8, 8 '), or bis tatic radar area per unit 
area of mean ph1l1e, which goes into tbe radar 
equation for prcdicting mean recei\Ted power, (d ) 
radar Ilnd geolllCtric pclrallleters flnd dn,ta-processing 
methods pcrmitting best inferences of oceanograph
ically interesting data. This is also the problem ill 
radar terrain sur veillance and planctary radar design. 

Ideally, one would sol \Te Nlaxwell's eqwltions for 
each conformatioJl of the surface, from the ,1ppro
priate field 01' power flux at the recei \'er, and a\'erage 
over the s tatis tics controlling t lte conformations. 
The in tractable initial problem leads one to deal 
with simplifi.ed model surfaces and to use various 
methods of premature tweraging. The chief models 
are: 

(1 ) The actual surface is taken as perfectly COJl
ducting and the statistics are simplified. 

(2) The mean plane is assumed perfectly con
ducting, with particular objects or " bosses" ran
domly distributed over the plane to resemble waves. 

(3) The mean plane is the mathematical locus of 
randomly distributed objects, this two-dimensional 
random array being isolated in space. A major 
subclass of this is (3a), in which the objects are semi
infinite parallel structures, such as wires or parallel 
plates with ends or edges in the mean plane. 

(4) The mean plane bounds a half-space fill ed with 
a statistically described multiply scattering medium. 
Major advances with this model are described else
where in t his report. 

In 2, 3, 4 the scattering parameters of the indi
vidual objects are assumed known and the problem 
is one of proper! accounting for interactions before 
or during the eventual averaging. Some phen
omenological models highly useful for organizing and 

1 Electromagnetic Research Corporation, College Park, llel . 

explaining radar da ta in term s of' oceanographic 
surface parameters ,HC discussed in Lite Commission 
II report. 

Dimensionless numbers impol'tanL in t he problem 
are kH, kL, H IL , R a= k fTsin8, Z =.sin28IlcL, Z' =. 
sin8sin8' IlcL, where lc = 2'7T"/(mdar wfwelengtlt in air) . 
When both kH a ncl7cL arc S ill all , qWlsi-staLie methods 
apply. This is the Cilse 1'01' est i 11lIlti ng losses in 
rough waveguides. vVhen Ha is defillable ilnd sllmll , 
the surfaces sa ti s fi es t he " R ayleigh criterion" for 
smoothness, ill1d specuh,r re fl ection often domina,tes 
the scattered encrgy. Rn,clar resolution is high 
and the scatterin g problem d ifficult 1'01' values of 
Z, Z' nea l' unity; hcre difl'l'action o\'e1' one wa \rc crest 
becom es important in the field illumi ll atin g the 
next crcst. 'rI te uscl'ul range of phenolllenological 
models is sometimes extended to regions or small Ha 
by cO ll sid ering n. wave renectcd rrom the Ill can plnn e 
or from the locally smooLitecl surface fl S part of a 
coherent illuminating field, but this prn,ctice breaks 
down for Z"" l. This revi ew de,Ljs principf111y with 
the theoretically in tel'es tin g and intl'actn bl e prob
lems in whi ch the excitations n,nel the scattering are 
controlled by interactions amon g surface elements. 

Methods 

One can (in principlc) wri te cxact in tegral equ a
tions with Green's function kernels for p articular 
conformation s of model surfaces, and yariatio11 al 
expressions [Mcecham, 1956] of tbe Schwinger type 
for scattering into pf1l'ticula r tL ntennas, but the taking 
of averages poses unsohTcd difficul ties. A var ia
t ional scheme retaining its efFicf1cy for optimum field 
or power estim ates throughout the necessary averag
ing would form a major advance. One is driven to a 
self-consisten t calculation: a parameterized posi tion
dependent excitation is assumed for all parts of the 
surface. This estf1blishes the scattered field, in the 
neighborhood of a surface point p, as a superposition 
of scatterings by individual objects or parts of the 
surface. This superposition is then averaged and 
added to the originally incident field to give the 
average excitation about p. The parameters of th e 
beginning excitation's representation are then ad
justed so that the represented and calculated exci
tations are identical. (R ecent improvements in th is 
self-consistent m.ethod are outlined in the section on 
multiple scattering. Wiener-Hopf methods a re use
ful here with models 3a and 4.) 

Having estimated a plausible excitation of, and 
therefore the scattering from, an object at p , t he 
problem becomes one of averaging the scattering to 
get u and B. With no nonreciprocal elem.ents in 
the surface, r eciprocity theorems apply: imagine a 
dyadic Green's function G appropriate to a particular 
.fixed surface with the object or portion at p removed, 
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Wi th this G one can show that the partial contribu
tion ApB of an object at p to a field at B due to a 
radar at A is the same as BpA, the partial field meas
ured on interchanging transmitter and receiver. It 
follows that this "local reciprocity" is true for 
average fields and powers, and that the scattering 
from a surface point partakes of interactions of the 
same type and importance as the excitation. 

General criteria jor evaluating proposed soLutions to 
rough surjace problems in "statistical reciprocity": 
Reversing incident and scattering directions should 
produce no change in (J or in R, for surfaces built of 
reciprocal elements. A more general criterion is 
energy conservation, which demands that the inci
dent minus the specularly reflected power, per unit 
area of the mean plane, be accounted for in the total 
randomly scattered power implied in (J , plus that 
calculated as absorbed in the surface under the unit 
area. A third criterion, applying immediately to 
model 1 and to 3a and 4 when the objects have finite 
losses, is that coherent and random power fluxes die 
out with distance beneath the mean plane. This is 
so obvious with model 1 that it should be examined 
for suggestions as to calculation methods. 

The second law of thermodynamics is violated 
unless (J({), ()') falls off as ()' or faster for {)' "--70; solu
tions satisfying reciprocity and within some measure 
of meeting the energy criterion would appear neces
sarily to have the correct behavior here [Ament, 
1956]. N ext, fields and currents estimated or as
sumed on parts of the surface should satisfy locally 
applicable criteria of diffraction theory such as 
Meixner's [1949] edge condition and Raisbeck's 
passivity criterion [Richards, 1959, p. 97]. (For 
model 3a and Z~l, the edge condition should have 
a central importance.) Finally, extrapolations to 
nature must agree with obseITations; some of the 
empirical data are found in the Commission II report. 

The foregoing discussion is concerned with aver
ages taken over regions large compared with D; the 
more detailed averages necessary for the radar 
resolution, and for time-dependence backscatter, 
seem to have been treated only phenomenologicaly. 

We turn to some conjectures and unsolved prob
lems (beyond the methodological ones implied above) 
that should be within grasp . Calculations for ver
sions of modell , 3a, and 4 yield R(e) "--7 - 1 and the 
factorization (J~j({))j({)' ) in the small {) ,e' limit. 
Plausibility arguments suggest that this "grazing 
factorization" is universally true when R(e)"--7 - 1, 
but can one prove it? Chandrasekhar's exact albedo 
calculations [1960] for dilu te versions of model 4 
"factor" differently, but, for these, R == o. Next, 
assume an ocean with dielectric constant fractionally 
less than that of the air above, permeability being 
unity everywhere. For dead calms, reflection at 
the mean plane is then total for e less than some small 
critical angle eo. Assuming rounded waves of large 
kL, kEf, andlcx (rms radius of curvature), what (J do 
we get for eo:::; e:::; 2eo, knowing that double reflections 
can take place, both with total reflection by rav 
theory? This problem is basic for wave-layer 
theories of tropospheric scatter and there are iono
spheric equivalents. 

We turn to specific papers. Ament [1960] intro
duces the foregoing reciprocity concepts and raises 
the problem of "grazing factorization ." For a tilted 
parallel-plate version of model 3a, he uses a se1£
consistent method to find approximate currents in 
the plates, and local reciprocity to find a reciprocity
satisfying (J obeying "grazing factorization." But 
the edge conditions and energy conservation are not 
satisfied, and R changes on reversal of incident and 
specular direction. For a model 4 surface with 
isotropic scatterers and scalar waves, the method 
yields better results which compare informatively 
with Chandrasekhar's exact albedo calculations 
[1960]. His final paragraph, arguing qualitatively 
that grazing radar backscatter should always be 
independent of polarization, uses an assumption 
suggesting that radar resolution is also independent 
of polarization; this is contrary to observations with 
oceanographic radars. 

Nlarsh [1961a, b] writes the scattered field as a 
superposition of up going plane waves of various real 
horizontal components of propagation vector, and 
asks that the superposition cancel the downgoing 
plane incident wave at each point of the model 1 
surface, which is specified by a spectrum and rms 
surface height Ef. He expands in powers of H, finds 
a process, based on Fourier transform theory and 
expressed in the form of iterated operators, for 
obtaining coeffi.cients of H" in the scattered-wave 
spectrum. Putting the results back together in a 
formal expression involving operators, he has a result 
amenable to machine methods for 6nding specular 
and random field components to arbitrary preassigned 
accuraC~T . The results satisfy reciprocity, energy 
conservation, and grazing factorization [private 
communication]. While the validity of neglecting 
downgoing components of the scattered field between 
waves is suspect [Lippmann, 1953], the neglect may 
be rectifiable; meanwhile the paper appears the first 
to develop the full power of transform methods in 
rough surface problems. 

The only known rough surface mod el for which all 
scattered waves are everywhere upgoing is one 
having an impedance boundary condition which 
varies randomly over the mean plane. Hessel 
[1960a, b] and Oliner have treated a sinusoidally 
varying reactive impedance boundary condition and 
obtain exact results in full detail. Their study is 
directed at traveling-wave antenna applications so 
they do not consider the random case. Here one 
would have the difficulty of assigning statistics so 
that the surface is everywhere electromagnetically 
passive, i.e., satisfies Raisbeck's criterion everywhere. 

Senior [1960a] discusses an impedance boundary 
condition effective at impedect and certain rough 
surfaces in terms of the impedance ratio 7] of local 
impedance of a medium to the free-space impedance. 
He shows that for plane and slowly curving bound
aries between free space and a medium of high 
refractive index, having small relative variations of 
dielectric constant only, the average impedance 
boundary is best described in terms of an average 7]. 

Senior's second paper [1960b] treats a modell surface 
of small-scale isotropic roughness. His main result 
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is a local 2 X 2 impedance matrix connecting the 
components of E and H tangential to the mean 
plane. The matrix, expressed in terms of an a\'erage 
71, diago nalizes when preferred axes are chosen; t he 
results seem no t unlike t hose of Biot [) 957, 1958a, 
1958b, 19601 for a small-scale model 2 surface. But 
the merit of Senior's form is that it applies to curved 
surfaces. To estimate Lbe effect of small-scale 
roughness on backscatter from large spheres, Hiatt, 
Senio r, ftnd ~Weston [1960] average Senior's matrix 
boundary condition o\'er ftll incidence angles ftnd 
obtftin a scalar impedance boundary condition 
expressed in terms of an effective 71: 'Y/ ,,-,ikH2jL. From 
this condition they estimate the coherent back
scatter field through terms linear in 'Y/. They com
pare the obsolute-squared result with measured 
backscattered powers, but give no theoretical esti
mate of the nonspecular scattered components in 
their measured backscatter or elsewhere. 

Al though introducing no new diffraction theoretic 
idea.s, Chen and Peake [196) 1 develop the b,lsic con
cepts in Lile closely relaLed problem of t he ang ular 
spectrum of Lh ennal radiation from a rough ground 
surface of temperature T which is illuminated by 
prescribed Lhcnna.l so urces distributed O\Oer the sky. 
1nsof,tr as the s urfa.ce elements are lossy, abso rbed 
radiation must reappear in the form of heat radia
tion, <tnd the problem is correspondingly more com
plex than t he diffraction-th eoretic one of accounting 
for the remnants of the incident radiation only. 

Twersky [1962a, b , c, d] gives for m.oclels 2, 3, and 
4 several formalisms for self-consistent calculati0ns 
of the specular r eAection coefficient R and the mean 
coherent excitation of geneull objects of t he surface. 
Treating the resulting sC<tttered waves as tm\Oelillg 
in object-free regions, he finds energy consen 'ed, but 
his <T'S appear valid only at high angles. His R 's 
appear as the natural consequence of his seU-con
sistent approach and are co nj ectured to be auto
matically correct wh en the scattering by the individ
ual objects is con ectly calcuhtted. 

Twersky's papers and earlier summary [19601 Jist 
most of the known earlier papers in the rough sudttce 
field. Other bibliographies have been prepared by 
Bachynski [1959], Hagn et al. [19611, Lysanov [1958], 
Marsh [19621, and Wolff [1960]. 
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2 .2 . Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in a Random Medium* 

W . C . Hoffman* 

1. Introduction 

The phenomenon of wave propagation throuo'h a 
ra!l~om- medium has, historicttlly speaking, two I~ain 
ongms. One s tems from statistical mechanics and 
accordingly, as classical or quantum model~ are 
assumed, is capa~le in principle at least, of explaining 
all electromagnetIc phenomena in a material medium. 
] n practice this approach tends to be limited to one 
si ngle aspect of "randomness," viz, configurations of 
randomly placed scatterers, and to the determint1,tion 
of one single parameter, usually the avenwe yalue of 
some field qU<1,ntity associated with the in ~ident plus 
scattered fields. Only this ttpproach seeTns to be 
adequate for analyr,ing reSOl1<1,nce phenomena, such 
as {\uorescence, Doppler broadening, reSODttllce ab
sorption, anomalous dispersion, twd Lll C like. 

The other approach, essentiallYITlflcroscopic in 
cl.laracter! emerged from the problem of scattering 
of acoustIC and electromagnetic radiation by turbu
lent . medi,1,. The cO llstituti,'e pammeters of the 
medlUm are not deI'i,'ed from first principles but are 
t~ken as gi "cn , i .e., t? co nstitute ,1, stoch astic process 1 

of some sort. 1 n thiS con text, therefore the electro
magnetic.field is tt functional of tile stoch'astic process 
represe nlmg the random re Lracti,'e index of the 
mediUll!'. ~rbe theoretical problem thus has both a 
probabIlistic as well flS an electromagnetic character. 
J nmuch of the past work the prob,1,bilistic side has 
often la nguished in co mpariso n to the elect rol1l tto'-. A - - b netIC. smooth though random vttl' iation of the 
mediUln is an essential cbttl'acteris tic of this mod el. 

Tl~e coyerage of this portion of the report is 
restricted to the m,1,croscopic model the so-call ed 
" -b d . ' p~rtur e contmuum" problem [Bremmer, 19631 2, 

wlule the electromagnetlC phenomena associated with 
random configurations of scatterers are described in 
the section on multiple scattering by J. E . Burke and 
y. T,,:ersky. By t~le same token, only problems 
111 ,'olv111g the field wIthin an unbounded medium are 
~aken up here, the companion subject of scatterinO' 
from r~ndom surface.s being. discussed by W . S~ 
Ament ~n anoth~r sectlOn of tbIS rep?rt. Essentially 
then thIS part ?f t~e report deals wIth the theory of 
waye propagatlOn 111 stIll, cold, random continuous 
media at radio frequencies not greater than 3 Gcls 
and tbe co.ntributions discussed below are by fl,ncl 
la~'ge .restncted to those made during the last 
tnenmum. The greater part of tbe work prior to 
the current triennium has been referenced in the 
SUIllJnary "On 11ultiple Scattering of Wa\'es," pre-

' Boein g Scientific Research Laboratories Seattle Wash. 
1 A stocbas~i c p:occss is . a one parame ter fami iy of random variables, the 

param~tcr bcmg tIme (as In random noise phenomena) or pOints .in space or 
spacc·t llnc, etc. 

2 :~'he d ebt th at the present writer owes to] r. Bremmer for hi s definitive report 
on ScattOflng by a Perturbed Continuum " will be clear La anyone who has 
read the Jatter. 

pared by V. Twersky [1960), for the USA K ational 
CO!llmittee. report to the XlII General Assembly, to 
wInch the mterested reader lS referred. 

Section two of t hi s report deals with tbe mathe
matical theory of electro magnetic waves in a random 
con~inu1?-m. This is followed b~' sectio ns an ray
tra~ll1g 111 a random medium, tntnsport equations of 
vanous types, ltnd what bas come to be known as t lll'
bulent scatter. ~eflecLioll and lrall smission prob
lems assoClateci wILh mndom stnc ks of shbs have re
ceived considerable atLention or hte and an assess
ment is made or Lhese developmenls under the Slune 
head. as transport processes. F inall.\-, we take up 
certalll mathematical a nd statisl ical results which 
may have significance for the a llah-sis of I'-}ntdialion 
in random media. . 

2. Theory of Wave Propagation in a Random 
Continuum 

Nearly all L!'etttlllents of w,we propagation in 
a random co ntwuum have assumed harmonic Lime 
dependence, so that Lh e reduced wave equation 
\12 U+ 1c2( x) U(x) = 0 can be emplo.,-ed raLher th,w 
Lhe Iull wtwe equation ill x and t. This co ndition 
will be taken to apply in the sequel except w here 
specific mention is m ade to the conLrary. As pointed 
out by SlIver [1963], t his assumpLion requires th~1,t the 
pheno meno n be essentially monochromatic , and such 
tlllngs as Doppler difl'Llsio ll or frequent)' in hot ener
g9tic media are Lhereby excluded. ll~ genen{l, use 
of the reduced wave equaLio n appears valid whenever 
the time variation in the properties or the medium is 
much slower than tho propagation Lime of the wave. 
A medium which is swirling just as rapidly as the 
wave is tr avelin g will clearly have frequency shifts 
which invalidate Lite monochromaticity assumption. 
Theprobabilistic n ature of a slowly swirling medium 
can be treated either through the time dependence of 
the stochastic process or by limiting consideration to 
realiza~ions which are sufficiently far apart in time 
t<? be llldependent. However, as pointed out by 
SlIver [1963], an ergodic theorem for relating time 
averages to expectations (ensemble averao'es) is re-
quired in either case. b 

Perhaps the most important single worl" on wave 
propagation in a random medium that has appeared 
during the last triennium is that due to J. B. K eller 
[1962]. The first portion of Keller's paper is note
worthy for a very lucid discussion of the problem and 
its context. He subsequently covers ra~T-tracin g in a 
randomly inhomo.geneous medi.um, .and. finally the 
extenor problem for the wave equatlOn m a random 
medium. The latter portion of Keller's analysis is 
based on pertw-bation theory and contains many 
new and important results fo1' the field and its :6.rst 
and second moments. T he principal result is that 
to terms of the 3d order in the pert.urbation parameter 
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E the mean valu e of the field propagates as if in a 
medium of effective complex refractive index defined 
by 

r r oo }}2 
n*= ~] + E2< ,,/> (l - 2ik Jo (e 2i kr -1)N(r)clr 

where E/J- (X) is the random component of the refrac
tive index n(x) and NC lx- x' l) is the correlation 
function < /J- (x)/J- (x' » /< /J,z >. 

Another treatment of the problem of radiation in a 
randoml.v inbomogeneous medium has been given 
b.v W. C. Meecllam [1961]. Tilrough appropriate 
use of Green's functions N[eecham was able to deter
mine the field generated by a point eource in a 
medium having small point to point fluctuations of 
dielectric constant. Energy is found to be trans
ferred from the average field to the fluctuation iield 
at a rate dependent upon the low frequency com
ponents of the random B uctuation of the medium, 
and it is shown that the phase velocity of the average 
solution is decreased . The method is applied to the 
case of a medium fluctuation governed by a Gaussian 
correlation function . The average solution thus 
formed is in accord with the result of Foldy and Lax 
for the random configmation problem. For the one
dimensional case the formal procedures of the Foldy
La\': method have been put on a rigorous basis by 
J. Bazer [1959], who derived sufficient conditions 
for the approximation of the solution of the random 
configuration problem by the corresponding solu
tion for a continuous distribution of scattering 
material. Theee approaches are also cloeelv related 
to the work of Twersky [1962], discussed elsewhere 
in the Commission 6 report under the head of mul
tiple scattering. 

A rigorous probabilistic treatment of the electro
magnetic field in a randomlv inhomogeneous medium 
has been given by Hoffman [1959], based upon 
proper epectral representations for the stochastic 
process representing the refractive index. A gen
eralized 3-dimensional Riccati equation is obtained 
and used to relate spectral representations of field 
and gradient of refractive inde,. On the other hand 
the reduced inhomogeneous wave equation is shown 
to be equivalent to an inhomogeneous Fredholm 
integral equation. The latter can be solved by a 
mean-square convergent Neumann series for the 
case of a Gaussian n2(x) provided the Neumann 
series for the nonrandom medium converges in the 
ordinary way. Thus multiple scattering of all orders 
can be taken into account in this formulation. 

A theoretical treatment of the effect of medium 
irregularities of the order of a wavelength in size 
upon the field of an oscillating dipole has been given 
by E . C. Barrows [1963]. Barrows' technique con
sists in first expressing the spatial fluctuatious in 
permittivity as a Fourier integral, introducing the 
result into the Green's dyadic solution of the vector 
wave equation, and evaluating the result to within 
the Born approximation. The probabilistic natme 
of the Fourier integral representation is not men
tioned, although an attempt is made to introduce 
"randomness" by means of a time average correla
tion matrix for the electric field itself. 

3. Ray Paths in Random Media 

A substantial portion of Keller's paper mentioned 
above [Keller, 1962] is devoted to determination of 
ray paths in a medium containing small random 
inhomogeneities. After determining the perturba
tion equations which govern such a ray path, Keller 
obtains formulas (valid for not too large path lengths) 
for the average ray position, equivalent path length, 
mean-square distance between the endpoints of a ray, 
the mean-square transverse displacement, and the 
ray diffusion coefficient. He then treats the propa
gation of rays as a Ma.rkov process starting from tbe 
appropriate Fokker-Planck equation and obtains 
results which agree with those of the perturbation 
equation approach within their mutual ranges of 
validity. Phase and amplitude fluctuations are then 
studied by means of normal congruences of rays 
and the method of characteristics, and the respective 
means and variances are calculated . 

W. S. Ament [1960] has analyzed the effect of 
multiple scattering upon tropospheric forward scatter 
signals in terms of ray tracing through successive 
"blobs." An analog computer specifically designed 
for ray-tracing was employed and pertmbations 
consisting of delta-function voltages of random am
plitudes and zero metLllS were introduced with random 
spacing. Amen t proposed several problems of fun
damental importance that bear directly, in the 
further treatment of the multiple scattering ap
proach, upon the neglected phase coherence aspect 
of "blob" scattering. 

4. Transport Equations for Field Quantities in a 
Random Me dium 

Although electromagnetic waves must obey a 
vector wave equation, certain quantities associated 
with a randomly scattered field, notably the prob
ability density function for the ray position after n 
scatterings and the spectral density function for the 
scattered energy, must obey a diffusion equation. 
This approach asswnes that the scattered electro
magnetic field constitutes a stationary (strict sense) 
Markov process. The probability density function 
must therefore satisfy a Fokker-Planck differential 
equation Cor alternatively, in integral form, the 
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation). In the United 
States this approach to the problem of scattering by 
a random continuum has been carried forward by 
D. S. Bugnolo [1 960a, ]960b, 1961a]. The basic 
theory of Bugnolo's approach is set forth mainly in 
the first of the above references, in which he develops 
a transport equation for the spectral density function 
of a multiply scattered electromagnetic field and gives 
a detailed solution for the case of dielectric noise. 
The result is applied by Bugnolo [1960a and 1960b] 
to forward scatter in the troposph ere and to laying 
down a statistical criterion for the validi ty of the 
usual single-scattering hypothesis. The spectral 
width increases with distance in the transport for
mulation, whereas this realistic feature is lacking in 
the usual single scattering theories of forward scatter. 
Bugnolo [1961a] has also employed a transport 
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equation for the photon density function to n,nn,lyze 
the effects of ionospheric multiple scattering upon 
radio stn,l' scintillation. 

The method of " invariant eillbedding" [Belllllflll 
and Kalflba, 1960; 1961; Ueno, 196 J] constiLutes H,nother 
flspect of the flpproach via tmnspo]'t equfltiolls. In 
this method functionn,l equfltions flre obtained for 
the reflection and transm.ission coefficients of a plane 
wave incident normfllly upon one or more slabs 
whose r efractive indexes are random functions of 
d istflnce from the interface. The functional equa
tions in the single slab case turn out to be the well
known Riccati equations for the reflection and trans
Illission coefiicients of an inhomogeneous transmission 
line. Reflection from a stratified slab, each stratum 
having a different random wave number, has also 
been considered, and recurrence relations for the 
transmission and reflection coefficients obtained. 
Some attempt has been made to give a probabilistic 
cast to the results, but no real advance has yet been 
accomplished for wn,ve propagation problems. The 
method has enjoyed notable success with respect to 
such transport phenomenfl as neutron scn,ttering and 
rfldiati ve transfer ill stellar <ttmosphel'es, bu t seems 
inheren tly incapable of t:1king iLlLo :1CCOUllt difl'rac
tion effects 01' non-plflne-p:1mllel geometries. 

Significan t resul ts wi tit respect to the one-dimen
sional scattering problem for a random stack: of 
dielectric shbs luwe been achieved by Kfly and 
Silverman [1958] . These authors obtain a Neumann 
series for the m e:1n-square transmission and reflection 
coefficients resultin g from multiple scattering. An 
upper bound for the strength of scattering of any 
order from the random medium is used to show th:1t 
these N eUlllan n series con vel'gemuch more rapidly, 
for a hrge number of slabs, thflll would be expected 
on the basis of non-random sC:1ttering. On the other 
hand the randomness of the scattering medium does 
not effectively rcduce multiple scattering when the 
order of the sC:1ttering exceeds th e number of slabs. 

5. Turbulent Scatter 

Interest in the problem of electromagnetic radia
tion in a randomly inhomogeneous continuum has 
been motivated principally by the phenomenon of 
turbulent forward scat ter. lt is not our in tention 
to re\Tiew here the theory of turbulent forward scat
ter . This subject properly belongs to the domain 
of Commissions 2 and 3, and several excellent review 
articles are in existence [W'heelon, 1959; Bremmer, 
1963]. However, those aspects of turbulent forward 
scatter theory which flre relevant to areas of interest 
to Commission 6 will be briefly surveyed here. 

Three theoretical approaches to the problem of 
the turbulent forward scatter have been pursued: 
(i) extensions of the Booker-Gordon single scatter
ing theory, (ii) partial reflection from atmospheric 
"platelets", and (iii) diffusion theories for the mul
t iple scattering of signals. The latter have been dis
cussed under sec. 4 above, and the only U.S. con
tributions to the second category have been made 
by Friis, Crawford, and Hogg [Bremmer, 1963], prior 
to the triennium covered in this report. There re-
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mains category (i): generalizations of the classical 
single scattering theory. Contributions in this area 
by Barrows [1963] :1nd Wheelon [1959] have already 
been noted. In addition, Bowhill [1961a] has studied 
t he case of a medium with inhomogeneities having 
differen t scales along three space axes. In this event 
the effect of the medium is not equivalent to a succes
sion of thin phase-changing screens, which are inde
pendent, probabilistically spe:1king, of one another. 
The diffractive changes flS the waye passes from one 
inhomogeneity to one arbitrarily nearby correlated 
with it renders invalid such :1n extension of the theory 
of e:merging angular power spectrum. In:1 compan
ion paper Bowhill [1961b] discusses Lhe effect of a 
"r:1ndom shallow p lhlse screen" upon Lile tmnslTlis
sion of radio waves. BowlliU 's amtlysis applies only 
to a staLioJhlry Gaussift.ll process. Th e results are 
expressed in term s of spatial spectra and cOJ'relation 
function s for the emergeJlL wave. rr iJ e effects of 
anisotropy of the d ifi'mcting screen and oblique inci
dence of Lhe wuxes are also includ ed in the aJlalysis. 

Yeh [1962] IlflS in vcsLiga ted t he propagatio n of 
spherical waves t hrough a medium containing anis
tropic (elongated) inhomogeneities. The correlatio n 
fU llction of tlte refractive index is takell to be a 
Gflussian fun ction of position with ellipsoidal sym
metry. A perturbation analysis applied to the 
scalar reduced wave equation then leads to first order 
expressions for the me:1n-sq ual'e deviations and 
correlation functions of the phase and logari thmic 
ampli tude. 

A sort of turbulent scatLer which depends upon tlle 
velocity distribution functions of the electrons and 
ions in a plasma has J eceived 111 Llch consid eration 
recently in con nection with " incoh erent scatter" of 
high-power radio signals in the ionosphere . A dis
cLlssion of American contributions to this field lllav 
be found in the section of the Commission 6 rcpoJ:L 
devoted to plasma propagation. 

6. Misce llaneous Theoretical and Statistical 
Complements 

In a comprehensive discussion of the subject of 
scattering by a randomly inhomogeneous medium 
Silver [1963] brought out many of the difficulties 
which beset an adequate general theory. To gen
eralize single particle scattering to a random config
uration, a solution of the many body problem must 
be available and certain questions having to do with 
the ergodic hypothesis must be settled. If Lhe 
medium is turbulent, it may well not be in the 
thermodynamic equilibrium, and this feature poses 
an additional complication for theories based on 
statistical mechanics. If on the other ha nd a ran
domly fluctuating continuum is assumed, then an 
approach to a generally valid theory of constitutive 
parameters is required, e.g., in such media as stellar 
atmospheres. Silver advocates an appro:1ch t<;> prob
lems of this second type through the polal'lZatlOn 
vector P :1nd the probabilistic properties of the 
Fourier ampli tudes representing the distribution of 
scattering elements . It is also noted that the 



assumption o[ monochromatic time dependence 
usually made requires that no Doppler diffusion of 
freq uency LItke place. An ergodic theorem, relating 
temporal bella viol' to the ensemble of stationary 
configurations, thus seems required. Such a theorem 
would probably involve a hypothesis that time 
varifltions of Lhe constitutive parameters are of a 
much lower order than the propagation time of the 
wave. AlterlULtively, fI'Oln a theoretical standpoint, 
one could restrict tlttention to independent realiza
tions, that is , thinking of the medium as a continu
ously swirling fluid, one would "freeze" the medium 
at times far enough apart so that the resulting con
figurations (realizations) of refractive index are 
independent in the probability sense. 

The application of the ergodic theorem to problems 
of wave propagation through a random time-varying 
medium has been considered by T. J. Skinner [1961]. 
He showed that the time-varying medium can be 
replaced in the solution of the scalar problem by a 
time independent ensemble provided at the boundary 
of the time varying medium the scalar field Vex, t) = 
A(x, t) exp {icj>(x, t)+27T'iCTt } is such that 

(i) A(x, t) and cj>(x, t) are ergodic; 
(ii) The absolute value of any frequency compo

nent of either A(x, t) sin cj>(x, t) or A(x, t) cos 
cj>(x, t) is less than CT, the mean frequency of 
the source; 

(iii) Vex, t) is quasi-monochromatic. 

D. S. Bugnolo [1961b] has given a heUl'istic dis
cussion of the question of stationariness (in the prob
ability sense) when the dielectric constant is a 
stochastic process in both space and time. He con
cludes in the tropospheric case that the permittivity 
must of necessity be a nonstationary process and 
proposes a redefinition of the expected value of the 
permittivity which would make the corresponding 
homogeneous vector wave equation consistent with 
the purely deterministic problem for an inhomogene
ous atmosphere. 

C. I. Beard [1961] in a clever experimental simula
tion of the idealized conditions of statistical me
chanics has shown that in the "mid-field" region the 
phase quadrature components of the incoherent 
scattered field are not Rayleigh dis tributed. 

Samuels and Eringen [1959/60] have studied the 
behavior of the nth order linear differential equation 
with random coefficients and find a phenomenon of 
mean-square instability under certain conditions. 
The problem of the dynamics of first order linear and 
nonlinear oscillators with random coefficient has 
been exhaustively studied by Kraichnan [1961] by 
means of an auxiliary set of random coupling 
coefficients. Bourret [1961] has investigated the 
angular response of a linear array to a scalar signal 
from a point source when the medium is slightly 
randomly inhomogeneous. 

Significant statistical contributions (in the sense of 
statistical inference) to the propaga tion of electro
magnetic waves in random media have been made by 
S. S. Siddiqui [1960,1961, 1962]. M. J. Beran [1960] 

has derived the equations govermng the propagation 
of the ?nth order correlation function for a scalar wave 
field, and studied the propagation of the second order 
correlation function between parallel planes in free 
space. 
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2.3. Partially Coherent Electromagnetic Fields 

Francis 1. Zucke r 1 

This summary report begins where the previous 
URSI report on coherence theory [Parrent, 1960] left 
off. Activity during the past three years has been 
brisk. A conference held in 1960 [University of 
Rochester, 1961 ; O'Neill and Bradley, 1961] paid 
much attention to partial coherence, and the Pro
ceed i.n gs of the 1962 URSI Copenhagen Symposium 
on Electromagnetic Theory and Antennas (Pergamon 
Press, Oxford, 1963) will contain six papers in the 
field. The proceedings of two 1963 meetings , the 
Third International Conference on Quantum Elec
tronics (held in Paris) and the Symposium on Optical 
Masers (held at the Polytechnic Institute of Brook
lyn) should be watched for articles on laser coherence 
and on the connection between coherence and 
quan tum mechanics. 

The basic reference is still Wolf [Born and Wolf, 
1959]. An introduction to the present state of the 
art was written by Zucker [1963], and two compre
hensive surveys [Mandel, 1963a; Gamo, 1963b] cover 
recent developments. A book on statistical optics 
[O'N eill , 1963] devotes two chapters to coherence 
topics , and another book, now in press [Ber an and 
Parrent, 1 963b] promises a detailed treatmen t of the 
entire subject. 

We fint consider applications of partial coherence 
theory to problems in microwaves and optics. 

Aperture diffraction. The diffraction patterns of 
infinite slots [Parrent and Skinner, 1961] and circular 
apertures [Shore, 1963] have been calculated for a 
continuous range of aperture size to coherence inter
val ratios; as might be expected, the pattern ap
proaches that of a dipole as the coherence in terval 
becomes small compared to the aperture diameter. 
Schell [1961] pointed out that the partially coherent 
power pattern is given by the convolution of the 
coherent pattern with the Fourier transform of the 
degree of coherence, which suggests rapid graphical 
methods for antenna and aperture pattern detennina
tions. The polarization aspects of partially coheren t 
diffraction were examined by Karczewski and 'Wolf 
[1963], with the result that approximate evalu ations 
known to give almost identical results for mono
chromatic radiation turned out to differ considerably 
in the polychromatic case. 

PTopagation in random media. By the ergodic 
hypothesis , it should be possible to establish an 
equivalence between the aperture pattern in a clem' 
atmosphere for a partially coherent signal , and th e 
aperture pattern in a turbid atmosphere for a coher
ent signal, provided the statistics of the partially 
coherent signal and of the tmbid atmosphere are 
identical; the conditions under which this equivalence 
holds, however , have not been rigorously established. 
A formal attack on the propagation of partially 
coherent radiation t ln-ough a tmbicl atmosphere (i.e., 
randomness in signal as well as in medium) was made 

1 Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, 1\1as5. 
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by Parrent, Shore, and Skinner [1962], and specific 
applications by Skinner are in the offing. 

Partial polarization. The original work in optics 
on the relation between degTee of polarization, Stokes 
vector, and coherency matlix [Born and Wolf, 1959 ; 
Panent and Roman, 1960] has been capably re
viewed by Marathay [O'Neill , 1963], and adapted 
for antenna usage by Ko [1961a, b, c; 1962] . The 
response of an elliptically polarized antenna to quasi
monochromatic, partially polarized radio waves from 
an extended source has been worked out in detail. 
Ko clearly shows the ad vantages of this language in 
the design and evaluation of radioastronomical 
polarization meaSUl'em ents. The effect of partial 
polarization on the effective antenna aperture has 
also been considered [Tai, 1961 ; Ko, 1962]. 

Imaging. The optical theory of image formation 
has been generalized to include the effects of partial 
coherence [Parrent, 1961], which in turn has sug
gested a re-examination of the concept of resolution 
[Parrent and Rojak, 1963]. As a most useful appli
cation in the microwa\'e field, it has been shown 
[Drane and Parren t, 1962] that data-processing 
antennas of the Drane-Covillgton type map extended 
incoherent sources (such as the radio sky) linearly 
in power, even though they employ nonlinear ele
ments. Because of the finite apertW'e size, a 
sampling theorem originally due to Gabor [Miya
moto 1960, 1961] can be applied to the object and 
image, leading to a formulation of imaging in terms 
of finite matrices or equivalently, because of the 
finite number of degrees of freedom, to a formulation 
in terms of entropy transformations [Gamo, 1960 ; 
O'Neill and Asakura, 1961; O'Neill, 1963; Gamo 
1963b]. 

The coherence aspects of two important non
Gaussian r adiators ha\Te been investigated, the 
blackbody and the maser (and laser). An initial 
discussion of the blackbody by Bourret [1960] was 
given a broader coherence-language base by Kano 
and Wolf [1962] and Mehta [1963], and then related 
to its quantum mechanical background by Sarratt 
[1963] . That the spatial coherence of maser light 
can be explained in terms of the general property of 
in coherent radiation becoming progressively more 
coherent as it passes through a periodic medium was 
discovered by Wolf [1963]. That maser radiation 
differs widely from thermal ligh t is well known 
[Mandel, 1961a; Smith and William s, 1962]; it is 
therefore a significant advance that at the Third 
International Conference on Quanturn Electronics 
(Paris, 1963), Mandel was able to present a prob
ability distribution for the radiati.on of a well
stabilized single-mode maser, from which the 
comulete coherence properties should now be deducible. 

The concept of coherence itself has been clarified 
and extended in several directions. 

Clarifications of coherence. Skinner [1961] showed 
that arbitrarily narrow-band (but not monochro-
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matic) radiation can be yery incoherent, and Mandel 
and Wolf [1961b] demonstrated tb e converse, CllcLt 
to be coherent, radiation does not necessarily have 
to be very narrow-band. 1£ the coher ence fun ction 
can be factorized into a purely space-dependent and 
a purely time-dependent term, Mandel [1961 b] rclers 
to the radiation as "spectnLlly pure"; he shows that 
light from an extended incoherent somce has this 
property. The limiting cases of complete coherence 
and incoherence haye been carefully analyzed, with 
the result that nei ther condition is physically 
r ealizable [Parrent, 1963 ; Beran and Parrent, 1963a, 
1963b]. In preparation for the treatment of non
Gaussian SOlll'ces, the concepts of bandwidth and 
coherence time have been carefully re-examined 
[Mandel and Wolf, ]962]. 

Generalizations oj coherence. To describe the 
co herence properties of electromagnetic fields, the 
co lwrence function of scalar field s (01' tlw coherency 
matrix of partially polarized plane wewes) must 
now be replaced by three-by-three electric and 
magnetic coherency tensors [Roman and ' iVoH, 
1960; Rom an, 1961b; J\:arczewski, 1963J. The phys
ical meaning of so me of t he differential equations 
co nn ectin g these tensors is still obscure. SOlll'ce 
terms can be included in the fi eld equation s [Beran 
and Parrent, 1962; Roman , 196] a], but attempts at 
extending t lte equations to nonstaLionary ensembles 
[Kano , 1962] have not yet succeeded. 

Transient intelj'e1'ence. The limitation of the co
herence concept to infinite time ~'\'\"erage has inhib
ited its applica tion to all cases in which ti me-variable 
interference efJ'ects might occur. The discussion on 
this point has been brisk [Golay, ] 961; Bracewell , 
1962; Neugebauer, 1962; R eady, 1962J. M andel 
[1962b] co n tribu ted t he fundamen tal obsen-atioll 
that in the case of Gaussian sources, transient inter
ference can be handled if the co ncept of " ph oton 
degeneracy" (th e number of photons falling on a 
coherence arC<L in the co ll el'ence tim e) is added to 
that of coberence, while for non-Gau ssicLn sources, 
higher order correlation functions will ha\'e to be 
taken into account as well. 

So far , only second-Ol'der correlation (i.e., coher
ence) effects have been discussed; we now turn to 
fourth-order effects, i.e., intens7'ty correlations. It 
has been known for some time (Hanbury Brown 
and Twiss experiments) that intensity correlations 
can yield information about the spatial and spectral 
intensity distributions of sources; 'iV olf showed that 
they also yieldpolarization information [Wolf, 1960; 
Mandel and vVolf , 1961a; Mandel, 1963c]. Com
pared with the traditional (Michelson) second-order 
method, intensity correlation has tbe ach 'antage of 
relative independence from atmospheric scintilla
tions, but the disadvan tage of yieldin g only the 
magnitude, not the ph ase of the co herence function; 
unless t he intensi ty, spectral, or polarization dis
tribu tions are known to be symmetri c, they cannot 
therefore be fully determined. Gamo has devised 
an ingenious optical method for the direct measure
ment of the phase of t he coherence function by 
inj ecting a coherent background; the metbod works 
best with intense and nanowband sources [Gamo, 
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1961a, 1961b, 1963a]. More attention has to date 
been paid to this method in optics [Mandel, 1963a] 
than in microwa\res; the physics of optical square-law 
detectors and photon-coincidence counters has there
fore been carefully investigated [Mandel, 1960; 
Mandel and Wolf, 1961a; Mandel 1963a, 1963c]. 

In intensity-correlation spectroscopy [Mandel, 
1963b ], Wolf showed that analytic properties of the 
coherence function often lead to a full determination 
of the spectral profile, even when Gamo's phase 
determination is not available [Wolf, 1962]. For
rester [1961 ] proposed an opti cal superh eter odyne 
technique for improv ing tlw . signal-to- noise ratio, 
with which Jal-an et I'll. [196] ] t hell measured laser 
spectra. Spectral modulation in superposed, co
herently modulated light beams, first discussed by 
Alford and Gold , has bcen ex tend ed to co herent but 
unHlodulatecl beu ms by Gil'ens [1961, 1962], and 
was shown by Mandel [1962aJ to be a fomth-ol'der 
cOl'l'elation efrect, like that of I-I anbury Brown and 
Twiss. 

For a complete stochastic description of electro
magnetic radi~Ltion , the total probabilit.\- distribu
tion must or COUI'se be specified . In th e Gaussian 
case, the probability distribu tion depe nds only on 
the pb ase coherence and on the degree or polarization 
[Mcwdel, 1963c], but in general all lli ghe]'-order 
pl'obabilit)T densities, and thus correlations, must be 
known [Beran and Parrent , 1963b]. vVolf showed 
at th e Symposium on Optical Masers (Polytechnic 
lnstitute o[ Brookl.\-n , 196:3) that a quantum-mechan
ical transcription b.l- means or the con espondence 
principle or t he higher-o rd er correlation leads to the 
quantum-th eoretical coher ence concept ah'ead)- for
mulated by Glauber [] 96;3; Mandel and Wolf, 1963]. 
The question as to th e relation between coherence 
theory and quantum mechanics, raised some time 
ago by Purcell, Dicke, Rnd F a no (see for example 
University of Roch es tel' [1961]) , was carefully 
examined by Sudarsh am ILt th e Broold)-n Sympo
sium; it appean that, by working with the analytic 
signal and admi tting negn ti ve as well as positive 
probability distributions, one obtains a s tochastic 
theory of coherence which, at least for all linear 
effects, is isomorphic with the quantized description 
of radiation in terlllS of the density matrix (see also 
Sudarshan [1963]) . 
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Part 3. Radiation 

--l 
I 

3.1. Electromagnetic Fields in Lossy Media 

James R. Wait 1 

In recent years the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves in dissipative 01' lossy media has received con
siderable H,ttention. This work has been motivated 
by a Ileed to communicate between underground or 
underwater terminals. The general problem has 
been discussed by Ghose [1960a] and Hansen [1963] 
in two valuH,ble papers. 

One proposed mode of propagation is based on the 
exisLence of a zone with very low conductivity within 
the crust of the earth [Wait, 1954; Wheeler, 1961; 
de Bettencourt and Carolan, 1963]. According to 
G. V. Eeller [1963], it is reasonable to expect that 
such n, zone exists, since the pressures at depth tend 
to reduce the pore space in which water lllay exist. 

Unfortunately, no measurements have been re
ported in the literature which confirm the existence 
of low-conductivity la,yers in the earth's crust. Some 
of the first experlme;its indicating low n,ttelluation 
[Barrett, 1949, 1952] have been open to serious 
criticism [PritcheLt, 1952; Wait, 1954]. lL was ac
tually suggested by Barrett that conven tionn,l elec
tromagnetic theory was not valid for geological 
conductors. On the other hand. P ri tchett's experi
ments were carried out und er ideal conditions, and 
it was ass ured that the signal tnLVersed the medium 
and was not conducted along pipes, wires, and otber 
buried conductors; lli s measured attenuH,tions were 
of the order of 1. db per foot at 1 Ylc/s and are in good 
accord with plane wave theor.v. The more recent 
experiments of Saran and Held [1960] also confirm 
the classical exponential depth attenuation predicted 
by simple skin-depth theory; they lowered a 1'ope
supported receiving antenna into a fresh-waLer lake 
about 100 miles from a VLF transmitter. Other 
related experiments have been carried out by Harmon 
[1961], de Bettencourt and Frazier [1963], and Ghose 
[1960b]. 

Scale-model measurements of the fields of a 
horizontal magnetic dipole immersed in a conducting 
fluid were carried out by Kraichman [1960], who 
founcl good agreement between theory an d experi
ment. Similar measurements have been carried out 
recently by Blair [1963], employing horizontal 
electric dipoles immersed in the solution. 

Theoretical work on fields within lossy medi a is 
very extensive. In this category we may include 
groundwave propagation with the antenna above 
or below t he air/ground interface. A number of 
papers dealing with this topic have appeared [Gerks, 
1962; W ait, 1961a; Walters an d Jollier, 1962; 
Wait and 'Walters, 1963]. In some of these, atten
t ion has been given to mixed path conditions such 
as occur in propagation from Ian d to sea. 

I National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. 

Theoretical treatmen Ls dealing with dipoles sub
merged in a conduct iJ lg half-space have been par
ticularly numerous. 'Vait [1961 b] has given a 
ul1ified derivation Jor all distance regions, the termi
nal antennas being fl,bove or below the interface. 
The derivation made direct usc of his e~l,rlier pub
lished work in the period 1951 - 1954. Moore ~tnd 
Blair [J 961] have treated the problem as an ext elis ion 
of Sommerfeld's dassical solutions. Their results, 
which are blLsed partly on Moore's [1951] tllesis, 
cover near, interlllediate, ~l,nd far zOll es buL oillit the 
quasi-static region. 

Biggs [1962] has cO ll s idered the radiatioll :field ill 
air from a submerged horizontal antenna. The 
final results appear to be identical Lo those of Norton 
119:37], apart from the expected ex ponenliill depth 
factor. Ghose [196011,] has n,lso considered tl](, buried 
horizontal dipole anLennll, ~LI1d, at the same time, he 
11l1S given so me usof' ul design inforlll ation. Two 
papers by DurrRni [1962 a and b] treat essentially 
t he same problelll and ('onta in some new informa
tion. The flclds in a three-part lossy mediI), have 
been considered by Anderson [19621; this is t he 
seILwater-air-ionosphere problem with the sOUl'ce 
dipole located in Lhe seawaLer medium. 

It is expected that a very co mpreh ensive book on 
Lhe subj ect of dipoles in the presence of a half-spacA 
will be publislled soon by Professor A. Banos of the 
University of California in Los Angeles. This will 
be based in part on Ilis em-lipr (J 953 ) unpublis hed 
reports coauthored with J. P. Wesley. In fact, 
most of the published work ment ioned above is 
contained implicitly in these two monumen tal 
reports. 

The radiation from pulse-excited dipoles ill 

homogeneous conductin g media has received some 
attention . Solutions of this type for unbounded 
media were given by Anderson and Moore [1960], 
Galejs [1960], Zisk [1960], and Burrows [1962]. 
The corresponding transient solutions for dipoles 
immersed in a haH-space were carried out in an 
extensive paper by 'Wait [1960], who showed how 
pulse waveforms are distorted when they propagate 
into the half-space. SOlne extensions were pu b
lished by Mijnarends [1962], who treated dipoles 
excited by step-fun ction currents. In the resul ts 
,g-iven by Anderson and Moore, Galejs, Zisk, and 
Burrows mention ed above, displacement currents 
were neglected. Solutions takin g these into account 
have been given by Wait [1960] and Burrows [1963] . 
Theil' effect is important when dealin g with poorly 
conductin g media and at small times in the tran ieDt 
response. 

Propagation of groundwave pulses o \'er the surface 
of the earth was reviewed by Johler [1962]. Certain 
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qects of early published results on this subject 
were discussed by Wait [1962a1 in a short note. 

Two recent survey papers which contain material 
on fields in lossy media were published by Logan 
[J 962] and , iVait (1962bl. Both of these papers deal 
wi til methods for computing diffraction fields for 
large convex lossy surfaces. 

J n many problems, involving the influence of the 
e~Lrth on electromagnetic fields, it is permissible to 
utilize the concept of surface impedance. This 
approach has been utilized extensively in the study 
of magnetotelluric fields [Wait, 1962c; Price, 1962; 
Jackson, ' Vait , and Walters , 1962]. 

Galejs [1962al has published an interesting paper 
dealing with scattering from a conducting sphere 
which is embedded in a conducting half-space. The 
induced electric and magnetic dipole moments depend 
on the incident surface wa\~e and the interactions 
with the interface. The fields which are scattered 
from the sphere into the lossless medium are deter
mined from known solutions of this dipole problem 
[Wait, 1961b]. Galejs (1962b] has also considered 
the excitation of slots above a lossy dielectric half
space. This problem has application to the design 
of peninsula and island antennas. The latter 
problem has [\,lso been considered by Stams [19621. 

Scattering from lossy coated objects in free space 
has been investigated in a thorough manner by Hiatt, 
Siegel, and Weil [1960a and b1. For electrically 
small spheres, it is shown that the coating can ha\Te 
little effect on the Rayleigh cross sections. They 
also found that scattering from large objects had a 
strong forward lobe which was actually enhanced by 
the coating. This was true e\~en for coatings which 
are "radar absorbers." 

The input resistances of dipoles in the presence of 
a conducting half-space have been calculated by 
Vogler [1963]. Similar results have been given by 
Wait [1962d] , who gave his results in graphical form. 
The latter author also considered the extension to 
multiple boundaries and to anisotropic lossy media. 

A sur\'ey of electromagnetic waves in stratified 
lossy media htts been published by Wait [1962e] in a 
recent text. Other related topics contained in t llis 
book are phase integral methods for dissipati ve 
media, modes in wavegnides with lossy walls, propa
gation along a curved (lossy) surface, connections 
between modes and rays in lossy media, influence of 
curvature in terres trial waveguides, etc. 
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3.2. Antennas in Lossy Media 

C . T. Tai 1 

Since this is the first time that U.S. Commission 
VI has selected the above title for a specific report, 
some early studies will be mentioned, mainly to 
compile a usef ul bibliography. This report will cover 
principally problems concernin g the characteristics 
of anten nas in a lossy medium of either infinite or 
fillite extent. In regard to the nomenclaLure, one 
normally would interpret a "lossy medium" either as 
one with ohmic loss due to conduction, such as salt 
water , or as one ionized with collision loss, such as 
the ionosphere. However, we shall not adhere to 
such a s tric t in tel'pre ta tion; problems dealin g wi th 
antennas in an ideal plasma without collision loss, or 
in a lossless anisotropic medium, will also be 
mentioned. 

During the preparation of this report many au thors 
have been kind enough to supply material describing 
their work. Unfor twl ately, a large amount of the 
data quoted by some au thors is contained either in 
unofficial company memoranda or technical reports 
to which this reviewer does no t have access. It is 
therefore unavoidable that some valuable informa
tion may have been overlooked. 

Early Studies 

The early investigations by Campbell [1923], Car
son [1926], and Foster [1931] concernin g the effects 
of earth conduction on transmission systems repre
sent the typical problems that attracted attention 
dming the thirties. Much of this work is well 
documented in the excellent book by E. D. Sund e 
[1948], who also made an outstanding contribution 
in this field. The theoretical technique used by these 
authors follows closely the method originated by 
A. Sommerfeld [1909] in formulating the dipole and 
earth problem . No particular emphasis, however 
was placed on radiating power and an tenn a charac~ 
teristics in these early studies. The radiating power 
of a dipole in a lossy medium was touched upon by 
Sommerfeld [Frank and von Mises, 1935] in formu
lating a reciprocity theorem for two dipoles in a lossy 
medium. The master, however, did not define 
clearly the radiatin g power in this situation. The 
fact that an infinitesimal dipole in direct contact 
with a lossy medium cannot maintain a finite amount 
of power was later pointed out by Sommerfeld and 
Renner [1942]. In the latter part of the forties , 
~everal groups in the United States were also engaged 
m research on antennas in lossy media. The main 
in terest at that time was stimulated by problems 
connected with submarine antennas. 

The author of this report, under the direction of 
Professor R. W. P. King at Harvard, wrote two 
tecl~nical .rep?rts on this subject [Tai, 1947, 1949]. 
By lllvestIgatmg the power relationship pertaining to 
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an infinitesimal dipole immersed in a lossy medium, 
he confirmed the conclusions of Sommerfeld and 
Renner, namely that th e input power is infinite An " 
insulated dipole was then introduced as a more , 
realistic model and Sommerfeld's reciprocity theorem 
was modified accordingly, based upon this model. 
The radiation field of a spherically stratified dipole 
was studied by J. B . K ener and H. B. Keller [1951]. 
J. R. Wait [1957] derived an expression for the radi
ation resistance of an insulated circular loop. In 
the case of antenn as of finite dimensions, the theory 
of cylindrical antennas based upon the in tegral 
equation method and the theory of biconical anten
nas were formally extended to lossy media [Tai, 1949]. 
Except for the case of an insulated biconical antenr:a, 
no numerical calculations were made according to 
these formulations owing to a lack, at the t ime, of 
adeq uate tables of functions , particularly the sine
and cosine-in tegrals and the sp herical Bessel func
tions with complex arguments. The behavior of 
subm arine an tennas was also carefully studied by 
Moore at that time. The results of his investign,tion 
were contained in his Cornell dissertation [Moore, 
1951]. A part of his work deals with antennas in a 
lossy medium of infinite extent. The major portion 
of his dissertation is concerned with the effectiveness 
of wave propagation across an air-water boundary 
with an twtenna placed in the water. His work 
describes t he fundamental difference between the 
chanteteristics of an antenna in air and in a lossy 
medium [:'rfoore, 1962]. In the mid fifties, not many 
activities were reported in t his field , except for one 
basic work by H . A. Wheeler [1958] on small antennas 
where t he importance of the dissipation in the neigh
borhood of an antenna placed in a lossy medium is 
emphasized . In recent years, the advancement of 
satellites brought with it a number of problems re
lating to the satelli te induced plasma and hence a 
renewed activity in this field. 

Recent Studies 

A paper sUf\Teying the recent studies on the topic 
which Moore investigated previously was giyen by 
Hansen [1962] at the Copenh agen Symposium. 
Hansen introduced several useful merit factors in 
analyzing the efficiency of transmission. The char
acteristics of low-frequency subsurface radiating 
structures have been investigated in great detail, 
both theoretically and experimentally, by Guy and 
Hasserjian [1962]. Their theoretical results are pre
sented in the form of generalized curves which may 
be used to design an optimum antenna for any given 
set of uncontrollable variables such as ground con
ductivity and frequency. 

Extensive research has been conducted by King 
and his associates on cylindrical antennas in a con
ducting medium [King, 1962; King and H arrison, 
1960; King, H arrison, and Denton, 1961; lizuka 
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and King, 1962a, b ; Gooch , Harrison, King, and '\l\Tu , 
1962]. The expel'imental work by Iizuka and King 
is particularly interesting as i t gilres a very com
prebensi \Te picture of the curren t distl'ibu t ion on tbe 
dipole. The measured data m'e in C,tir ag reemen t 
with th e theoretical results obtain ed by King and 
Harrison [1960). Larso n [1962) h as obtained some 
experimental da ta on the inpu L inlpedance of a 
plasma imbedded dipole over a wide range of colli
sio n and operatin g frequencies. ] t is found that the 
theory of King and Harrison for short and h alf
wal'elength dipoles is generally followed, and fair 
agreement is obtained wi th a L angmuir probe on the 
values of electron density. 

The input impedance of a circular loop in a dis
sipati \'e medium has been computed by Kraichman 
[1962] and by Ch en [1962]. The latter is an exten
sion of Storer 's work [1955] on the impedance of a 
thin-wire loop antenna in air. Numerical values 
h a l~ e been compiled by Chen and Tai [1962al for tbe 
input impedance of thin biconical an tennas in a dis
sipati\Te medium. The same two au th ors [1962 bl 
ha\'e also co mputed t he r adiaLion paLterns of some 
linear arrays in a lossy medium. The relationship 
b etween the impedance funcLion of a class of an
tennas den ned in a dis ipative medium and in a 
lossless medium is pointed out by Deschamps [1962). 
For media with moderate losses, lengthy computa
tions can be avoided by using a graphical exLmp
olation based UpOIl the exis ting daL~t obLained for n, 
lossless medium. Polk [1959) has sLudied Lhe 
resonance and supergain effects in s mall Jeno
magneticaJly 01' dielectl'ically loaded biconical an
tennas. The effect of dielcctric loading of electric 
dipole antennas has also been iLwes Ligated by 
Galejs [1962]. The results show that '\Vh eeler 's 
general conclusion is not applicable to some cases. 

In a number of techni cal r eports, K atzin and his 
associates [1957, 1958, 1959 , 1960] h ave inyesti
gated the radiation pattern and impedances of several 
radiating systems under the influence of a plasma 
sheath. 

Since the original formulation by Bunkin [1957] 
on the problem of radiation in an anisotropic medium, 
some advancements have been made [A1'bel, 1960; 
Kogelnik, 1960; Kuehl, 1961 ; Mittra and D eschamps, 
1962; Wu, 1962] . The work of Arbel was particularly 
elegant. It supplied many details on the power 
relationship and the radiation patterns of electric 
dipoles in such a medium. Kogelnik and Kuehl 
h aye evaluated the radiation resistance of electric 
dipoles in a magnetoionic medium for the case of a 
yery high gyromagnetic frequency. Mittra and 
Deschamps haye studied the near-zon e field. Wu 
has supplied some details abou t th e fal'-zoneficlds 
due to magnetic dipoles. Very li ttle is yet known 
about t he input impedance of an a nten na placed in 
such a medium. Co hen [1962] has obtained the 
radiation resis tance of a CUl'ren t element in a plasnm 
medium which takes into consideration t he acoustic 
source as well as the electromagnetic source. 

Upon the completion of this r eport, we were in
formed of an extensive research program conducted 
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at Raytheon Company on antennas and fields in 
rock strata. The details are contained in a report 
entitled "Studies in Deep Strata Radio Communica
tions" by J. T. deBettencourt, D. A. Hedlund, 
R. A. Sutcliffe, L. Ames, J. F. Frazier , and A. Orange, 
issued by Raytheon Company, Norwood, Mass. 
[Oct. 1962]. 
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3 .3. Inhomogeneous Media and Guided Waves 

R. E. Collin 1 and A. A. O liner 2 

Tilis scc tion is concerned witll progress during the 
pasL three years in t llOse <tspec ts of guided waves 
which are r eleyan t to radiation phenomena. The 
topics eilOsen for review are waves along in terfaces , 
mcludlng surface (trapped ) waves and leaky waves, 
the excitaLion of such waves due to sources and to 
gcometri c discontinuities, propagation phenomena in 
unbounded peI'iodic media, lwd guidin g and radiation 
effects on pcriodically-modulated surfaces. 

Waves Along Inte rfaces 

El ectrollle1gnetic waves guided by interfaces Inay 
posscss purely r eril \,hwenumbers, in which case they 
are co mpletely bound to th e interface and are cnJl ed 
surf ewe or t rappcd wa \'es, or their wtwenuillbers Jll ay 
be co mplex. r n the bLLer case, such W e1\'es Ill ay be 
associa tcd with ew isoLropic m edia w.ithin closed WHve
guides, 01' Ill ay bc round und er nlrious circulll stan ccs 
on opeil -bou ll d ary structures; in opcn regioll s, such 
complex wa \'es axe elIso cetllcdleaky WHxes, and III ay 
be eJther spectral or nonspectrnJ. A sys tcmatic dis
cussion of t hese various wa \'e types in open regions, 
including the difl'crent kinds of leaky wewes, their 
spectral or non spectral character , ew d the t reatmen t 
of surfacc wayes as a specicll casc of complex wayes, 
has been presentcd by 'J';t111ir and Oliner [1962a]. A 
corollary paper [T amil' and Oliner, 1962 b] treats Lhc 
manner ill whichl'adiation pat terns Ilre influenced by 
t he presencc of these waves. The discussion below 
considers the suri'cwe Wines and the complex Wtwes 
sepamtely . .. 

Surface (Trapped) Waves 

D espite the fact that the basic features of surface 
waves are well knowJl , and that a considerable li tcra
tU.re ahe~ldy exists, . a surprisi ng amoun t of ac tivity 
still con tmues on tins topic. Most of this activi ty is 
associated wi til the in \'estigation of the electro
mag~etic properties of new structures, including those 
conslsting of anisotropic fcrrites, dielectrics with trans
verse variation, or plasmas with negative dielectric 
constant. 

Two excellent reviews of surface wave structmes 
and their properties have appeared during this period. 
We should mention first the notable chapter, wri tten 
by Zucker [1961]' which appears in the An tenna 
Engineering Hand book, edited by J asile Zucker 
[J 961] presents a thorough sun'ey of the properties 
of surface waves, methods of measmin o' these prop
erties, characteris tics of the most ill1p~rtan t stru c
tm es which support t hese waves, and the use of these 
structures as antennas including design principlcs for 
sll1g1e antennas and arrays. The seco nd review, by 
H arvey [1960], includes descrip t ions of YariOllS types 
of smfacc wave s tructmes and their propcl'Lies, ewd 

1 Case Institute of Techn ology, Clcveiancl, Ohi o. 
2 PolytechniC Inst itute of Brookl yn , B rooklyn , N.Y. 
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also consid ers multiple mcdia, effects of curvature, 
and questions of . launching. Both reviews also 
presen t ex tensi \'C bibliographies. A paper with a 
geneml to ne, by Lengyel and :Mitzner [196 1]' eX!Lrn
ines the conditions undcr wh ich surface wa \'es of tbe 
type which decrease exponenLi ally on bo th sidcs of an 
interface can be guided by f1 s ingle plane in LerJace, 
but does not treat any specific s tru ctures. 

A new phenomenon bas 111so bcen no ted in r ece nt, 
years that a backward surface WI1\'e o w ex ist on a n 
interface in a uniform s tructure. Furthermore, Lhis 
backward wave is e1 true mode twd not a spacc 
harmonic as occm s in periodic strLlctUl'es. The 
exis tence of such a backward waye has been obscrv ed 
pre\'iously in anisotropic medift, such as ferrites or 
plasmas in thc presence of magnetic fi elds, a nd on 
isotropic plasma columns possessing cel'tl1in inh omo
ge neiLies in t heir cross sec tion. More r cce ntly, 
'J'ri \'elpiece, I glllttius, and Holscher [1961] have pro
posed the co nsideration of backwfll'd wewes on a 
m agnetized ferri te rod for usc in <1, bn,ckward wa ve 
oscillaLor at millim eter wayelengths, thereby elimi
nating t he need for a . delicate periodic stru ctllJ'e at 
thesc wavelengt llS. TllCY have computed t he prop
er ties of t he WttvC by using a qllasi-sLcttic approxima
Lion , and lla"e experim entally verificd t he computed 
wave ch aractcris tics . Thompson [1961] points out 
the disLin cLion between body and surface backward 
waves, and indicates LhaL while Lilc calculations of 
Tri velpiecc et ttl. [1961] apply to t he body modes. 
t hcir experim enLs relate to Lhe Slll'facc waves . A 
rcply [1962] agrces with Lhese cri ticisms bu t s tates 
tbat fmther meaSUl'Clll ents will be Lalmn und er 
differcnt conditions to finally r csol \' C Lhe quesLion . 

Backward surface waves were also found Lo exist 
on isotropic uniform plasma slabs [Tamil' and Oliner, 
1961; Oliner and Tamil' , 1962] or plas ma-coflted 
cylinders [Paik, 1962] in the r ange of negati ve 
plasm a dielectric constant, Ep. It was also noted 
[Tamil' and Oliner, 1961; Oliner and Tamil' 1962] 
that while forward surface wa'.Tes on plasmas may be 
present only when Ep is negative and IEpl< l , these 
backward surface waves occur essentially in th e 
range O<IEpl<l. The properties of forward surface 
waves on plasm a cylinders were also investigat,ed 
[Rusch, 1962] . 

Hessel , Marcuvitz, and Shmoys [1962] have 
examined the properties of forward surface waves 
on an interface between air and a compressible 
plasma. The compressibility of the plasma p ermits 
the presence of acoustic modes which are coupled to 
tbe elcctromagnetic modes at the interface. The 
resul ting surface wave includes both the Rcoustic and 
electromagnetic contributions, and differs from the 
purely electromagnetic solution only at th e high er 
frequencies, where the former way e does not ex hibi t 
th e customary high-frequency cu toff . 

A number of studies have been condu cted on 
structures which may be regarded as variants of 



structures with known properties. The V -line 
[Diament et aI., 1961} has been d0\'ised, and the 
properties of the line haye been explored theoretically 
and experimentally; the V -line is a variant of the 
dielectric image line, but the paper also considers 
modifications of the V -line which could be of prac
tical interest. A thorough theoretical and experi
mental study [Cohn, 19601 has also been made of the 
dielectric-loaded through line, which may be viewed 
as a bisected H-guide. The properties of surface 
wa\-es on symmetrical three-layer dielectric sand
wiches have been examined theoretically [Richmond, 
19601 and studies were conducted [Schlesinger et aI., 
19601 of higher-order hybrid modes on dielectric 
cylinders. The propagation characteristics of ellip
tical dielectric waveguides have also been ilwesti
gated [King et aI., 1960 ; Yeh, 1962] theoretically and 
experimentally, with the motivation being the pos
sible use of this guiding structure at millimeter waye
lengths since it was noted experimentally that the 
attenuatiou of a circular dielectric rod is reduced 
considerably when the rod is flattened. 

Se,'eral other im-estigations of the properties of 
structures which can support surface waves ha"e 
been conducted with specific applications in mind. 
With the object of obtaining a transmission means 
with low attenuation at millimeter and submillimeter 
wavelengths, detailed studies [Sobel et aI., 1961; 
King et aI., 1962] were conducted by Wiltse and 
associates of the properties of Yarious types of 
single-wire lines at these frequencies. Among the 
lines examined were uncoated and dielectric-coated 
metal wires of cylindrical cross section, and un
coated wires of elliptical cross section. The prop
erties of dielectric cylinders encased in a dielectric 
cladding of different dielectric constant were studied 
by Snitzer [19631 to understand phenomena asso
ciated with fiber optics. These properties have been 
examined in considerable detail , including those of 
higher modes, small differences between the dielectri c 
constants of the cladding and the core, and mode 
coupling between neighboring fibers. Snitzer [19611 
has also proposed the use of such optical fibers as a 
mone selector in optical masers. 

The application of surface wave structures to 
Luneberg lenses has been proposed by Walter [1960]; 
he considers as possible structures a dielectric sheet, 
a bed of metal posts , and a plate filled with holes, 
all over a ground plane, derives their indices of re
fraction , and applies the results to the design of 
several types of Luneberg lenses . Lichtenberg ancl 
IVoodyard [1962] have shown that a waveguide com
posed of an air gap between two semi-infinite plasma 
regions can support a mode with an attenuation con
stant significantly lower than that of parallel plate 
waveguide with the usual metallic walls, even when 
plasma collision losses are taken into account. The 
mode is a fast wave with a sinusoidal field distribu
tion in the air r egion, and an exponential decay into 
the plasma regions . Yen [1961] has employed the 
coupling between surface waves as a m eans of deter
mining the radiation pattern from a broadside array 
of endfire antennas. 

Studies have been m ade of surface waves guided 
by structures with a transverse variation in the 
properties of the structure. Vigants and Schlesinger 
[1962] present an approximate method, employing 
the programming of a computer, for the determina
tion of the propagation characteristics of surface 
waves on dielectric cylinders with arbitrary radial 
variation in the dielectric constant. Hirsch and 
Shmoys [1962] examine the modifications in the 
properties of a surface wave guided by an air-plasma 
interface when the single-step interface is replaced 
by a double-step transition. 

The properties of surface waves supported by 
anisotropic sheets consisting of ideally closely spaced 
wires h ave also been examined. Rumsey [1961] has 
developed a new way of solving M axwell 's equations 
which is ideally suited to such unidirectional aniso
tropic sheets; his solution leads to circularly polar
ized surface waves along the sheet. His method has 
also been applied by Cheo , Rum sey, and Welch [1961] 
to a sheet with spiral anisotropy as an explan a tion 
for the behavior of frequency-independ ent equiangu
lar spiral antennas. The solution is highly success
ful and yields radiation patterns which agree closely 
with measured results on two- and four-element an
ten nas. ICaral and Karp [1963], and Seshadri [1962], 
consider a field solu tion which includes a surface 
wave propagating along a plane uni.directionally con
ducting screen; Seshadri 's phrasing of the problem is 
more general in that for his case the waves travel 
obliquely across the wires, bu t the approach em
ployed in both cases by these authors differs from 
Rum sey's [1961]. 

The surface waves supported by a ferrite slab in a 
rectangular waveguide with a transverse d-c m ag
netic field were examined by Bresler [19601 in an 
attempt to res 01 ,'e the so-called "thermodynamic 
paradox, " He found . that one-way transmission 
was indeed obtained when the ferrite slab is located 
against one wall , but that bidirectional propagation 
always occurs when the slab is removed from the 
wall , no matter how small this distance. The para
dox is therefore to be resohed by choosing as the 
correct solution that which is obtained by removing 
the slab a finite distance from the wall and then re
ducin o' this distance to zero as a limit, rather than 
ChOOSitlg the distance to be zero initially . Ishimaru 
[1963] also treated this question, but disagreed with 
Bresler's [1960] approach; he preferred instead , 
Seidel's concept of "intrinsic loss," and presented 
arguments in its defense. Ishimaru [1962] has also 
demonstrated that a unidirectional surface wa \' e 
can exist along a perfectly conducting plane which 
bounds a semi-infinite plasma with a d-c magnetic 
field. 

The last type of guided wave to be mentioned 
here is not stri ctly a surface wa,-e, but is the so
called wave beam, recently de"ised for application 
at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths. These 
wave b eams have been treated theoretically by 
Goubau and Schwering [19611, Beyer and Scheibe 
[1962], and by Goubau [1963]; experimental data 
were presented by Christian and Goubau [1961]. 
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These waye beams arc reiterated and guid cd by 
reconstituting t he l' ross-scctional phase disLribution 
at cer tfLin rcgular inLerntls by means of lenses; Lhe 
beams are s hown Lo satisfy orlilOgo naliLy relations 
like mores in fL wft\"eguide. 

Complex Waves, Including Leaky Waves 

Til e chap ter by Zucker [1961]' r eferred to abo\'c 
in cO l1nection with surface wayes, co ntains an equally 
fine review of th e common stru ctures which support 
leaky waves and the characteristics of these struc
tures, the design of leaky wa\"e antennas, and an 
exLensive bibliography. A paper by Oliner [1963] 
discusses the distinction between spectral and non
spectral leaky waves and re\·iews the role played 
by leftky wa\"es in a yariety of eJectronngnetic 
phenomena in open regions. Among these phe
nomenn, arc radi fLtion f rom plasmct laycrs, l'<LdiaLion 
from perio.dicnlly-modulated sudn,ces, log periodic 
antenncls, Cerellko\" mdiation , fLnd 'Wood's anomalies. 
The properties of leaky w,wcs guid ed by slits in 
rectn,ngulal' wa\'eguid e are well known. Goldstone 
and 0liner [19611 h a\'e deriyed the characteristics 
of such W,L\'es on sliLLed cylinders, for both circular 
elecLric f\,nd circular l11<tgneLic exci taLion , by the usc 
of radial t ransmission line relations and <L per Lurbn,
tion techn ique. Th e effects of coupling on the l eak~T 
w,we propcrties due to t he presence of a neighborin g 
sli t on a phwe and on fL cylind er h aye been im'esti
gated theoreLic,llly by Kishida [1960a, 1960 b) . 

A surface wave 0 11 a plane in terfa ce is purely 
bound , a nd propagaLes without mdia.tion; on n 
curved surJ'a.ce, however , it is knowJl that leakage is 
associated wi th the wave. The quantitative influ
ence of curvature OIl Lhe attenuation constant of a 
surface wave was considered by vVfti t [1960J, who 
treated the waves excited by a vertical electric 
dipole on an inductiyely layered sphere. H e dis
agrees with ,l previous paper by Barlow, and cOl'l'ob
orates the original co nclusions of Elliott. In reply, 
Barlow [1960J indicates thfLt the low attenuation 
values which follow from Elliott's origina.l analysis 
are not in agreem ent with some preliminary experi
ments, and that the question will be explored further . 
Logan and Yee [1962] have derived a simplified 
mathematical expression which permits one to obtain 
more easily the propagation properties of surfaces 
of the type treated by Wait [1960J, 

Some studies have been conducted which demon
strate the presence of leaky waves on plasma slabs. 
T amil' and Oliner [1962J showed that E - type leaky 
waves are very strongly excited on isotropic plasma 
slabs in the range for which the plasma dielectric 
constant is positive. A study by I shimaru [1962], 
referred to above, showed that a unidirectional sur
face wave can b e supported in a semi-infinite plasma 
by ft metal pla te in the presence of a d-c m agnetic 
field. When the plasma height becomes finite, this 
surface wave is transform ed in to a unid irectional 
leaky wave. In bo th of these s tudies, the le,Lky 
wave is shown to influence sLrongly the raciitL tioll 
pattern. 
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Complex wa.yes of the spectral type fLlso exist; 
Lhey are chfLracte rized by the fa.cts t hat they occur 
in degenemte pairs and do not calTY a ll Y real POW?L 
Th e presence or such modes in anisotropic fClTILe 
reg ion s has been recogni;;;ed previously; a. demon stra
tion or their existence based on the asymptotic form 
of the cha.mcteristic equations has been gi,"en by 
Ta.i [1 960J. T amil' and Oliner [1 961J h ave found that 
such complex waves are also present on isotropic 
plasma slabs in the r ange for which the plasma 
dielectric constant is negative. 

Excitation of Waves on Open Boundary Structures 

In the previous section various structures capable 
of supporting surface and leaky waves were discussed . 
In practice the ultimate usefulness of such structures 
for an tenna applications depends on the relative ease 
and efficiency of lau nclling or exciting the desired 
wave types . It is this particular application tllHt 
often moLivates the analysis of wa.ve exciLation on 
surface wave structures. Th e problem is essent ially 
solved once the fields exciLed by tL uni t source of 
electric (or magnetic) curren t h~s been foun d sin ce 
other sources may b e co nsidered to be tt suita,ble 
weigh Lcd distribution of uni t sLrength so urces. 
InLerest in problems of this type has co nLinu ed 
during Lhe past three years despite th e fa.ct t ha,t the 
bftsic techniqu es or analysis were developed earlier , 
together with r esults for a num bel' of spec ific sLruc
tures. The following sec Lion presenLs a survey of the 
problems in Lhis category Llmt have beel1 in vestign,tcd 
in the period s in ce J anu ary 1960. 

A seco nd class of problems co ncerned wiLh surface~ 
wave excitation fLre those in which surface wa,ves a.nd 
a radiation field arc excited by fL surface wave 
impingin g 0 11 a discon Linuity fLlong th e surfftce wave 
structure, or by a combillftLion of a. source and a 
discontinui ty. For t he most part only those prob
lems that can be classified ftS tWO-Pfll't boundary 
value problems have r eceived extensive treatment, 
the obvious reftson being that these can be solved 
by the Wiener-Hopf technique. Studies of specific 
structures lend insight into the mechanism of radia
tion from surface-wave end-fire antennas, and hence 
antenna applications are again a strong motivatin g 
factor for work in this area. Needless to say, these 
two-part boundary value problems with excitation 
by an incident surface wave or line source are much 
more intrica te to solve, from a mathematical point of 
view, than those pertaining to excitation of waves 
on a uniform unbounded structure. The section on 
Discontinuity Effects discusses the progress a,chi eved 
in this area over the past three-year period. 

Not all structures that h ave been a,nalyzed are 
necessarily appropriate structures for antenn fL appli
cations, for example, a. plasma slab . N evel'th eless, 
it is of considerable inLerest to examin e the types of 
waves tha t may be excited on these general open 
boundary structures because of the ovemll insight 
in to radiation and diffraction phenomena. that is 
gai ned. Discussion of these is included along with 
those that have poLenti,ll application in the antenna 
field since there is no reason to differ entiate open 



b.oundary structures on the basis of possible applica
tIOns. Mathematically they fall into the same 
category. 

Source Excita tion 

a. Unibrm Planar Structures With Line Sources 

The canonical problem consists of a line source 
located above a reactance plane or a slab of material 
(dielectric, ferrite, plasma, etc .) . A solution in th e 
form of an integml is found for the fi eld co mponent 
parallel to the line source in terms of t ransmission in 
the direction perpendicular t o the slab . The poles 
of the integrand determine the surface and leaky 
waves that may be excited ; the integrand also has 
one or more branch cuts which yield the mdiation 
field.. The il.ltegral is usu.ally evaluated by deforming 
the mtegratIOn con tour mto a steepest descent con
tour. Dming this deform ation some of the poles may 
be crossed, in which case pfLrt of the solution consists 
of discrete modes. The remaind er of the solution is 
determined by an asymptotic evaluation of the inte
gral along the steepest descent con tom to yield 
results valid for the far zon e radiation field. 

The above basic procedure was applied by Cohn, 
Cassedy, and Kott [1960] t o determine the TE waves 
excited on a dielectric slab above a ground plane. 
These authors present a number of com.pu ted curves 
for the power radiation patterns and also for the bi
directional launching efficiency for the dominant 
TE20 surface mode. A range of values for slab thick
ness and line source position is considered . Experi
mental data were obtained by placing two conducting 
planes perpendicular to the slab and a small distance 
apart; the fi elds were then not disturbed since the 
source is an electric current . The agree;l1 ent with 
theory was excellent and verified that as much as 
97 percent of the total power could be excited as ,). 
surface wave. 

In a second paper by two of the same authors, 
Cassedy and Colm [1961]' an experimental check of 
the i.mportance of the leaky wave as a partial , bu t 
dommant, representation of the near zone field at 
t~e gu i.cling surface was m ade. Using the same 
dlelectnc-loaded trough wavegu ide as in t he earlier 
paper, it was possible to demonstrate, by suitable 
ampli tude and phase measurements of the total field 
near the guidi ng surface, that the leaky wave can be 
used to res present a major portion of the total 
radiation field (no t including th e surface wave) near 
the surface. 
. The case o~ surface wave excitation by a magnetic 

Ime source m the presence of two parallel, but 
sepa~·ated , dielectric slabs has been studied in great 
detaIl by Angulo and Chang [1961]. 

A problem , somewhat related to the above, where 
the dielectric slab is replaced by a plasma slab and 
the source is a magnetic or electric curren t line 
source located on the gTound plane on which the 
plasma slab rests was treated by T amil' [1961] and 
Tamir and Oliner [1961, 1962b]. The plasma is 
characterized as a medium with a dielectric constan t 
which may li e between zero and unity or be negative. 

Tamir [1961] has explored this o·eometry in OTeat 
detail, and has found that for the "electric line sgurce 
no surface wa ves or spectral complex waves are 
present, but only a large number of nonspectral 
leaky wayes . For the mao·netic line source case 

. . b , 

many InterestlOg r esults were obtained and some 
of these were reported in the previous ~ection. In 
the negative dielectric constant rano·e smface 
waves [Tamir and Oliner 1961· Oliner ~I~d T amil' 
1962] of the backwar~ and' forwa{·d type, and spectral 
complex wa\~es [Tam u· and Oliner , 1961], are present. 
When the drelectric constant is positi\Te, only leaky 
waves are present, bu t it is sio·nificant that the near 
fi eld is then dominated by th~ presence of a sin ole 
leaky wave [Tamir and Oliner , 1962b] . '" 

The importance of this last result is that the radia
tion field .may th.en be determined by a Kirchhoff
Huygens lll tegr atlOll o\'er the slab surface using the 
leaky wave field as the source distribution. This is 
in actual fact the procedure used in calculatin o· the 
radi ,t tion field from a leaky wa \' e an tenna. R"'adia
tion pattern s computed in this manner exhibit one or 
more slmrp peaks at angles closely related to the 
le~ky wave angles. These patterns agree very well 
WIth t~ose computed directly from saddle point 
evaluatlOns. The analysis by T amil" and Oliner 
[1 ~62b] provides strong analytical justification for 
tlll~ approach to evaluatin g leaky wave antenna 
rachat lOn patterns. 
. AI(;mg the sam~ lines, an analysis of a specific 
I ~leahze~ model of a leaky wave antenna (an induc
tl \'e gnd stru cture) was given by Collin [1962]. 
It was demonstrated that for this particular Stl·UC
tl?·e .th e u se o.f the leaky. wa \·e field as t~e aperture 
dlstnbutIOn yrelds a radIatIOn pattern III excellent 
agTeement Kith. a more rig?rously computed pattern 
(t he saddle POUlt e\'aluatIOn) . Further consider a
tions regarclin~ ~he relation between leaky wave 
poles and radw tlOn patterns have been o·iv'en by 
Hessel [1962]. ' "', 

In the structUl".es ?iscussed above, the impedance 
presented to the ll1cIdent waves at the plane of the 
~lab was isotropic. The surface impedance can 
mstead be I.Hade aniso tropic in various ways. For 
exam ple, tIns plane may be replaced by the unidirec
tIOnally. conductir.rg plane. [K aral and Karp, 1963; 
Seshadn, 1962] dIscussed m the section on Surface 
'iV a.\'es. 'iV e saw there that along such a plane a 
surface waye mode of propagation is possible. 
The ~aUl~ ching of this s urface wave mode by an 
elcctnc 11l1e source has been examined and it was 
found [Seshadri , 1962J that exci tatio~ effi ciencies 
exceeding 90 percent were possible when the line 
so m ce is located close to the smface of the screen. 

A situation t hat could be expected to have features 
in common with the general anisotropic impedance 
surface mentioned above is that of a plasma slab 
with an applied magnetostatic fi eld. Tn the general 
case, TE and TM modes are coupled together by the 
anisotropy, but if the line source is directed pal·allel 
to the applied magnetostatic field, the TE and TM 
modes are not coupled together . This problem is 
therefore considerably easier to analyze. Two 
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independent inves tigati ons I shim al'u [1963], Seshadri , 
[1 962b] of the exei tation of waves in a grounded 
plasm a half-space, or on a ground ed plasm a slah , 
by a magnetic line SOUl'ce orien ted p arallel with the 
m aO'netostatic field have been carned out. Seshadn 
[1 962b] co nsidered a half-space filled with plasm a 
and bounded by a conducting plane. I shimaru 
[1962] considered the case of several plasma layers 
bounded at the bottom by a conducting plane. An 
interestino· featUl'e of the solution (discussed briefly 
under th; Surface Waves section) is the existence, 
for certain plasma parameters, of a sUTface wave 
o·uided along the perfec tly conducting plane. ] n 
~n isotropic medium such a sUl'face wave does not 
exist. The presence of an anisotropic medium m akes 
it possible for the magneti c field to satisfy a boundary 
condi t ion of the type 

a t the condud ing ph"me. This bounda.ry condition is 
of the srune type as that encoun tered for a reactive SUl'
b ce and it thus predicts the existence of a surface wave. 
A fur ther property of the surface wave is that i t is 
unidirectional, i. e., i t propaga tes in one directio n 
only at r ight angles to the source. Se hadl"i [1962 bJ 
also exami ned the natUl'e of the radia tion field and 
the efficiency wi t h which the surface wave could be 
excited . ] n the slab problem ~walyzed by 1 shim ar u 
[1962], a much wider r ange of plasma parameters 
was co nsidered . ] n t he op aqu e r egion under ap
propriate co ndi tions i t was foun d t hat Lhe surface 
wave pole was, in actual fact, a leaky wave pole 
a nd fUl' thermore t hat i t was located very neal' to the 
Teal axis. This resul ted in a sharply peaked r adiation 
pattern in accord with t lte usual behH,vior of leaky 
wave an tennas. In the unbounded plasma the 
surface wave is a fas t wave, as in a waveguide. The 
presence of an upper bound ary per t Ul'bs this surface 
wave into a leaky wave that r adiates s t rongly at a 
p ar ticular angle to the sUTface. 

Another moclifLCa tion of the basic problem di s
cussed a t the begi nning of this section OCCUTS in the 
case of a compressible plasm a slab . Using a fluid 
model of a plasm a, H essel , Marcuvitz, and Shmoys 
[1962] have demonstrated that the field in a com
pressible plasma can be decomposed into two un
coupled sets which are called optical and plasm a 
m odes. In the presence of a finite-thickness slab or 
an air-plasma interface these modes become coupled 
together through the boundary conditions at the 
surface. The formal solution for the fields excited 
by a magnetic line source located ab~we the jnt.erface 
of such a compressible plasm a medIUm and all· vvas 
given. The surface wave portion of the solution was 
discussed in t he section on Surface ·Waves. A still 
differen t modification of the canoni cal geomctry 
occurs in the problem solved by K ornh auser and 
K eller [1963] th t1.t of the fi eld due to a point so urce 
in a stratified medium with a refr act ive index t hat 
varies as n = no (l - a2z2) }~, whi ch is a case of duct 
propagation. The fi eld solu tioll is obtai ned rigoro usly 
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in terms of t abulated functions, and thc r ay solu
tion has also a particularly simple form . 

b. Cylindrical Structures With Line Sources 

Al though the m ajority of work pertaining to sur
face wave excita tion has been for planar structures, 
some at ten tion has also been given to other geom
etries, in particular , cylindrical structures . 

The efficiency of launching the dominant HEll 
(dipole) mode on a circular dielectric rod by a mag
netic ring source and that of laun chin g t he TMol 
(Sommerfeld-Goubau mode) wave on a tinitely con
ducting circular rod by a similar rin g source was 
investigated by Cohn and King [1962] . For the HEll 
mode tlle source had a sinusoidal angular amplitude 
varia tion while for the TMol mode there was no 
azimuthal variation. Launching efficiencies of 80 
pm·cen t or more were demonstrated. 

As was mentioned above in the scction on Complex 
Waves, if the surface whiell suppor ts a surfa.ce wave 
is curved in Lhe direc tion of propag ~1Lion , Lhe surface 
wave mod e is per turbed in to a complex mode tha t 
loses some energy by radi ation . lror surfaces wi t h 
laro·e r adii of curvature t he concept of a surface 
w~1~e mod e is s Lill a useful one and enables cm"Lain 
properties of the curved surface to be describ ed ill a 
satisfactory ph ysical way. A corrugated cylinder , 
wi1, h waves exciLed such tha L Lhey propagate along 
1,he ano·uhn coordiJl t1te, is ~1n eXt1mple of a curved 
surface"'don o· Wlliclt <1 perLurbed surface wave mode 
may be ex~i ted . The reSOlhtn ce exciLation of a. 
corrugatcd cylinder exci1,ed by a n f\.xi!11 electric I in~ 
source was s tudi ed by Uullcn [1960] . The cases of 
an axial Buo·n e1,ic lin e source and axi"l slo1,s and 
dipoles were "'considered by W"it and Cond a [1 960 
and 1961]. The radia1,ion field was fowl d to have 
an anguLtr dependence factor whicll contains a 
denomin ator that can be m ade almost zero by an 
a ppropri a te choice of surface impedan ce. F or such 
a choice, the power in a given mode ~11ay become 
several hundred t imes greater than t ha t ltl any of the 
other modes. Consequently , the radiation pattem 
will vary essen tially as cos nc/>, if the n th mode is the 
"reson ant" one. 

Althouo·h simple line sources and dipole sources 
are gener~lly considered when studying surface wa:re 
excitation , these are no t always the most useful 
sources because of limitations such as narrow b and
width, high Q, etc. Chu and Kilcoyn e have, in stead, 
used a helix to excite a dielec tric rod antenn a in an 
efficient mann er [C hu and Kilcoyne, 1961]. In a 
short note by R avid-vy eiss Derg, the use of dis tribu1,ed 
slo ts alon o· a wavegmde was shown to ~11so provlde 
efficient s~rface wave excita tion [Ravid-'Veissberg, 
1961] . 

c. Surface Waves on Wedge s and Cones 

Although planar and cylindJ:i cal structures. have 
been most frequently t he t ype of sLructure considered 
in surface wave st udies, o1,her geomeLri es such as 
wedges a.ncl concs have noL by any means been 
bypassed . Simple solu tions for these structures, 



under the assumption of an irnpedance type boundary 
condition, are possible only if the smface impedance 
varies linearly. If the smface impedance does not 
have this type of variation then, although the wave 
equation is separable, the boundary conditions are 
not possible and mode coupling takes place. The 
excitation of sUTface waves on wedges and cones 
having such a linearly varying smface impedance has 
been systematically examined in detail by Felsen 
[1960]. Other work pertaining to smface waves on 
wedges in the presence of discontinuities is discussed 
in the next section . 

Discontinuity Effe cts 
a. Planar Structures 

The most obvious planar discontinuity problem 
that can be posed and which is amenable to solution 
is that classified as a two-part boundary value 
problem. Such problems have a rather long hist::n-y 
as far as fundamental analytical techniques go. In 
recent years, the well-known Wiener-Hopf method for 
t he solution of such problems has been applied to 
obtain solution s to a number of specific surface wave 
structures where the guiding surface is either semi
infinite or h as different electrical properties in the t wo 
regions z < 0 and Z > 0. Excitation is eiLher by an 
incident surface wave, a line source, or waveguid e 
aperture. These solutions are of interest in con
necLion with surface wave an tenn as which may, at 
least for a first approximation. be treated as a semi
infinite surface waveguide with uniform properties. 
The basic study in t his aref\, was published a few 
years ago by A. F. K ay; an outstanding featme of his 
solut ion is that, in spite of the non elementary fWlc
tions required t o describe the field structm e, the 
expressions for radiated power involve only elemen
tary functions and are readily evaluated . 

The case of a reactive half-plane in t he region 
Z < 0 and a perfectly conducting half-plane in the 
Z > 0 region excited by a magnetic line somce at the 
iunction was solved by Kan e [1960]. His analysis is 
very similar to that in Kay's work. The power 
radiated as a surface wave was shown to reach values 
of 80 percent or more as the smface reactan ce was 
increased. Above 80 percent the rate of increase of 
sw-face wave power with react ance was small, 
however. 

The radiation field at the reactive surface is zero 
t o at least the :first order in (koT)-l, where T is the 
distance from the source. This principle, referred 
to as the Karp-Karal lemma by Kane, permits the 
interaction of two or more sufficiently spaced dis
continuities on the reactive surface to be evaluated 
as in a conventional waveguide with single mode 
propagation. The reason is that along the surface 
the radiation field arising from each discontinui ty 
does not interact, to order (koT) - l, with the ad
jacent discontinuities. Utilizing this lemma, Kane 
applied the results of the analysis of the half-plane 
problem to obtain some approximate results for a 
surface wave antenna of finite length [Kane, 1962a, 
1962b, 1963] . The effect of antenna length , r e
actance, etc., on gain was determin ed . 
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A two-par t boundary value problem involvinoo 
unidirectional conducting screens was treated by 
Sheshadri [1962b]. Three Cf\,ses were considered 
involving respectively a semi-infinite unidirectional 
conducting screen, It semi-infinite unidirectional 
conducting screen and a perfectly conducting half
plane, and finally two different unidirectional con
ducting screens. The analysis was again very similar -
to that in the problem considered earlier by Kay. 

Excitation of surface waves on a reactive plane by 
a wave incident in a parallel-plate transmission 
line was treated by Weng-er [1962]. By choosing 
the extension of the reactive surface into the par
allel-plate line properly, the coupling to the surface 
wave can be maximized . The author has delayed 
the publication of the form al analysis in a journal 
until numerical results mtl1 be computed. The 
solution is similar in several respects to that of Kay 
and others, although in the present problem no 
simple expression for radiated power seems possible. 

b. Wedges 

It was pointed out earlier tha,t the geneml wedge 
problem with mixed boundary conditions is readily 
solved only if the surface reactance is linearly 
varying. However, Jor the special case of a right
angle wedge it is possible to find a solu tion when the 
surface impedance is a constant. The trick used 
here is the introduction of an auxiliary function that 7 

is a linear combination of the wave ·fun ction being 
sought and its cartesian derivatives . The auxiliary 
function satisfies simple K euman or Dirichlet 
boundary conditions and, hence, can be determined 
in a straightforward manner. 

By using the above transfonnation a Humber of 
authors examin ed the problem of excita tion of surface 
wal'es on right angled wedges an d the r adiation 
produced when a surface waye is incident along one 
face of the wedge [Ohu et al. , 1962 ; Karul et f\,l. , 
1961] . This work is an extension of earlier work by 
Karal and Karp dealing with s urface waye propaga-
tion along a wedge. . 

c. Approximate Methods 

Many of the open boundary s tructures of interest ."' 
for surface waye antenna Hpplications are not 
amenable to rigorous solution. For such structm es 
approximate methods of an alysis m ust be devised . 
Many of the rigorous solutions for idealized s tructures 
are of great yalue for testing the accuracy of approxi
mate solutions. This is one reason why it is worth
while to obtain solu tions for idealized s tructures 
eyen t hough at times it might appear that such 
problems are only mathematical exercises. 

For surface Wttl·e problems inyoll·ing dielectric 
slabs, Jones [1961] has demonstrated that, by re
placing the dielectric slab by a generalized mixed 
linear boundary condi tion inl'ohing a linear com bina
tion of the wave function and its )lorm al and tangen
tial derivatiyes (a technique first introduced by 
K arp and Kane), approximate solutions may be 
obtained that agree quite well with those special 
cases for which rigorous solutions are available. 



The technique may thus be cxtcnded with reasonablc 
confidence to slab problems for which exact solutioll. 
cannot be found, e.g., a semi-infi ni te sh ,b. 

Anothcr approximate theory has been cle\'eloped 
by Keller and Karal [1960]. TJlis is ,L geometrical 
optics or ray theory Hnd yields excellcilt 1'C ulLs rot' 
the Jligh-rrequellcy solutions. The theory enables 
the amplitude of the cxcited surracc wave to be 
found. When applied to the problems of a linc 
sourcc and wedge with a variable impedance sUTface, 
and aline so mce in the presence o[ a circular cylinder, 
the results were found to agree exactly with the high
frequency asymptotic values of the exact solutions. 

Oliner and Tamil' [1962b] have used the fact that 
the neal' field on a plasma slab is dominated by a 
single leaky wave to determine the influence of 
different terminations on the plasma slab. The 
radi,1tion patterns corresponding to two different 
types o[ discontinuities were ev,11uated llumerically 
for various lengths betwcen the source and the 
discontinuity. It was found that [01' short lengtbs, 
about one 01' two wa\'elcngths, the effect of thc 
discontinuity is significant, while [01' distances ns 
large as twenty wavelengths the influence is negli
gible. This dependence on length is readily ex
phtinable from the properties or the leaky wave, 
since [01' hU'gc distances most o[ the power has 
already beell J'adi,tted awn,y bc[ore the terminatioll 
is r ea.clted. It should be noted that this dependence 
on lellgth would have been vcry difl'el'ent i[ ,1 swJace 
wa Ye, rathcr than a lcaky W,L\'C, wcre ill \rol yed. 

Felsen h,Ls applied the rcsul ts o[ his study o[ 
surface waves on wedges with linearly \'aryi ng 
surface reactance [Felsen, 1960a] to the study of a 
Inodel [01' a surface wave antennlt [Felsen, 1960b]. 
The stJ'uctme considered consisted o[ ,L constant 
reactance plane extending o\'er - co < x< a, a section 
with reactance decreasing as X- l oyer a< x< b, and a 
plane with zero reactance from x= b to infinity. 
E stimates of the effects of taper imped'tIlce and 
length on gai n, beamwid th and sidelobe level, were 
obtained. 

Periodic Structures 

This section is concerned with propagation in 
unbounded periodic media, and in guidin g and 
scattering effects associated with periodically modu
lated surfaces. The discussion is restricted to those 
phenomena and those specific structures relftted to 
radifLtion or to propagation in open regions. It does 
not inelude, for example, slow wave structures in 
closed Wft Yeguides, param etric effects due to time 
modulation, periodicity introduced by nonlinearities 
induced by high-power incidcnt waves, or mutual 
coupling effects in two-dimensional antenna arrays. 
It is assumed that such treatments will appear else
where. 

n. Unbounded Structures 

Acti\Tity in the area of periodic structures of the 
unbounded type has not been particularly great in 
recent years. General properties of periodic struc
tures within closed boundary waveguide~ and also 

ullbounded structures in free space are well known 
for the most part. On the other hand, only a 
reln ti I'cly few reasonably accurate solu tions for 
specific structures are a \-ailable. Also, a general 
in\"esl igation into the anisotropic properties of peri
od ic structures , ftnd in particular, periodic media 
with other tlmn cubic or tetragonal lattice structures 
has not been adequately carried out to date. Recent 
work on periodic media, directed in part towards 
the latter-mentioned aspects of the problem, is 
briefly rC\'iewed below. 

The well-known periodic medium consisting of 
thin circular disks arranged in a tetragonal lattice 
has been analyzed l1umy years ago by using the dual 
of Bethe's small aperture theory to compute the 
shunt susceptance of a single plane of disks. This 
shunt susceptance may then be used in a conven
tional analysis for loaded transmission lines to obtain 
the propagation constan t for the Ull bou nded medium. 
Un[ortullately, as shown by recent measurements 
[Gardner, 1960], th is approach yields accul'llte 
results oilly for disks with leoa less than about 0.4, 
where leo= 27r/Ao a ll d a is lhe d isk rftdius. Eggi III ann 
[1961] has impro\-ed the original calculations by 
extendi ng the Bouwkamp power series explLnsion to 
obtltill higher order expressioll s for the electric and 
maglletic dipole momell ts, as well as higher order 
Illolllcllts, illduccd ill ,t disk by an al'bitl'11l'Y incident 
field. Results accumte to order (lcoa)3 were obtained 
for the dipole moments. 

In an earlier attempt to improvc on the :'esults 
based on Betbc's theory and static in teraction fields 
between disks, Collin and Eggim ann [1962] evaluated 
the dy\lflln ic ill teraction cO ll stants for a planar array 
of disks. However, tbe use of tbese dynamic field 
in teraction cons tan ts, together with zero-order ex
pressions for th e dipole mom en ts, y ields results that 
are even further away from the experimental values. 
This is perhaps llO t too surprising since t be dynamic 
interaction constants are accurate to mu ch higher 
order in Icoa t han the Bethe expressions for the dipole 
moments, and hence the use of other than static 
interaction fields is not justifi ed without first obtain
ing more accurate expressions for the dipole momen ts. 

By using third-order expressions for the dipole 
moments, dynami.c interaction constants computed 
for interacting dipole fields (not plane waves), and 
quadripole radiation terms, it is found that computed 
results for the shunt susceptance agrees well with 
tbe measured results for leoa up to one [Eggimann 
and Collin, 1962]. Bcyond this point the analys is 
is too involved to be practical. 

A problem which is the dual of that of a planar 
array of disks is a conducting plane with a doubly 
periodic array of similar apertures. Such a screen 
comprising rectangular apertures h as beell co nsidered 
by Kieburtz and Ishimaru [1962]. An approximate 
solution based on an integral equation formulation 
was obtained. Numerical results for the aperture 
field and scattering cross secti.on for leod up to 2 were 
computed, 'where d is the width of the square aper
ture. The scattering cross section shows a resonance 
effect for leocl"" l. 5, at which point the transmission 
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through the screen is a maximum. These authors 
have also obtained the equivalent circuit parameters 
and scattering coefficients [Kieburtz and Ishinlaru, 
1961] for such a periodically apertured screen by 
means of a variational expression which they re
formulated to include higher mode propagation. 

Another classical periodic medium that has been 
reexamined is the two-dimensional strip medium. 
This medium exhibits pronounced anisotropic effects. 
The early analysis of th is medium trea ted each plane 
of strips as a capacitive grating which could be 
considered to load a transmission line periodically 
with shunt capacitive susceptances. As long as there 
is only dominan t mode in teraction between successive 
planes of strips good results are obtained. The ex
tension to higher mode interaction is cumbersome. 
By considering a different modal expansion, Kolettis 
and Collin [1961] were able to apply the results of 
the Carlson-Heins theory for the parallel-plate inter
face problem to overcome the problem of close 
spacing between adjacent gratings. A combination 
of the two approaches gave theoretical results in 
excellent agreement with measured values for a wide 
rano·e of spacings. The analysis has also been 
ext:nded to the case of strips arranged in a non
orthogonal lattice pattern [Case Institute of Tech
nology, 1962]. No extensive numerical results have 
been computed to date, however. 

Kurss [1961] has examined the formal solution for 
eigenwaves in a periodic structure composed of 
scatterers in a lattice defined by translational vectors. 
The same author also formulated the transmission 
line approach so as to be applicable to semiconductor 
band calculations [Kmss, 1961] . There are other 
lattice structures besides those defined by a transla
tion. In particular , a periodic medium can be built 
up from planar arrays of scatterers with adjacent 
planes being obtained by a combination of rotation 
and translation. The properties of such structures 
are presently being investigated by H. Haskal at 
Case Institute of Technology. To date it has been 
established that the modes for such media are 
elliptically polarized waves. 

The scattering of waves at the interface between 
free space and an infinite array of thin dielcctric 
sheets has been treated by Collin [1960]. The 
dielectric sheets were placed by infinitely thin 
polarization cmrent sheets, and a rigorous solu tion 
was obtained for the scattering by the use of bilateral 
Laplace transforms. Numerical results for some 
special cases compared favorably with an approxi
mate solution obtained previously via the Rayleigh
Ritz method. 

b. Periodically Modubted Surfaces 

The studies during this period on the guiding and 
Tadiation associated with periodically modulated 
surfaces continue to be motivated primarily by 
antenna applications. The problems posed fall into 
two groups. The first, motivated by an earlier 
paper by Thomas and Zucker, considers the relation 
between the radiation pattern and the modulated 
amplitude and phase distribution over an equivalent 

aperture. The second problem, following an earlier 
paper by O1iner and Hessel, involves the relation 
between either the radiation field or the aperture 
amplitude and phase distribution and physical 
structures which are modulated periodically. 

The former of these problems was considered by 
Ishimaru and Bernard [1962], who presented a closed 
form of analysis rather than the series type of solution 
discussed by Thomas and Zucker. The radiation 
pattern is expressed as the product of an array factor 
and the radiation from one complete cycle; for 
sinusoidal mod ulation, Anger functions are involved. 
The case of constant amplitude, but with sinusoidal 
phase modulation , was discussed in detail and was 
applied to a modulated slow wave structure. 

Bolljahn [1961] presented an exact synthesis pro
cedure for the design of a surface which would sup
port a prescribed group of surface waves simul
taneously. The surface not only requires a periodic 
variation of surface impedance along its length, but 
it would itself have to be modulated. Some general 
properties of the surfaces and the composite waves 
they support were discussed, and it was indicated 
that the method is applicable only to corrugated 
surfaces and not to dielectric slabs because the 
analysis postulates that no energy flow occurs across 
this surface. 

Ishinlaru and Tuan [1962] extended the earlier 
analysis of Oliner and Hessel to discuss the frequency 
scanning of antennas in terms of k versus {3 diagrams. 
Modifications were introduced to make the results 
applicable to antennas with a finite number of ele
ments, and the case of Tchebycbeff arrays was 
treated in detail. Further investigations at the 
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn on radiation from 
periodically-modulated surfaces were described by 
O1iner [1963]. The "mode-coupling" regions of the 
Ie versus {3 diagrams were examined in detail, par
ticularly in the leaky wave range. It was shown 
that at broadside radiation, the periodic structure 
approach predicts a sharp drop in radiated power and 
severe reflections, in agreement with experimental 
evidence; other interesting effects were found to 
occur at the backward and forward endfu·e positions. 
The propagation characteristics of wa\~es on sinusoid
ally modulated corrugated rods were considered by 
Wang and Kornhauser [1962]. They measured the 
guide wavelengths on two types of modulated rods, 
and performed an analysis based on the Mathieu 
equation. The measured and theoretical values 
agreed rather well with each other, but both measure
ment and theory were confined to the range in which 
the guided waves were purely bound. 

The scattering of electromagnetic waves by a 
sinusoidallv varying air-dielectric interface in the 
limit of sIT;.all wavelength has been investigated by 
Jacobson [1962]. He applies the Luneberg-Kline 
analysis to a general air-dielectric interface, and then 
treats in detail the case of a sinusoidal interface. 
The solution is valid only in the small wavelength 
range, and has been used to evaluate quantitatively 
the ~ accuracy of the geometric optics approximation 
for certain parameter values. In the range con-
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sidered, geometric optics serves as an excellent 
approximation. 

A new theory ofW ood's anomalies on periodic 
structures has been developed by H essel and Oliner 
[1963]. Wood's anomalies arc resonance effects 
which occur in the scattering of plane waves by 

j> periodic structmes; the effects ha ve been known for 
many years, and the new contribu tion lies in the 
recognition of their relation to leaky waves. This 
theory based on leaky waves is more complete than 
the previous, multiple-scattering theory, and also 
permits the prediction of resonance effects in other 
scattering phenomena. Wood's anomaly r esonances 
were also found by Li and Oliner [1963] on a structure 
composed of a strip gr ating backed by a metal plate ; 
the behavior of these resonances was explained 
r eadily by the above-mentioned leaky wave theory 
[1963]. The multiple-scattering theory of Wood's 
anomalies has been developed by Twersky and others 
in a series of earlier papers ; this approach WetS applied 
in detail by Twersky [1962] to the case of an irlfini te 
gratin g of circular cylinders. A discussion of other 
features of h is paper and other papers concerned 
with multiplc-scaLtering is presented elsewhere in 
this report. 

The properties of periodic structures are being 
found useful in an explanation of the operation of 
log-periodic antennas. Such antennas are members 
of the class of frcq uency-independent H,ntennas twd 
are characterir.ed h y a linear vttriation in the element 
spacing and elem ent length along the structure. If 
this variation is slow, a ny given small section of the 
structure may be regarded as locally constant. 
Mayes, Deschamps, and Patton [1961] were among 
the first to appreciate this viewpoint, and Lo propose 
the application 0 f periodic structure theory to this 
class of antennas. A recent r eport [Mayes et aI. , 
1962] by these authors applies these viewpoin ts in 
detail to a variety of such antennas, including a 
helix-fed monopole alTay, the bifilar zigzag an ten na, 
and the log-per iodic dipole array. Hadiation pat
terns are presented and some of the features of 
operation are explained in term.s of k versus (3 dia-

? 

grams. Such diagrams have also been employed by 
Oliner [1962, 1963] in an explanation of some of the 
symmetry requirements associated with proper 

I operation of these antennas . Mayes and Ingerson 
[1962] have taken extensive near field measurements 
on a periodic analog of the log-periodic dipole array 
in order to achieve a better understanding ot these 
structures. A study of logarithmically periodic 
circuits, including the effect of loss which is intro
duced to represent radiation resistance, has been 
conducted by Mittra [1962] and Jones and Mittra 
[1962] . Log-periodic circuits have also been investi
gated by Du Hamel [1963], who has considered tho 
general properties of such transmission lines. Humsey 
[1963] has analyzed an idealization of a zigzag 
antenna consisting of an anisotropic sheet which is 
perfectly conducting only along a sinusoidal path. 
He has found the dispersion characteristics of the 
structure and has demonstrated various similarities 
between the operation of this structure and that of 

-----_. - - --

the corresponding antenna. Gans [1962] has con
tinued this study by considering the behavior of a 
pair of such anisotropic sheets. 
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3.4. Radiation From Plasmas 

L. B. Felsen I 

This part of the report deals with the radiation 
from ttpplied electromagnetic sources in the presence 
of bounded or unbounded plasmas; the sources may 
be either stationary in space and oscillate in t~le 
(as in the antenna problem), or they may compnse 
moving charges (as in Cerenkov radiation ). A 
distributed source may be regarded as a superposi
tion of vector point sources, whence the problem of 
radiation from the latter is fundamental and has 
received some detailed attention during the past 3 
years. Since explicit closed-form solutions for point
source radiation problems can be found only for a 
few selected cases, it is generally necessary to syn
thesize the point-source field as a superposition of 
wave fields which individually satisfy the source-free 
field equations. A knowledge of the propagation 
characteristics of plane wayes (or their equivalent) 
in the medium is therefore essential to the study of 
radiation from localized source distributions. Be
cause of the functional complexity of the formal 
solutions resulting after this superposition , detailed 
investigations of radiation problems h ave been 
carried out so far only for the simplest ch aracteriza
tions of the plasma medium. In most of the results 
to be reported below, temperature and ionic effects 
have been neglected and the plasma is assumed to be 
describable solely in terms of an equivalent tensor 
or scalar dielectric cons tan t, depending on whether 
or not an extern al magnetic field is present. This 
assumption has reasonable yalidi ty for certain types 
of plasmas and externally located sources, but is 
bound to be inaccurate for sources in direct contact 
with the plasma since pressure effects, and the 
associated acoustic waves, may then not be ignored. 
These latter phenomena have been included in 
several studies. Because of the complexity of 
wave couplings in inhomogeneous an isotropic regions , 
the analysis of radiation problems has been limited 
primarily to homogeneous media or to inhomo
geneous media simulated by piecewise cons tan t 
layers. 

While the representability of a plasma via the 
above-sketched simplified models is open to question , 
the study of electromagnetic radiation phenomena 
for such "artificial" media can shed considerable 
insight on some of the effects to be anticipated under 
more general and more realistic conditions. 

A. Stationary Sources in Isotropic Plasmas 

1. Incompressible Medium 

A number of contributions have appeared on 
the radiation from time-harmonic electromagnetic 
sources in a bounded isotropic plasma characterized 
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by the equivalent relative dielectric constant 

2 

W P • ,(e- iwt dependence) 
w (w+~v) 

where Wp is the (angular) plasma freq~ency, w. ~he 
applied frequency, and v the electron-IOn collISIOn 
frequency. Most of the formal results are identical 
with those obtained in previous studies of ordinary 
dielectrics but the structure of the radiated fields 
may differ appreciably from the ordinary case since 
the real part of E is less than unity and may be 
negative. An important difference arises, for ex
ample, from the possibility of supporting a true 
undamped surface wave on a plane interface between 
two media having real dielectric constants E and EO, 
respectively, provided that E< -EO and that the 
wave has an electric field component normal to the 
interface (E mode). As a result, the spectrum of 
wayes supported by a plasma layer ma:y diff~r 
sio'nificantly from that of an ordinary dwlectrIc 
layer [Tamil' and Oliner, 1961; Oliner and Tamir, 
1962a1 and the excitation by localized sources of 
interface surface waves or of other wa\'e types 
peculiar to a medium with negative dielectric 
constant is of interest. These aspects have been 
studied by Tamil' and Oliner [1962] in connection 
with th e problem of radiation from a line source of 
magnetic current covere~ by a homogeneous plasma 
slab, and they emphaSize the role played by the 
leaky waves in determining some of the prominent 
features of th e radiation field exterior to the slab 
region. Some related investigations h ave been made 
by Larson [1962] and Yee [1962]. Yee [1961] has 
also dealt with the coupling between two narrow 
slots covered by a thick plasma layer with O< E< 1, 
and he presents curves for tl~e input and mu~ual 
admittance of a slot as a functIOn of slot separatlOn. 
Calculations of the fields radiated through a spheri
cal plasma shell by a small electric or magnetic 
antenna have been carried out by Raemer [19621, 
who has likewise considered the perturbation in 
antenna impedance caused by the plasma shell , 
and by Marini [19611, and by Katzin and Koo 
[19621. The excitation of interface surface waves 
by a ring source of magnetic currents concentric 
with a homogeneous cylindrical plasma column 
was treated by Samaddar [1962a] , who has also 
considered the surface wave problem for a plasma 
column with continuous radial variation of dielectric 
constant [1 962b]. Hasserjian and Higgins [19621 
have made calculations of the fields excited by a 
slot on a large circular cylinder surrounded by a 
concentric plasma layer. Methods of simulating 
J21asmas by artificial media have been discussed by 
Rotman [1 962]. A formal initial value solution of 
the time dependent Maxwell field equations h as 
been given by Gerwin [1962]. 
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2. Comp ressible Medium 

In a m ore sophi sticated descrip tio n of t he plasma, 
the assump tion of incompressibility is dropped a na 
an isotropic pressure gradi ent of t he electron gas is 
taken into accoun t. In this ins tance, an electro
magneti c somce will excite both eleeLroJllagnetic and 
acoustic waves; t he relative st rength of excitation of 
these Wiwes is a matter of some co ncern sincc caleu
lations based on the incompressible mod el are likely 
to be inaccurate under conditions which favor the 
s trong excitation of acoustic waves. Comparison 
with experimental measurements has shown that the 
observed inlpedance of an antenna smrounded by a 
plasma canno t sometimes be satisfactorily explained 
without taking into account the compressibility of 
the medium [Whale, 1962}. The radiation from an 
oscillating electric cmrent element in an infinite, 
homogeneous, collisionless, compressible electron 
plasma h as been calcula ted by Hessel and Shmoys 
[1961]. They obtain a simple closed form solu tion 
for th e electromagnetic and aco ustic fie lds and find 
that t be ratio of power in the acoustic wave to thfLt 
in t he electromagnetic wave is proportion al to 
(cla) 3(w"l w)2, where c and a a re t he electromagneti c 
and acoustic wave speeds, re pectively, in t he same 
gas without electronic charge. A similar calculation 
for a quarter wavelength dipole was m ade by Co hen 
[1962b], who also found t hat the acoustic co ntribu 
tion to the radiati on resistance predomi nates, cspc
cially when W "" Wp. Since (c i a) is usually 9. litrge 
quantity, these results show that compressional 
effects do playa role, al tho ugh the assumed model 
(which neglec ts nonlinear effects, collisions, motions 
of heavy particles, D ebye shielding of the antenna) 
is likely to be umealis tic very ncar t he so urce where 
strong fdd gradients exist. Cohen [1962b} has a,lso 
considered t he boundary co ndition at a perfect con
ductor in a compressible plasma alld h fLS m ade cal
culations of t he posi tive sheath req uired to aSS Ul'e 
that no net cw-rent {lows into the boundary. 

Calculations b we also been made of t he r adiation 
from currents on a sphere embedded in the plasma, 
or from a dipole located at the center of a spherical 
void in the plasm a [Hessel and Shmoys, 1961}. If 
the sphere radius is small compared to both the 
electromagnetic and acoustic wavelengtbs, the power 
r atio is essentially that given above while a large
r adius sphere reduces the acoustic wave excitation 
substantially; hence, as noted previously, acoustic 
wave effects are expected to be pronounced when the 
plasma extends into the induction field of the source. 
Cohen [1962a} has dealt with the general source 
problem, discussed the boundary conditions at dis
continui ties in t he medium, a nd formulated equiv
ftlence theorems for the acoustic and electromagnetic 
fields. H e has applied these resul ts to t he calcula
tion of scattering by a tenuous spherical inhomo
geneity in the plasma. 

The excitation of a compressible plasma half-space 
by a m agnetic bne current placed in the exterior 
medium has been considered by H essel, Marcuvit7" 
and Shmoys [1962} . They find that t he interface 
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can support a surface wave, and that the energy in 
an electromagnetic plane wave incident almost 
normally on the plasma half space can be converted 
entirely into the acoustic wave if W is slightly higher 
than W". The efficiency of conversion is extremely 
se nsi ti ve to the angle of incidence and to the wave 
frequency, and the effect is not expected to be signifi
cant, if the line source is far enough above t he 
interface. 

B. Stationary Sources in Anisotropic 
Plasmas 

1. Incompressible Medium 

Q . Unbounded Region 

If an incompressible p!tl,sma is subj ected to flU 
external steady magnetic field Ho oriented along the 
z-axis, the electromagnetic properties of the med ium 
are d escrib~l,ble by a norm alized dielectric tensor 

o 
where €z has the form previously given and El, E2 arc 
fUllct ions of w, W,,' II , ~l,nd We, with W e representing the 
electron-cyclo tron frequ ency. E ven in the collision
less case 11 = 0, with El , e2, Ez real, t he (ordinary and 
extraordinary) plane waves capable of propagating 
in this anisotropic medium may be separated into 
some eight categori es distinguished by the valu es of 
the ratios w/w" and w/we ; see Allis [196]], Haskell and 
Holt [J 961], D eschamps an d Weeks [1962], for recent 
co ntribuLiollS in this area, whence the deta iled study 
of the radiat ion from locali zed so urces embedded in 
such a medium poses considerable difficulties. Two 
principal approaches have been employed to anll,]yze 
the radill,t ion from current elements in an infinite, 
homogeneous medium described by the above di
electric tensor: the first is based on t he form ulat ion 
of the dipole field in terms of a spectrll m of t hree
dimensional plane waves ("etLviLy" mode appro~1,Ch) 
while the second ut ilizes a two-dimensional repre
sentation in a plane perpendicular t.o a preferred 
space direct ion ("guided" mode approach). I'll e 
firs t procedure, employed first by Bunkin [1957} in 
the U.S.S.R. and subsequ ently in the United States 
by Kogelnik [1960], Meecham [1961]' Ford [1961]' 
I{ uehl [1961 , 1962], Mitra and D eschamps [1962]' 
leads naturally to a triple Fourier integral representa
tion while the second, used by Abraha m. [1953], 
Arbel [1960], Arbel and Felsen [1962a], and by Wu 
[1962], involves double Fourier integrals. rrhe cavity 
mode procedure is well sui ted to t he calculation of 
rtl,diated power in an infinite medium [Kogelnik, 
1960} and also permits the representation of the 
dyadic Green's function in an appealing symmetrical 
I"orm ; it has recently been employed by Chow [1962} 
to study radiation in media having both a tensor 
permeability and a tensor dielectric co n tanto The 
g uided wave formalism is easily adapted to the 
analysis of stratified anisotropic media comprising 



piecewise constant layers whose boundary is per
pendicular to the symmetry axis [Arbel, 1960; Arbel 
and Felsen, 1962a], and is also more convenient for 
an asymptotic evaluation of the rad iation fields since 
it involves double, rather than triple, integrals. 

An important consideration for radiation problems 
in unbounded anisotropic regions is the phrasing of 
a radiation condition. ' 'Vhile the requirement of 
bounded fields at infinity assures the proper formu
httton when losses are present, it is necessary in a 
lossless medium to replace the usual "outgoing wave" 
condition by an "outgoing energy" condition [Bresler, 
1959] . This is not a trivial distinction, since the 
directions of phase and energy propagtttion in an 
anisotropic medium generally do not coincide. Arbel 
and Felsen [1962a] have shown how the plane wave 
dispersion (refractive index) curves for the mediu 11l 

can be used in imposing the radiation condition, and 
that each of the constituent propagating plane waves 
must carry energy away from a localized source. 

Asymptotic calculations of the radiation fields have 
been made for various possible values of the plaslfift 
parameters w j w and wp/ w and for different orienta
tions of the dipole source [Arbel , 1960; Arbel and 
Felsen , 1962b; Meecham, 1961; Ford, 1961; Kuehl, 
] 961 ; Wu, 1962]. Because of the anisotropy, the 
detailed field structure depends markedly on the 
plasma parameters and on the angular location of the 
observation point with respect to the lnagnetic field 
direction. For a restricted range of observation 
angles in certain plasmas, the field may comprise as 
many as four spherical waves which propagate with 
different phase velocities and individually carry 
energy in the direction from the source to the obser
vation point; for other conditions, no propagation is 
possible. The number and intensity of these wave 
contributions can be predicted from the refractive 
index curves or their equivalent. In plasmas having 
a refractive index which becomes singular along 
certain directions, the fields exhibit strong singulari
ties and the total radiated power is infinite (yielding 
an infinite radiation resistance for the dipole antenna) 
[Kogelnik, 1960]. These nonphysical singularities 
disappectr if the discontinuous source function is 
replaced by a distributed source whose strength goes 
to zero gmdwtlly, or if loss is included. Enhanced, 
but bounded, field strengths are also encountered when 
the refractive index curves possess inflection points 
[Al'bel and Felsen, 1962b]. 

If t he applied magnetic field is infinite (wc= oo ), 
€2= 0 in (2) and the dielectric tensor is diagonal 
(uniaxial medium). For this specil:tl case, solu tions 
for the point source or line source excitation problem 
can be obtained in closed form [Al'bel , 1960; Kuehl , 
1961; Mittra, 1962; Arbel and Felsen, 1962c; Tuan 
and Seshadri, 1962]. Arbel and Felsen [1962b] have 
shown how these closed form solu t ions can be used 
to study the previously mentioned field singularities 
when W e is finite. Mittra and Deschamps [1962] have 
expressed the dyadic Green's function for finite W e in 
terms of a modification of the closed form results 
for Wc = 00 plus a correction term; since the closed 
form expression is dominan t in the near field of the 
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source, this formulation appears attractive for an
tenna impedance calculations. A variational ap
proach to the antenna impedance problem has been 
presented by Ament, Katzin, and Katzin [1962]. 

Some general observations abou t radiation prob
lems in transposed anisotropic media have been made 
by Tai [1961] and by Villeneuve [1961]. 

b. Bounded Regions 

Problems of radiation in the presence of confined 
anisotropic plasmas have also received attention. 
Ishimaru [1962] and Seshadri [1962a] have con
sidered a magnetic line current in a plasma bounded 
by a perfectly conducting plane, with the external 
magnetic field Ho directed parallel to the line source. 
They note the asymmetry of the radiation pattern, 
and find that there Inl:ty exist a unidirectional surface 
wave which is launched only to one side of the source 
and decays a way from the bounding plane; the 
asymmetry is reversed upon a reversal of the direc
tion of Ho. Seshadri 11 as calculated the efficiency of 
excitation of t he surface wave as a function of the 
source location. Ishimaru has also dealt with a 
magnetic-line-source-excited plasma slab of finite 
width, as have Hodara and Cohn [1962a] and Shore 
and Meltz [1962] ; in the latter analysis , the direction 
of Ho is perpendicular to that of the line current. 
Via the two-dimensional Fourier transform pro
cedure, Hodara [1962] has also discussed, and pre
senteeL numerical data for, the radiation from a finite 
slo t in a ground plane covered by a lossy anisotropic 
plasma shtb but has omitted any consideration of 
surface or interface waves which may be excited. 
Wu [1962] has performed sim il ar calculations for the 
radiation from an electric dipole source located inside 
or outside the slab. Some of the two-dim ensional 
surface waves capable of propagating in an aniso
tropic plasma slab have been investigated by Hodara 
and Cohn [1962b]. For a slab of negligible thickness, 
Wait [1960a] has studied the possible surface wave 
solutions and has also calculated (1960b) their 
influence on the fields radiated by vertical magnetic 
or electric dipoles. Imposition of the previously 
mentioned radiation condition in the plasma can be 
rircuInvented for the slab problelll, in view of the 
fini te width of t he anisoLl'opic region; the radiation 
condition in the isotropic Jmlf-space is the con
ventional ono. 

There have been several studies of radiation from 
a plasma JlHlf-sp~tCe. Arbel [1960] has dealt with the 
case where Ho is perpendicular to the interface, 
and where an electric dipole parallel to Ho is located 
either inside or outside the anisotropic region. He 
has made an asymptotic calculation of the far field 
and obtained an interpretation in terms of geo
metrical rays which are reflected, refracted and 
coupled at the interface, but he did not consider 
possible additional contribu tions arising from sur
face waves or from lateral (or head) waves. The 
latter , intimately connected with the phenomenon 
of critical refraction, are excited by an incident wave 
which is refracted into t he exterior region in a direc
tion parallel to the interface, and sheds energy back 
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into the first medium by the reverse process. 
Analytic~),lly , the lateral wa.ves usually arise from 
branch cut integml contributions which enter into the 
asymptotic field expressions. Their effects were 
studied by Tyras, I shimam, ~md Swarm [1962] for 
the case of a weak exterual magnetic field Flo directed 
parallel to the interface, with a magnetic dipole 
source parallel to Flo. They find a type of lateral 
wave which arises from the interface coupling of the 
ordinary and extraordinary rays and seems to have 
no couuterpart in isotropic media. F elsen [1962a, b) 
has analyzed radiation from a uniaxially anisotropic 
half-space (wc= oo), with the magnetic field oriented 
fLl"bitrarily with respect to the interface. For w<wp , 

he finds that the lateral waves constitute the 
dOfninant field contribution in those geometrical 
shadow regions of the plasma which cannot be 
reached by the waves radiated directly from the 
source or by waves reflected from the interface. 
The laten tl waves in strongly anisotropic plasmas 
may th erefore be of g re~),ter importance thn,n in iso
tropic regions wher e they generally constitu te ,t 
second-order effect . 

Samaddal' [1961] h,)'s obtain ed modal expansions 
for the fields excited by ,t ring source concentric 
with a shielded cylindri cal column with gyrotropic 
dielectric constant and (or) permeability, and he Ims 
calculated the dispersion charac teristics for the 
plasm,t C,tse, with emphasis on possible slow su ['ra,ce 
waves . Wait [1961) has g iven th e harmonic series 
solu tion for the field excited by a line source in 
the presence of a radially str,ttified phtsma cylinder 
subjected to an axial magnetic fi eld . 

2. Compressible Medium 

The radiation from H lnagnetic line source in an 
infinite, homogeneous, co mpressible plasma su b
jected to <), steady magnetic fi eld 110 p,tmllel to the 
source direction has been investigated by Seshadri 
[1962b). He obtains a closed form solution for the 
radiated field in terms or electromagnetic and acoustic 
wave contributions, presen ts their dispersion ch ,1,1'
acteristics, calculates the power coupled into each, 
and finds that the power in the electromagnetic wave 
is always smaller than when the source is located in 
free space. 

C. Radiation From Moving Sources 
An electric charge moving along a straight line 

with constant speed v produces electromagne~ic 
radiation in a medium which can support waves 
having phase speeds smaller than v (Cerenkov effect) . 
In a plasma without an externally impressed mag
netic field , the dielectric constant € is less than that 
of vacuum whence Cerenkov radiation cannot occur. 
However, a moving charge may excite acoustic osc il
lations provided that v>a, where a is the acoustic 
wave speed in the electron gas. Calculations to th is 
effect were carried out by Abele (1961) and Cohen 
[1961]. Abele calculated the electromagnetic and 
acoustic fields , as well as the spectral distribution of 
radiated energy, for a line charge moving either in 
an infinite compressible plasma, or exterior and par-
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allel to the sLl rf~tCe of a plasma half-space. Cohen 
carried out a similar treatment for ,t point charge in 
an infinite compressible plasm:t . Tuan and Seshadri 
[1962] have calculated the mdiation from a moving 
line cll<trge in a u niaxi,dly anisotropic medium 
(wc= oo ) and have obt,tined expressions for the spec
tral distribution of the radiated energy; see also 
Johnson [1962]. In contrast to the case of an iso
tropic medium, a radially expanding spherica,lly 
symmetric shell of charge may radiate in an aniso
tropic plasma. For a high-velocity burst, Ford [1961) 
has calculated the radiation fields and spectral dis
tribution of energy in the low-frequency range 
w< <we, W ]J, and he finds that the radiation is con
fined within a narrow cone about the direction of 
the external Inagnetic field. 

D. Diffraction by Objects in Anisotmpic 
Plasmas 

The study or diffraction by obj ects embedded in 
an incompressible isotropic plaslll<t cha mcterized by 
tho aforementioned dielectl:ic constant proceeds as 
Jor ordiwLl"Y dielectrics al ld has therefore received 
little attention per se. However , the effects of 
anisotropy Calise considerable modification and have 
stimulated some interest. I'Vhile diffraction prob
lems in ,t tensor dielectric med ium are generally 
exceedil lgly complicated, t here exist special cases 
which result in substantial simplification. For the 
uniaxial plasma (H o= oo, €2= O above), it can be 
shown that tho analys is or diB'raction by perfectly 
conduct ing cylindrical scaUerers of arbitrary cross 
section can b e simply related to the corresponding 
scattering problem in an isotropic medium, provicled 
that the cylinder axis is parallel to H o [Arbel and 
F elsen, 1962c; Fried man, 1962). Thus, formal solu
tions for such t wo-dimensional a nd t llree-dil1lensional 
diffmctioll problems involving a perfectly conducting 
half-planc, wedge, circular cylinder, etc., can b e 
found with compamtive e,Lse; the real task is the 
meaningful interpretation of these solutions (or of 
their ~tsymptotic approximations) so as to highlight 
in the broadest possible manner the effect of medium 
anisotropy upon the diffraction field. If Flo in a 
uniaxially anisotropic medium is perpendicular to 
the cylinder axis, two-dimensional diffraction prob
lems (independent of the axial coordinate) can like
wise be related to equivalent problems in an isotropic 
region [Felsen, 1962c]. 

Simplifications also obtain for certain axially inde
pendent problems in a plasma with finite Ho directed 
parallel to the cylinder axis. Problems of excitation 
by a line source of electric current ar e co mpletely 
equivalent to the isotropic case; calculation of the 
fields excited by a magnetic line current is more 
involved but can be performed by the separation of 
variables method for the case of the circular cylinder 
[Samaddar, 1962c). 

E. Summary and Prognosis 

Theoret ical activities during the past three years 
have clarified many of the effec ts to be expected 



when time-harmonic stationary sources or moving 
charges radiate from or near unbound ed or bounded 
isotropic and anisotropic plasmas . To render these 
initial investigations tractable, the plasm a has been 
represen ted by a highly idealized model, and the 
results are of questionable validity when applied t o 
certain actual plasma configurations. It may there
fore be expected that studies of radiation from 
stationary or moving sources during the next tri
ennium will be concerned with more realistic models 
allowing for compressibility and motion of heavy 
p ar ticles, an d that attention will also be given to 
the calculation of th e impedance characteristics of 
variously shaped radiators of finite size in an infinite, 
homogeneous, anisotropic plasma. Because of the 
complicating effects of an isotropy even for the simple 
tensor medium noted above, the influence of inter
faces or inhomogeneities on the fields radiated by a 
prescribed source distribution still remains to be 
clarified, especially as r egards the excitation of sur
face waves or other types of interface waves. Some 
of the many experimen tal programs may be expected 
to come to fruition during the next three years and 
supply the theoretician with b adly needed physical 
data to substantiate his choice of a given plasma 
model. 

New and difficul t mathematical boundary value 
problems have also arisen in connection with the 
determination of the radiation or diffraction pattern 
of a source in the presence of variously shaped ob
jects embedded in an anisotropic medium character
ized by a dielectric tensor as above. To gain an 
understanding of these phenomena for mathemat
ically tractable situations, certain idealized shapes 
and medium properties have been considered , 
involving perfectly conductin g cylindrical obj ects 
orien ted with t.heir axes par allel or perpendicular 
to the external magnetic field R o. Much work still 
remains to be done even in this category, to say 
nothing of the case wherein R o is inclined with 
respect to the obstacle axis . It is desirable to rep
resent the asymptotic evaluation of the formal 
solu tion in a manner which highlights and localizes 
the physical scatterin g contributions from such 
structural effects as surface curvature, edges, etc., 
when the obj ect is large compared to the wave
length, or from its volume and orientation when the 
object is small. M ucb of the effort in diffraction 
theory in anisotropic media is thus likely to be 
devoted to (a) obtaining exact solutions and asymp
totic approximations for scattering by simple shapes, 
and (b) developing the extension to anisotropic 
regions of such techniques as R ayleigh scattering 
approximations for lon g wavelengths or Keller's 
geometrical theory of diffraction for short wave
lengths. 
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3 .5. Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in Inhomogeneous Plasmas and/or 
Magnetoplasmas 

W. C. Hoffman 1.2 

In addition to the kind of inhomogeneity usually 
associated with electromagnetic wave propagation, 
viz, that of spatially varying permittivity, inhomo
geneities of an en tirely differ en t nature can arise out 
of the fact that plasmas are characterized by a finite 
temperature distribution. For example, interactions 
resulting Jron1 noncentral peaks in the velocity dis
tribution function can modulate or grow waves in an 
otherwise uniform plasma. "Incoherent scatter" is 
another case in point (of which we shall have more to 
say later). Another such situation is that wherein 
a periodic variation of permittivity, arising from a 
plasm a oscillation, causes an inciden t electromagnetic 
wave to be scattered [Rosen, 1960]. Other such 
interactions can occur and generate actual r- f emis
sion by the plasma. Since we are restricted to cold 
stationary plasmas, such situations will, however, be 
in the minority. The propagation of electromagnetic 
waves in plasmas whose complex permittivity ex
hibits a spatial variation will certainly be the case of 
greatest importance. We first of all consider the 
situation where no ambient magnetostatic field is 
present. 

Many investigations of the transmission character
istics of an inhomogeneous plasma have been moti
vated by the "plasma sheath" surrounding a reentry 
body in the upper atmosphere. Klein , Greyber, 
King, and Brueclmer [1961] have investigated plasma 
sheath interaction with incident microwave radia
tion at both normal and oblique incidence over a 
wide range of the parameters of interest (electron 
density, wavelength, and collision frequency). At 
normal incidence absorption dominates reflection. 
For oblique incidence, the absorption was deter
mined in the WKB approximation and found to have 
a steady value below 45° but to drop off rapidly for 
larger angles of incidence. The electromagnetics 
of the plasma sheath problem have also been investi
gated by Sisco and Fiskin [1959, 1961]. Miller [1962] 
has given a theory, based on a set of pseudo-plane 
wave functions, for electromagnetic wave propaga
tion through an exponentially varying two-dimen
sional plasma sheath over an infinite plane conductor. 
The case of a plane TE wave in a stratified medium 
whose ionization density varies as exp(z/zo) has been 
considered by Taylor [1961]. Taylor [1962] has also 
investigated the effect of an irregular variation of the 
degree of ionization of a slightly ionized gas, and 
finds, in distinction to Budden, that such irregulari
ties give rise to an "anti-Lorentz term" which in 
general would hinder rather than aid whistler propa
gation through the lower ionosphere. The reso
nance that occurs as a result of the in teraction of a 
high frequency electromagnetic signal with electrons 

I Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories, Seattle, Wash. 
2 The a uthor wishes to acknowledge the helpful suggestions of Dr. J ames E. 

Drullnl10nd in the preparat ion of this section. 
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trapped in the potential troughs of an ion wave has 
been analyzed by J. E. Drummond [1961b]. Drum
mond obtains an approximate expression, based on a 
nonlinear ion wave theory, for the high-frequency 
conduction current density, and is thus able to pre
dict the existence of an "ion wave window" for VHF 
electromagnetic waves in a deJlse plasma (w;> > w2), 

the nature fl,nd location of the window being con
trolled by the frequency and amplitude of fl,n ion 
wave in the plasma. Tbe interaction of low-fre
quency electromagnetic Wfl,ves with a semi-infinite 
plasma has been investigated by Turcotte and 
Schubert [1961] from the stfl,ndpoint of coupling be
tween electromagnetic and acoustic modes. An 
interesting result has been obtfl,ined by Ichimm'u , 
Pines, and Rostoker [1962] ill connection with a 
theoreticfl,l analysis of plasma wave instabilities due 
to drift of electrons relative to ions. They find that 
such instfl,bilities are accompanied by a strongly 
enhanced scattering of electromagnetic waves similar 
to critical 0pfl,lescence in a gas. 

Electromagnetic wave propagation in fl, magneto
plasma with spatially varying conductivity tensor 
unites the analyticfl,l difficulties 01' anisotropy and 
inhomogeneity, and accordingly there has been 
correspondingly relatively less progress in this area. 
A significan t advance in the application of the matri
zan t solu tion or the fu'st-Ol'd er vector wave equation 
to propagation thl'ough an inhomogeneous magneto
plasma has been made by H . B. Keller and J. B. 
Keller [1962]. The propagation of electrom agnetic 
waves in an anisotropic stratified medium has also 
been studied by Hougardy and Saxon [1963], who 
showed that the wave equation can be reduced ap
proximately to a scalar one-dimensional form, and 
cross coupling taken into accoun t by iteration 
methods. A penetrating study of the absorption 
and retlection of electromagnetic and plasma waves 
through a plfl,sma whose density and /or magnetic 
field are slowly varying Jun ctions of position has been 
made by Stix [1960]. Hoffman [1962] has formu
lated the case of an axifl,lly symmetric mfl,gneto
plasma as a vector integral equation, which can be 
approximated by a set of scalar integral equations 
having as solutions mefl,11 square convergent Neu
mann series. The exterior problem 1'01' a perfectly 
conducting sphere in an inhomogeneous magneto
plasma has also been considered by Hoffman [1963a, 
b] in terms of an asymptotic form of the vector wave 
equation in dipolar coordinates as well as a vector 
in tegral equation involvin g the Green's dyadic for a 
sphere in free space. A formal analysis in terms of 
the Green's dyadic for an inhomogeneous aniso
tropic medium has also been given by Villeneuve 
[1961] . 

The subject of "incoherent scatter" from ir
regularities in electron density has received much 
attention dming the last triennium. Since this 
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phenom enon CfLll be regarded as the result of' a 
sor t of fine-stru cture inhomogenei ty ill the plasma, 
its theor etical as pects may legitim ately be discussed 
here, fL complete discussion of the over all phenomenon 
bein g reser ved for t he Commission 4 repor t. The 
phys ical Illodel involves radar scatLerin g from local 
randOIll riu cLlmtions in plasma, den ity, Lhe spectral 
width be in g tJl at correspondin g to lhe ion velocities 
[Bowles, ] 961]. American con lributions to th e 
m a Lhem atical theory of' s uch " in coheren t scatter " 
have been m ade by Bowles, Ochs, Iw d Green [1962], 
BUll em an [1961 , 1962], VI. E. Drummond [1962], 
R enau [1960], Ren fLu , Camnitz, and Flood [1961 ]' 
Renau []962], Rosenbluth and Rostoker [1962], and 
S,tlpeter [1960a, 1960b, 1961 a, 1961 b]. The theo
retical approach has involved either a generalized 
Nyquist theorem or solution of the Boltzm ann 
equ ation , although extensions to non equilibrium 
pl as lll fLs ll ave been carried out by Bun ern an [1961], 
Rosenblu t h and Rostoker [1962], and R enau [1962] . 
Analyses of the case wlwre a n ambien t m agnetic 
field is present have bee ll carried ou t by Buneill all 
[196 1 j, ('xtendin g a previous detailed study by 
H agf' or s [1961]' and by Salpeter [196la, 1961bj. 
The effect o f' a ll ambient m agnetic fLeld is to CfLuse 
discrete spectr nl peaks to appear at mul tiples of t he 
ion gyrofrequencies whencvcr l he angle betwec ll 
the amb ient m agnetic fi eld and the direction of 
proPIL,gaLion becomes d o e to 90°. 

Under cer tain circuill stances plasma oscillations 
or otiter vmve ]notions wi thin a plasma can generate 
electrom agnetic radi ation. Fo r instance, the theory 
of exci tation of electromagnetic radi ation by gradi ent 
co upling in plasmas, first anfLlyzed by F ield [1 956], 
has b een refin ed and extend ed by Tidill an and Boyd 
[1962], 'I'idm an and Weiss [1 960, 196 1a], and Wetzel 
[1961 , 1963]. Th e amoun t of electroill agnetic radi a
tion produced by nonlin ear co upling between h rge 
ampli t ude transverse and longit udinal plasma oscill a
tions h as been calc ulated by Ti d man and "\iVe iss 
[1961b]. H a.rri s Iwd Sim on [1960] .ba.\ 'e shown that 
incoheren t mdiation from a plasma cannot be cal
culated on t he basis of the Vlasov equation nIone. 
Kino [1 960] has cle \reloped a traveling wa \'e para
metric amplifier t heory employing a plasma (or 
m agnetoplasma) as the nonlin ear propagating struc
ture, and some refinements of the theory for small 
diameter plasm a columns have been given by 
P aile [1962]. 

Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in Homogeneous 
Magnetoplasmas 

In this par t of the repor t we consider the in ter
action of an electromagnetic wave wi th a uniform 
plasma containing an ambient magnetic field. 
H owever , phenomena invol \·i ng energetic par ticles 
(such as synchrotron mdiation) and transport 
processes (such as electron beams fLnd hydro mag
netic waves) are speeificfLlly excluded . 

Generalizations of the elassical conductivity tensor 
in the direction of fini te temperature effects will be 
discussed first of all. Sen and "\iVyller [1960] have 
soh'ed the Bol tzm ann equation for a uniform 

L oren tz gas in an ambien t m agnetic field by expand
i ng the velocity distribution function according to 
t he Ch fLpman-Ensh.:og method and thus arriveu 
at a generalized Appl eton-Har tree formula. The 
effects of velocity depend ence upon the collison 
frequency between elec trons and neutral air molecules 
are fully incorporated in the Sen and Wyller analysis, 
A similar study for t he solar a tmosphere (proton
electron and electron-electron collisions) has been 
carried out by Wyller [1961] . The wave normal 
surfaces associated wi th a fini te tempemture Apple
ton-Har tree formula hfLye been considered by Allis 
[19 61] and Papa fLnd Alli s [1 961], wh o discuss not 
only t he t wo electromagnetic waycs bu t also fL t hird , 
plasma wave wh ose Yclocity is of t be orde r of the 
sound yelocity (the "magnetoacoustic wa\,e"). The 
co nducti\'i ty of a par tially ioni 7.ed gas in the presence 
of an ambien t magnetic field has also been analyzed 
by Drummond, Gerwin , and Springer [196 1] fwd 
K elly [1960]. An analysis of t he polarization of 
electromagnetic wayes propagatin g in a magneto
plasma has been carried out by H askell and H olt 
[196 1] . 

A number of books dealing at least in par t wi t h 
the electrom agnetic phenomena fLssociated wi t h 
m agnetoplasmas have appeared since t lLOse ref
erenced in t he last Ut;A N ationnI Co milli ttce repor t 
on plasmas [Smullin, 1960] . Th e Ameri can publi
cations inelude the \'olum es edi ted by Cla user 
[1960] and J. E. Drummond [196 1] and t he excellent 
t reatise by R ose and Clark [1961] . 

E lect rom ngnetic WfLve t heory ror homogeneous 
magnetoplasm as has received considentble atten tion 
during Lile last triennium. Som e of this work has 
,tlready b een described fLbove under generalizations of 
the A ppleton-Har tree fo rmula [P apfL and Allis, 
1961] . F ini te-temperature effects associated wi th 
10ilgitud iJ1Il1 p ropagation in a magnetoplasm'L have 
also been ilwcstigated by Pmdhan [1957], N amsin ga 
R ao , Verdeyell , and Goldstein [1961], Scarf r1 962], 
and VVilletL [1962]. In teresting efFects are found to 
occur in the vicinity of electron-cyclotron resonance. 
The effects of strong magnetic fi elds upon plasma 
propagation have been investigated by Poeverlein 
[1 961], who found, for one propagation mode, per
fect guidance along the lines of force and, for the 
other , isotropic propagation. H arley and T yr as 
[1 961] and Rothman and Morita [1961] have also 
studied the effects of an intense m agn etic fi eld . 
C how [1962] has extended Bunkin 's analysis of radi
ation in a m agnetoplasma to a gyro-electro-magnetic 
medium and shown tha t the Sommerfeld radia,tion 
condition carries over. Kogelnik [1 960] and M ee
cham [1961] have given dyadic Green 's theorems 
appropria te to radiation in uniform m agnetoplasm as. 
Wait [1961] has ob tained exact solu tions for some 
boundary value problems involving a two-dimen
sional magnetoplasma, and determined the reflection 
coeffi cien ts of such a stratified plasma in plfLnar and 
cylindrical geometries. 

Buchsbaum, Mower, and Brown [1 960] have 
ilwestigated the cavity modes of oscillation of a 
confined m agn etoplasm a. Hodar a and Cohn [1962] 
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haye obtained dispersion equations for propagation of 
electromagnetic wayes within an infinitely long 
plasma slab containing an axial magnetic field. 

The interaction between electromagnetic wa yes 
and rnagnetoplasmas is usually analyzed by means 
of 11axwell 's equations plus the Boltzmann equa
tion. Solutions of the Boltzmann equation as such 
are therefore of interest. American contributions in 
the area have been made by Pradhan [1957], who 
solved the initiitl yalue problem (E(z,O) given) for 
longitudinal propagation and Scarf [1962], who 
treated t he corresponding boundary yalue problem 
(E(O,t) given) . The latter analysis was actually 
directed toward the Landau damping of transverse 
electromagnetic waye packets and admits the possi
bility of determining the temperature of energetic 
electrons in the exosphere through the proper use of 
whistler data [Liemohn and Scarf, 1962] . The elec
tron distribution function of a weakly ionized mag
netoplasma in an arbitrary time-dependent electric 
field has been determined by Zmindzinas and 
Wu [1961]. 

We now turn to a consideration of mechanisms for 
radiofrequency emission from cool stationary mag
netoplasmas. (Bremsstrahlung, Cerenkov radiation , 
multiple stream interaction, and the like are thus 
specifically excluded. ) Hirshfield and Brown [1961] 
haye studied th e thermal power that can be emitted 
according to Kirchhoff's radiation law from a mag
netoplasma of radiation temperature TT' and giye 
curves for absorption and emission via cyclotron 
radiation. Wyld [J 960] has shown that electro
magnetic energy can be radiated from the surface 
bounding a finite magnetoplasma whenever plasma 
oscillations exist in the latter. He calculates this 
thermal radiation in the limit of small ratio of 
gyrofrequ ency to plasma frequency, and finds it is 
less than th e synchrotron radiation by orders of 
magni tude. 

The nonlin ear interactions of an electromagnetic 
waye incident normally upon a plasma slab in a 
tran sverse magnetic field have been studied by 
Whitmer and Barrett [1961, 1962] . The dependent 
variables in the Boltzmann equation (including the 
nonlinear terms) and the (coupled) Ma:\.'\vell equa
tions are expanded in a Fourier series in time, and the 
resul ting difl'erential equations for each harmonic of 
the electric field solved for pl ane-waye propagation . 
In the first p ap er, the properties of the coupled field 
at the second harmonic frequency are discussed in 
terms of the following parameters: ambient magnetic 
field , electron density, electron-neutral particle col
lision frequency, field s trength of the incident wave, 
and the thickness of the plasma layer. In the second 
paper the depend ence of the third and fourth har
monics on the same set of parameters is analyzed, and 
the conversion loss obtained for the 11 th harmonic. 
A general equation is given which enables one to take 
account of in teractions with all higher and lower 
harmonics in computing the electric field at the hth 
harmonic. Coh erent nonlinearities excited in a 
magnetoplasma by intense radiation, and the energy 
con version from the in tense . wave to a harmonic 

wave or the parametric increase of another, weak 
wave present haye also been discussed by Eastman 
[1961]. J. E. Drummond [1961a, ch . 11] has ana
lyzed the generation of harmonics and subharmonics 
at multiples of the cyclotron frequency by intense 
microwave illumination of a magnetoplasma. 
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Part 4. Classical Diffraction and Scattering 

4.1 . Diffraction and Scattering 

1. B. Felsen 1 and V. H. Weston 2 

A. Introduction and Summary 

Work on electromagnetic diffraction and scattering 
since the htst Gencral Assem bly has proceeded essen
tially along the lines discussed in the previous report, 
with the grettt majority of contributions concerned 
with high-frequency effects. We distinguish again 
between exact solu tions for specially shaped objects 
(canonical problems) and approximate methods ap
plicable to arbitrary shapes. In the fiTst category 
a variety of new problems has been solved, and more 
aCCUl'ate asymptotic solutions of known problems 
have been derived. No new general techniques of 
analysis of high-frequency scattering have appeared; 
Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction and im
proved versions of Fock's theory together seem 
capable of interpreting quasi-optic diffraction phe
nomena, and additional evidence has been presented 
to suppor t their validity. Interest has been stim
ulated to achieve a similar general formulation for 
diffraction at low frequencies and several contribu
t ions have appeared in this area. Little progress 
has been made in bridging the analytical gap be
tween the low-frequency and high-frequency asymp
totic expansions for general scatterers although one 
or two ideas have been presented on this important 
topic. 

Though not exhaustive, the references cited in 
this review are believed to be quite represen tative 
of American activity ill electromagnetic diffraction 
and scattering, and are taken from recognized 
scientific journals only. An exception has been 
made in including papers appearing (in summary 
form) in the preprints of the Symposium on Electro
magnetic Theory and Antennas, held in Copenhagen, 
Denmark, dUl'ing JUl1e 1962. Since the Proceedings 
of the Symposium will appear in book form it did 
not seem out of place to anticipate this publication. 
Multiple scattering and scattering in an isotropic 
media has been specifically excluded; these topics 
are covered in other reports. 

The au thors express their appreciation to J. B. 
Keller who collaborated in the early phases of prep
aration of this summary but was unable , due to 
other commitments, to participate further. 

I Department of Electrophysics. Polytechnic Inst itutc~of Brooklyn. 
2 Concluctron Corporation, Ann Arbor, l\1ich. 

B. High-Frequency Diffraction 

1. Canonical Problems 

a. Constant impedance wedge: A number of the 
previously reported studies involving wedges with 
constant impedance boundary conditions have been 
fUl'ther extended. Karal and Karp have given 
additional applications of their formulation of dif
fraction problems involving right-angle wedges 
which have reactive smfaces on one or two sides, 
with major interest centering around the excitation 
of sUl'face waves. The cases considered include 
plane wave diffraction (Karal and Karp, ] 962b) and 
excitation by a line dipole at the vertex of the wedge 
(Karp and Karal, 1960). Theoretical aspects of 
diffraction of a surface wave incident on the apex 
from one of the reactive wedge faces were investi
gated by Karal , Karp, Chu, and Kouyoumjian 
[1961], while numerical and experimental data are 
given by Chu, Kouyoumjian, Tearal , and Karp 
[1962]. Radiation pattern computations and meas
urements in the last paper are compared with 
approximate calculations based on the Kirchhoff 
method and good agreement was noted. The results 
are of interest in connection with the radiation from 
finite surface wave antennas. 

As regards the now familiar problem of diffraction 
by a lossy half-plane or by the related configUl'ation 
of two coplanar half-planes with different surface 
impedance, Bazer and Karp [1962] have published 
results pertaining to coastal refraction which were 
obtained by them several years ago, while Mar
cinkowski [1961] has presented numerical data for 
the scattering from a strongly absorbing surface 
which he has compared with, and found to resemble, 
the scattered fields derived for a Sommerfeld-type 
black screen. 

b. Infinite cylinder: Investigations of high-fre
quency diffraction by cylinders and spheres have 
aimed primarily at improving the asymptotic 
representations for perfect conductivity; at assessing 
the influence of imperfect conductivity and of surface 
coatings; and at providing precise numerical results 
computed from the exact, but slowly convergent 
harmonic series , especially in the resonance region 
where neither the quasi-optic nOT the low-frequency 
approximations are very accrn-ate. As regards the 
perfectly conducting case, Hasserjian and Ishimaru 
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[1962] have obtained solutions for the surface cur
rents excited by an arbitrarily oriented small slot 
and by axial and transverse half wavelength slots. 
The results are expressed in terms of those for an 
infinite plane sheet times a corrcction factor acco unt
ing for curvature; the latter is given in terms or 
optical ray path coordinates, thereby suggesting the 
applicability of the results to other convex shapes. 
Verification by experiment shows that tlte formulas 
hold for observation points even very close to the 
slots. Logan et aI., [1962] have presented more 
accurate expressions than previously available for 
the r.eros in the order )I of Hankel functions having a 
fixed argument, and for the pattern function asso
ciated with the radiated field from a circumferential 
slot on a circular cylinder. The effect of spherically 
symmetric waves incident on infinite cylinders has 
been treated by Brick [1961] who examines the formal 
and asymptotic connection between the currents 
induced by a normally or obliquely incident plane 
wave and by point SO UTee excitation, and by Brysk 
[1960] who has investigated the radar cross section. 
Numerical calculations of the equatorial plane radia
tion pattern of a circumferential half-wavelength 
slot in the interval 1::::;7ea::;30 have been presented 
by Knop and Batista [J 961], while the radiation 
pattern of a radial dipole in the low-frequency range 
0.05« a/A) < 0.5 has been computed by Levis 
[1960]. Here, k = 27r/A denotes the free-space wave 
number, and "a" the cylinder radius. 

As regards high-frequency scattering from dielec
tric coated cylinders, !Codis [1961] has developed ex
pressions for the diffracted field produced by a line 
source either inside or outside the coating. The field 
in the region containing the source is expressed as a 
sum of two terms, the first corresponding to the result 
that would be obtained if the outer surface were also 
perfectly conducting. For plane wave scattering, 
p erturbation calculations are carried out for the three 
limiting cases or thin dielectric, low refractive index, 
and very small surface curvature. The special case 
of backscattering has also been considered [Kodis, 
1962], and the high-frequency asymptotic results are 
given in terms of the directly reflected r ays and the 
rays which suffer internal reflections in the dielectric 
coating before leaving the outer surface in the back
scattered direction. Since grazing rays are neglected, 
these results are best for coatings of moderate thick
ness. High-frequency formulas for possibly lossy 
coatings have also been presented by Helstrom [1962]. 
Numerical calculations from the harmonic (Mie) 
series expressions have been carried out for plane 
wave scattering by two concentric circular cylinders 
composed of different material [Kerker and Mati
jevic, 1961b]; for plane wave backscattering when a 
dielectric shell is spaced a resonant distance from the 
surface of a large, perfectly conducting cylinder 
(PIon us, 1960); for the equatorial plane radiation 
pattern due to a circumferential half-wavelength slot 
in a perfectly conducting cylinder surrounded by 
various adjacent lossy la~Ters [ICnop, 1961]; and for 
the radiation pattern of an axial magnetic dipole in 
the presence of a cylinder having shallow axial 
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grooves [Wait and Conda, 1961]. The harmonic 
series expansion for the scattering of a normally 
incident plane wave by a magnetized ferrite cylinder 
was obtained by Eggiman [1960a] for the case where 
the incident electrical vector and the d-c magnetic 
field are parallel to the axis. Numerical calculations 
for thin cylinders were given. 

c. Sphere: The geometrical optics cross section of 
a large perfectly conducting sphere was recomputed, 
but incorrectly, by Vea et a1. [1960], and their error 
was pointed out by Kennaugh et 801. [1960] and by 
Logan [1960]. In addition, Logan [1960] has given 
terms in the geometric optical scattered field expan
sion up to the order of (lea) - \ where "a" is the radius 
of the sphere, thus extend previous knowledge in the 
field. Kazarinoff and Senior [1962] discuss the fail
ure of simple creeping wave theory as regards the 
representation of the minor component of the surface 
field diffracted into the sh adow region. However, 
as pointed out by Logan (to be published in the IUE 
Transactions PGAP) , this phenomenon has previ
ously beeu noted and corrected in the Russian liter
at ure. A technique proposed b:v T. T. Wu, in which 
it was possible through the use of boundary layer 
theory to obtain higher order terms in the series 
expansion for the field in the shadow region of a 
circular cylinder. was extended by Tang [1961] to 
the sphere problem. He derived the first two terms 
in this series for observation points in the shadow 
region, including the vicinit.v surrounding the axial 
ca ustic, ,1nd the boundn.ry byer near the surface of 
the sphere. ·Weston [1961] deals with the ncar zone 
b}wkscattered field produced by a plane wave inci
den t on a large perfectly conducting sphere; the 
geometrical optics field is computed by using two 
terms of the order of (lea ) -2, thereby making Lhis 
result valid for any location of the observation point. 

NonperfecLly conduc ting and coated sp}l eres have 
also been treated. Hiatt et al. [1960], discuss fine
grained random roughness on the surface of a large 
perfectly conducting sphere via an impedance bound
ary condition. The cross section is computed and 
compared with measurements, and it is found that 
the result is within 0.1 db of that for a smooth sphere, 
for roughness depths up to O.OD.. Weston and 
Hemenger [1962] have derived the geometrical optics 
and creeping wave expressions for the high-frequency 
backscattered field produced by a sphere coated with 
a thin layer of material of complex permittivity and 
permeability. Plonus [1961] uses the classical series 
expansion to derive a formal solution and calculate 
numerical values for the diffraction of a pifU1e wave 
by a perfectly conducting sphere with a concentric 
shell, see also Garbaez [1962]. 

High-frequency scalar scattering from a penetrable 
sphere has been treated by Rubinow [1961]. By the 
use of the Poisson sum form.ula, he expresses the 
exact series for the scattering amplitude in integral 
form and decomposes it into two sets of integrals. 
One set is evaluated in terms of residues ancl leads to 
the diffracted field contribution , while the other set is 
evaluated by the method of stationary phase and 
gi \leS rise to the geometric optical field, which includes 



the bow term. The resulting expressions fail in the 
forward and backward directions, but have also been 
modified to include these cases [Rubinow, 1962]. 
Numerical tables of scattering coefficients of light 
have been computed for concentric dielectric spheres 
[Kerker et al. , 1962]; for single dielectric spheres 
[Meehan and I-I ugus, 1961 , and Kerker and Matij evic, 
1961]; for partially absorbing spheres [Deirmendjian 
et al., 1961] ; and for colored spheres [Chromey, 
1960]. P enndorf [1962b] obtains an approximate 
formula for the forward scattering of light by a 
spherical aerosol, for particles whose radius is greater 
than A. In addition, approximations are obtained 
for the scat tering and extinction coefficients for small 
aerosols (r< A) [1962c]. He also discusses the for
ward, sideward, and backward scattering patterns 
based on data for spheres with refractive index 
n = 1.33 [1962a]. 

Nonhomogeneous transparent bodies have been 
treated via the Born, and associated, approximations 
[Schiff, 1962]. In particular, nonhomogeneous 
spheres or cylinders were studied by Albini [1962] and 
Albini and N agelberg (1962)' respectively, and 
general nonspherical particles by Greenberg [1960]. 

d. Noncircular cylinder and spheroid: The principal 
purpose of studying high-frequency diffraction by 
noncircular cylinders and by spheroids is to obtain 
rigorous asymptotic field representations for objects 
with nonconstant surface curvatm·e. Such results 
may then be compared with predictions derived from 
approximate theories applicable to bodies of arbitrary 
shape, thereby furnishing in'lportant tests of the 
validity of the general methods. A radial eigen
function solution for the line source Green 's function 
for the elliptic cylinder was given by Levy [1960] and 
was evaluated by him in the asymptotic limit where 
all radii of cmvature are large r elative to the incident 
wavelength. The resulting expression confirmed 
predictions made by Keller's geometrical theory of 
diffraction. A similar confirmation was obtained by 
Clemmow and Weston [1961] for the field scattered 
from a slightly noncircular cylinder having smooth 
shallow periodic corrugations around the periphery ; 
this nonseparable boundary value problem was 
analyzed by a pertmbation method. Measurements 
of cm-rents on perfectly conducting elliptic cylinders 
[Wetzel and Brick, 1960] verify the validity of the 
Fock approximation near the shadow boundary even 
down to kRo= 2.2 where Ro is the radius of curvature 
at the tip; the agreement is not good in the deep 
shadow since the Fock approximation contains as a 
parameter the distance along the tangent ray rather 
than the (correct) distance along the surface. 

Levy and Keller [1960] employed a method of 
analysis similar to that mentioned above for the 
elliptic cylinder to show that the high-frequency 
diffracted field for a spheroid agrees with that calcu
lated by the geometrical theory of diffraction if all 
radii of curvature are large compared to the wave
length. They then show that for high frequencies 
the electromagnetic backscattered fields are de
rivable from those for the two scalar cases, a result 
which is expected to hold generally for nose-on 
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incidence on perfectly conducting bodies of revolu
tion. The exact solution for a thin oblate spheroid 
illwninated by a spherically symmetric wave cen
tered on the axis was treated by Goodrich et al. , 
[1962]. They derive a high-frequency expression for 
the field on the smface in the parameter range 
ka> > 1, (kRo)I /2< < 1, where Ro= b2/a is the (smaller) 
radius of cm·vatm·e at the edge, and "a" and "b" are 
the semimajor and semiminor axes, respectively. 
It is shown that the reflection coefficient at the edge 
is proportional to the square root of kRo, the same as 
for the thin elliptic cylinder. The asymptotic treat
ment also holds for the limiting case of the disk. 

e. Elliptic cone: One of the most interesting canoni
cal bodies, the elliptic cone, has been treated by 
Kraus and Levine [1961]. By the method of sepa
ration of variables in a "uniformized" version of the 
sphero-conal coordinate system , they have con
structed scalar Green's functions which satisfy either 
the Neumann or the Dirichlet boundary conditions 
on the cone surface. The solution involves simply 
periodic and nonperiodic Lame functions as well as 
Bessel functions. Since a plane angular sector is a 
degenerate surface, the problem of diffraction by such 
a sector is included as a special case. These solu
tions can serve as a starting point for the determina
tion of tip conditions (this result is to be published 
by Levine) and the diffraction coefficients for a 
vertex needed in the geometrical theory of diffraction . 

j. Slit and circular aped·ure: By an application 
of the integral equation procedure described in the 
last report, Sheshadri and vVu have calculated the 
high-frequency scattering of electromagnetic plane 
waves by a circular aperture [Seshadri and liVu , 
1960b] and by an infinite slit [Seshadri and Wu , 
1960a] in an infinite, plane, perfectly conducting 
screen. The results for the ratio of the transmis
sion cross section to the geometric-optical cross sec
tion are given to 0[(ka)-S/2] for the aperture and to 
0[(ka)-1l /2] for the slit, with "a" representing th e 
aperture radius and slit width, respectively. In the 
slit problem, emphasis is placed on the case of 
grazing incidence. A novel method of solving the 
problem of diffraction by an infinite, perfectly 
conducting strip was presented by Timman and 
Kleinmann at the 13th DRSI General Assembly. 
Via their procedure, the line source Green's function 
for a strip is represented in terms of a complex 
double integral with variable integration limits
a complication compensated for in part by a simple 
kernel involving Bessel functions. Because of the 
involved form of the solu t ion it has been difficult to 
verify that all the required boundary conditions are 
satisfied. Kleinmann [1962] has now proceeded to 
investigate the limiting case of plane wave incidence. 

A comparison between measured field distribu
tions induced in a slit by an obliquely incident 
plane wave and between exact values calculated 
from the Mathieu function series has been given by 
Hsu [1960], who has noted satisfactory agreement 
for slit widths ranging from 1.27 to 3.5 wavelengths . 
Macrakis [1960] has carried out a comparison be
tween measured values of the plane wave back-
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scattering cross section of a strip and calculated re
sults obtained from the Mathieu function series, 
the high-frequency asymptotic solution of Levine 
[1959], and the variational method. A quasi-optic 
approximation for the slit (or strip) problem was 
employed by Plonsey [1961] who represents the cur
rents induced by a cylindrical wave incident on a 
strip in terms of their geometric-optical value 
which is corrected for edge effects by the inclusion 
of equivalent edge line currents . Measurements 
in a parallel plane setup (with the electric field 
parallel to the edge) showed reasonable agreement 
with calculitted values for a strip width itS smitll as 
1.6 wavelengths. As is to be expected, the effects 
of the edgc currcnts are most pronounced when the 
wave itrrives near glitncing incidence. 

g. Unidirectional screen: A relatively new class of 
diffraction problems, involving unidirectionitlly con
ducting surfaces, has received detailed attention. 
Such an anisotropic surface constrains electric 
currents to flow itlong a specifi.ed r ectilinear direction 
and is an idealized model of an array of closely spaced 
insulated thin wires. The electric field tangential to 
the preferred direction on the screen is required to 
vanish while the perpendicular electric and the 
tangential magnetic field components pass unchanged 
through the sm[ace. The first problem of this kind 
was considered by Toraldo di Francia [1956] who 
evaluated the low-frequency scattering cross section 
of a unidirectionally conducting disk. Karp then 
showed that the problem of diffraction by a unidirec
tionally conducting half plane could be solved by an 
application of the Wiener-Hopf integral equation 
technique, and this recognition has stimulated the 
adaptation of integral equation procedures employed 
previously [or smooth screens to the study of a variety 
of discon tinuity problems in unidirectionally con
ducting surfaces. Th ese surfaces have the additional 
interesting property of being able to support both a 
true surface wave which decays exponentially, and a 
TEM-type (multiwire) mode which propagates along 
the wire direction and decays algebraically, wi th 
distance from the smface. 

The problem of plane wave diffraction by a slit in a 
plane screen having an arbitrary direction of con
ductivity with respect to the slit edges was treated by 
Seshadri who solved the integral equation in the 
high-frequency limit [1961]. He also obtained the 
low-frequency approximation for the plane wave 
scattering from a strip [1960]. In the former case, 
the solution is given up to terms of 0[(ka) -5 /2] while 
in the latter, terms up to O[ (ka)2] are included, 
where (2a) is the slit width and Ie is the free space 
wavenumber. Seshadri has also considered the 
efficiency of excitation of the surface wave by a line 
source of electric CUlTent (1962b), and the diffraction 
of an incident smfacc wavc by the edge of a uni
directional semi-infinite screen, a planar j unction of 
two different unidirectional semi-infmite screens, and 
a planar junction between a unidirectional and a 
perfectly conducting half plane [1962a]. The ex
citation of the TEM-type wave by a dipole source 
was treated by Karal and Karp [1962a]. 

h. Variable impedance surfaces: While Lhe high
frequency diffraction by such diverse structural 
effects as slow surface curvature and abrupt (edge) 
discontinuities on a perfectly conducting scatterer is 
reasonably well understood at present, new phenom
ena may arise when the surface properties exhibit 
variation. For gradual changes (over a length in
terval equal to the local wavelength), the quasi-optic 
concepts of "local" diffraction may still be expected 
to apply; for rapid changes, however, the rate of 
variation of the surface properties in the vicinity of 
the quasi-optic diffraction point may be expected to 
exert an influence on the scattered field. The effects 
of surface impedance changes near an edge discon
tinuity were investigated by Felsen [1961] who 
considered diffraction by a wedge with a linearly 
varying surface impedance and exhibited the de
pendence of the edge diffracted field on the rate of 
impedance variation . Variations on a curved surface 
were investigated by Felsen and Marcinkowski [19621. 
and Marcinkowski and Felsen [1962a, 1962b] via the 
model of a circular cylinder with a sin usoidally 
changing surface impedance around the periphery. 
For rapid oscillations thcy find that the reflected 
fi.eld in the illuminated region can be intcrpreLed in 
terms of a spectrum of diffracLcd rays which are 
analogous to those encountered for a planar grating, 
while slowly changing surface condiLions permit the 
combination of diffracted rays into a single specularly 
reflected ray having a refiecLion coefIicient deter
mined by the surface impedance at the reflection 
point. Since the latter condition forms t he basis of 
the geometric-optical approximation, criteria can be 
derived which delimitLhe validity of the geometric
optical procedure for constructing the reflected field 
from a gen tly curved object having a variable surface 
impedance. 

i. Finite cylinder: The very difficult problem of 
diffraction by a capped cylinder of finite length has 
also received attention . Kuehl [1961b] employs an 
approximate procedure suitable when the cylinder is 
thin and many wavelengLhs long, with the source 
not located near the ends. He first obtains the 
induced CUlTents on the infmitely long cylinder and 
then calculates the radiation from these (unchanged) 
currents when the cylinder is truncated, thereby 
neglecting reflections from the ends. Asymptotic 
evaluations of the radiation pattern, carried out for 
a radial electric dipole located near the cylinder 
surface, agree reasonably well with experimental 
measurements. Kieburtll [1962] has used an essen
tially rigorous integral equation and function-theo
retic method wherein multiple reflections between 
the ends are taken into account, with due regard for 
the edge condition at the ends of the cylinder. Be 
has utilized bis results to obtain the scattering cross 
section of thin cylindrical wires. Cassedy and 
Fainberg [1960a] have calculated the backscattering 
from thin lossy cylinders of finite length by the 
variational method, using zeroth and first-order trial 
function s. They find, and have confirmed by experi
ments on copper and platinum wires, that loss in the 
wires reduces the back cattering cross section but 
leaves the resonant length virtually unaffected. 
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2. Asymptotic Theories 

As anticipated, most of the effort on general aspects 
of high-frequency diffraction has centered around the 
improvement and refinement, and around further 
applications, of the asymptotic theories of Fock and 
Keller which were discussed in the pre,~ious Assembly 
Report. Keller [1962a] studied the initial value 
problem for the time-independent wave equation in 
a region exterior to a polygonal cylinder and has 
deduced the asymptotic behavior of the time
harmonic solution from the nature of the singularities 
in the time-dependent solution. The result obtained 
for the leading term in the time-harmonic asymptotic 
series in inverse powers of k agrees with that pre
dicted by Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction, 
thereby providing a justification of the theory when 
applied to determine the initial term in the high
frequency asymptotic expansion for scattering by 
polygonal cylindrical structures. The verification 
for the higher order terms remains to be carried 
out.3 The geometrical theory of diffraction has also 
been applied by Keller [1960, 1961] to the determina
tion of the plane wave backscattering from a finite 
cone, and by Keller and Magiros [1961) to the study 
of the diffracted fields arising from a cylindrically 
tipped half-plane. In the former case, where no 
exact solution is available, agreement was confirmed 
by comparison with experiment. In the latter case, 
comparison was made with values computed from the 
exact series solution and good agreement was found 
for ka> 2, where a is the cylinder radius. Another 
application by Keller and Karal [1960) has dealt with 
the excitation of surface waves by a line source abo'"e 
a reactive surface. In this instance, complex rays 
are required and the geometrical theory so formulated 
has been checked against certain special configura
tions for which exact solutions are available. 

Buchal and Keller [1960] have employed boundary 
layer techniques to deal with corrections to the geo
metrical optics field and to the field computed from 
Keller's diffracted ray theory in the vicinity of 
caustics , edges, and shadow boundaries where these 
fields possess either singularities or discontinuities. 
The actual fields are finite and continuous but 
undergo rapid transitions in thin layers termed 
boundary layers about these regions. Specifically 
treated are the problems of the field in the vicinity 
of a two-dimensional smooth, convex caustic and 
also the special case where this caustic degenerates 
into a line; the field in the vicinity of the edge of an 
aperture in a plane screen; and the field in the 
vicinity of a shadow boundary. W. P. Brown 
[1962) also discusses the boundary layer approach 
and estimates the boundary layer thickness (the 
distance from the caustic) to be the order of 
(ka /2) - 2 /3 a, where "a" is the radius of curvature of 
the caustic. 

Refinements of the Fock theory, dealing pri
marily with the description of the diffraction field 

near the shadow boundary on a smooth convex 
object, have likewise been cauied out. For convex 
cylindrical objects, Logan and Yee [1962a] have 
performed extensive computations of what has com
monly been referred to as the Fock function, and 
they have achieved a uniform formulation which is 
valid in the illuminated, shadow, and transition 
regions . Thus, high-frequency diffraction phenom
ena arising from smooth convex objects can be 
characterized in terms of a single function, thereby 
providing a significant unification of the theory. 
Logan and Yee have also shown how this scattering 
function transforms into the solution predicted by 
the geometrical theory of diffraction whence their 
results can be employed to correct that theory in 
transition regions. Related phenomena have been 
investigated by Rubinow and Keller [1961] who 
studied the shift of the geometric-optical shadow 
boundary on an opaque circular cylinder when 
("A /a) is small but finite. Both zero and finite values 
of surface impedance were assumed, and the shadow 
boundary shift was related to the correction in the 
geometric-optical scattering cross section. The re
sults are formulated in a manner which suggests 
their applicability also to other convex two-dimen
sional and three-dimensional shapes. 

While the preceding considerations have dealt 
with surfaces whose shapes are describable by analytic 
functions, additional diffraction effects arise when 
the surface contours are nonanalytic. The influence 
of a discontinuity in surface curvature was investi
gated by Weston [1962] who employed an integral 
equation procedure to evaluate the high-frequency 
currents induced by an incident plane wave on a 
perfectly conducting cylindrical surface comprised 
of two different but smoothly joined parabolic 
half cylinders. He finds that the discontinuity in 
curvature launches diffracted (creeping) waves on 
the surface which are smaller by O(I /k) than those 
originating from a discontinuity in slope (i.e., an 
edge). It is again suggestive that the excitation 
coefficien t for these creeping waves can also be 
applied to other cylindrical shapes having a dis
continuity in surface curvature. 

Various other contributions, listed in section 1, 
have also led to a formulation of asymptotic results 
which may be expected to apply to certain classes of 
scatterers of relatively arbitrary shape. 

From an analysis based on the theorem which 
relates the scattering cross section and the forward 
scattered field amplitude, some general remarks 
have been made concerning the effects of lossy 
coatings on large scatterers rHiatt et al. , 1960aJ. 
It was concluded, and verified experimentally from 
measuremen ts on spheres, spheroids and finite 
cones, that the coatings have a negligible effect on 
forward scattering but an appreciable effect on 
backscatterjng, see also Ryerson [1962) and Seigel 
and Hiatt [1961). 

3. Experimental Aspects 

i 
I 

( 

I While experimental phases associated with various 
3 A recent summary of the geometrical theory of diffraction is contained in· .. . 1 d d h ( 

Keller [J962bj . lllvestlgatlOns are mc u e at ot er appropriate 
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places in this report, we list here se \-eraJ contribu
tions which deal with experimental techniques in the 
measurement of ditfraction fields. P lonsey [1962] 
hfts dea] t with t he Jneasuremen t of surface current 
by an electric probe and has paid attention to t he 
error introdu ced by tlte in temction between tb e 
probe and t lte obstttcle. Stmit and Cheng [19 62] 
hiwe used an auxiliary scatterer for t lte ,tccurate 
experimental determination of RF magnetic fields. 
Greenberg et ,d. , [1961]llIwe discussed a microwave 
techniq ue which has been de\'eloped for obtaining 
total cross sections and H,ngular distribu tions arising 
from the scattering of electromagnetic radiation by 
nonsplteri cal particles whose size is of the order of a 
wa \relength. They compare experiments and ap
proximate t heoretical results for prolate spheroids 
and finite cylinders. C. 1. Beard et aI. , [1962] deal 
with the error inheren t in the use of "midfield" 
experimental results to obtain the far zone forward 
scattering by almost transparent sp heres with radii 
large cOIll]Mred to t he w,welength. They show 
theoretically that by no t bein g in the true " far
zone," ,t m a:ior error occurs in the phase of the 
forward-scattered field. 

C. Low-Frequency Diffraction 

As ill the case of high-frequ ency difl'mctioll , though 
on a co nsidembly smaller sc,de, studi es or scattering 
of low-frequ ency w,wes Cttll be di\'id ed ill to t hose 
dealing wi tll exact solut ions ror special shapes, and 
with general methods appli ed to arbitn),ry shapes. 
In the first category, the celebrated p roblem of 
diffraction by a circular disk (or aperture) has been 
subj ected to increasingly detailed and sop histicated 
study and as been shown to be susceptible to solu
tion by a variety of methods, thereby bein g rem
iniscent of the simpler t wo-dimension al half-plane 
problem. In most or the recent formulations, one 
seeks to specify the field on the disk implicitly by a 
Fredholm integration equ ation of t lte seco nd kind 
whi ch can then be sol ved by power series expansion in 
terms of the small pammeter le. 

H eins and MacCamy [1960] have calculated lhe 
first few terms in the low-frequency asymptotic ex
pansion for the scalar field on a disk exci ted by an 
obliquely incident plane wave, while Bazer and 
Hochstadt [1962] have performed a similar cal
-eulation for the aperture and ha \re also given the 
scattered far fi elds and the transmission cross section. 
Expressions for the higher-order terms in the induced 
,electric and magnetic dipole moments, and in the 
electromagnetic scattered far fields of a small disk 
and aperture have been presented by Eggimann 
[1960b , 1961], and the results have been employed 
by Eggimann and Collin [1962] to deal with the 
scattering from a planar array of circular disks. 

The scalar problem of diffraction of a plane wa\re 
by a prolate spheroid is considered by Senior [1960a]. 
H e expands the exact solution in ascending powers 
of lea up to and including terms of 0 (lea) 6, wher e 
"a" is the interfocal distance, and also considers the 
particular cases of the sphere and disk . The Ulll-

d irectional conducting infinite strip has been treated 
by Seshadri [1960] who formulates the problem in 
terms of an integral equation and obtains expressions 
for the far zone fields and the first two terms in the 
series expansion of the total scattering cross section. 

' Vhile it is suggestive that certain nO lrel integral 
eq uation methods applied to the disk can also be 
employed to solve for the diffraction by rotationally 
symmetric scatterers of arbi trary shape [Heins, 
1962a, b], no explicit resul ts for other objects ha\Te 
as yet been obtained. In general terms, it is desired 
to infer the low-frequ ency scattering proper ties of an 
object from a knowledge of the zero-frequency 
(s tatic) solu tion . An approximate procedure has 
been utilized by Siegel [1 962] }wd by Senior, D arling, 
and Hiatt [1962], who seek to determine t he unknown 
coefficients in the dynamic scattered fi eld exp ansion 
by matching to the known static solu Lion on t lte 
smallest ficticious spherical surface which completely 
encloses the arbi trarily shaped scatterer. Siegel 
Itas applied t his method to the scattering from a 
cone-sphere combination, the static solution for 
which was obtained by D arling. Karp [1962b] 
seeks to bridge the gap between low-frequ ency and 
high-frequ ency asymptotic expansions by proceedin g 
from a formulation in\'ol\'ing }1 F redholm integral 
eq uation of the second kind which is, however , not 
ohed by iteration (thereby y ielding the customary 

low-frequency expansion) but rather by t he method 
of Fredholm determin,wts which COl l\' erges for all 
real frequencies. 

Some new electrostatic r esul ts have also been 
found. Van Bladel and Mei [1962] calculated 
the capacitance of a metallic cube, using a varia
tional principle. The electrostatic dipole moment 
of a dielectric cube introcluced into a uniform electro
static field is evaluated by Edwards and Van Bladel 
[1961] for a range of di electric constants between 
1 and 1000 by numerically solving an appropriate 
surface in tegral equation. 

The effect of absorbing coatings on p erfectly con
ducting objects of various shapes h})'s been investi
gated theoretically and exp erimentall)T by Hiatt 
et al. [1960], with the conclusion that t he Rayleigh 
scattering cross section is not Inarkedly affected by 
the coating. 

D. Resonance Region 

No new techniques are in evidence for the calcula
tion of the scattering by objects having character
istic lengths of the order of a wavelength. Available 
results are usually obtained by numerical evaluation 
of series solutions for special shapes, and have been 
referred to at other appropriate places in this report. 

E. Pulse Solutions 

Gardner and K eller [1962] have treated a pulsed 
vertical dipole situated in the plane interface between 
two semi-infinite homogeneous di electri c media. 
They first find expli citly t he two-dimensional field 
due to a line dipole by using the conical flow trans
formation and then solve the t hree-dim ensional prob-
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lem via a representation of the field of a point source 
as a superposition of line sources. They show that 
the field on the interface agrees with that obtained 
previously by Pekeris and Alterman. Ting [1960] 
generalizes the resul ts of Keller and Blank for the 
diffraction of a plane Heaviside pulse by a wedge to 
include arbitrary two-dimensional pulses. He also 
considers diffraction of an arbitrary pulse by a cone. 

An approximate method has been used to calculat,e 
the scattering of a periodic train of short pulses by a 
sphere [Kennaugh, 1961] and by a finite cone capped 
with a spherical segment [Kennaugh and Moffatt, 
1962], and certain properties of the continuous wave 
scattering are deduced from the pulse solution 
[Kennaugh, 1962]. The results for the cone sphere 
ar e compared with those of K eller [1960], see also 
Siegel [1963a, b]. 

F. Some General Results 

Uniqueness and existence theorems invol ved in th e 
diffraction of electromagnetic waves by a metallic 
obstacle have been considered by Wilcox [1962]. 
C. S . Morawetz [1961] has shown that if a disturb
ance which is initially confined to a finite region 
propagates in free space according to the wave 
equation and is reflected from a star-shaped body, 
the rate of decay with tim e t at a fixed point in space 
is at least like t-v, . Marcuvitz [1962] has discussed 
the use of abstract operator methods in the formula
tion and formal solution of electromagnetic diffrac
tion problems. 

In a paper by Felsen and Karp [1960], an exact 
equivalence is established between certain ring
source excited three-dimensional , and line source 
excited two-dimensional problems, both in the same 
medilUn. The former class includes perfectly con
ducting bodies of revolution superimposed upon the 
edge of a perfectly conducting half plane, excited by 

a ring source with variation exp ( ± i~), where <p is 

the azimuthal variable. The second class involves 
line source excitation of perfectly conducting cylin
cL:ical objects. 

In connection with two-dimensional diffraction 
problems, Karp [1961] has shown that for a two
dimensional outgoing wave function regular in a 
region outside the circle r>a and satisfying the time
harmonic wave equation, there exists a convergent 
expansion in the domain r>a. This expansion can 
be written as a linear combination of the Hankel 
functions of order of zero and one, the coefficients of 
which are expanded in in verse powers of r. Addi
tional conditions on the analytic properties of the 
coefficients are proved, and a relationship between 
the leading terms of these coefficients and the com
plex radiation pattern is shown. Karp [1962a] has 
also considered the inverse two-dimensional scat
tering problem and has given some new prop
erties of the plane wave scattering amplitude 
function. If the far-field pattern function for a 
scatterer with Dirichlet boundary conditions has the 
form }(8, 80) 1(8- 80), where 80 is the angle of inci-

deI?ce o~ the plan~ wave and 8 is the observation angle 
at mfimty, then It can be shown that the scatterer is 
a circular cylinder. 

Welch [1960] uses Rumsey's reaction concept to 
derive cer tain variational expressions for electro
magnetic waves scattered from perfect conductors. 
This is later extended to imperfectly conducting 
media through the use of advanced as well as re
tarded solutions [Welch, 1961]. Senior has reviewed 
the deri\ration of the Leontovich impedance bound
ary condition [1962]. 
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4.2. On Scattering of Waves by Many Bodies* 

1. E. Burke and V. Twersky 1 

1. Purpose 

This rcport surveys some of the recent analytical 
work on multiple scattering of waves by iLxed con
fi guratIOns ,wd by random distributions of m any 
scattercl's. Only papers concern ed with discrete 
scatterer formalisms for the reduced wave equ a
tlOns are discussed explicitly, but represen tati ve 
p a pers of other form alisms are cited in order to 
indica te the r elevance of other approaches .2 Since 
the analogous previous report to URSI [Twersky, 
1960a] contains historical and introductory dis
~ussions to the senral categories of problems of 
111 terest, the present report will be relati,~ely brief. 
Citations to specific papers and reports will be re
stri cted more or less to those published during the 
last three years. vVork available in r esearch report 
form. for th~ last survey will be cited again if since 
pubhshed 111 J oumal s. Some previous citations 
will also be men tioned to facilita te discussion of 
Tecent generalizations; however , these will be in
dicat ed by an asterisk and not listed in the presen t 
r eferences (e .g., 1959 * means look in preyious survey 
for partic ul ars) . 

2 . Fixed Configurations of N -Scatterers 

2 .1. General Procedures 

l\l[ost generally, t he problems of presen t in terest 
C~)ITeSpOn~ t? solu.tions (\It) of reduced w,\,Ye equa
t IOns conslst111g of a source term (cp) plus several 
scatt.m:ed t~rm s subj ect to appropria te boundary 
condltlOns (111 a general sense) at t he surfaces of the 
s~at terers, and g.ov?rned by different waye equ a
t IOns outslde and ll1slde the scatterers. The methods 
of primary interest to th e multiple scat tering prob
lem are t hose which are essen tially independen t of 
the specific scatterers in voh ed ; using such methods, 
we need not apply boundary condi tions explici tly 
and need not r ework par ts of the problem corre
sponding to isolated scat terer problems . Thus, 
ass uming t ha t the scat tered waves (us) for the com
ponent scat terers in isolation are known , one seeks 
t? embody them in functional equations for the mul
t iple-scat tered fields which make the effec ts of the 
configuration explici t. 

F or concreteness, we consider a source cp = eik .r 

exciting scat terers located at bs (s = 1,2, . .. N) . 
W e write the total scattered wave as U (kr) = 2; Us (k lr 
- bsl )e,k'bs, where US) the multiple-scattered field 
of body s, reduces to i ts known single-scattered 
value U s as the other bodies r ecede to infinity. We 

'Prepared [or the Conunission 6, USA National Committee Heport to th e 
X IVth General Assembly o[ U R SI (International Scientific Hadio Union) 1963. 

1 SylvanIa ElectronIc Defense LaboratOrIes, M oul1tain View, CaUL 
2 T he related U HSI survey by W. C. Hoffman (on propagation in ran dom 

n:edia) discu.sses various papers wh ich analyze distribut ions as perturbed con
~~~hg~s~edla, as well as other papers which use essentially particle scatterin g 

seek to. ~xpress U and Us in terms of u" or in t erms 
of auxIliary known functions. The m ost useful 
auxili aries are the "scattering amplitudes" defined 
through the far-field form V ", [J{ (kr) F ( o,i); here V 
s tands for U , U S, or U s ; [J-{ (kr) equals eiklxl, the 
asymptotic form of I-lJI) (kr), or hJo (kr) in one two 
or .three dime~lsions; a~cl F (with ° and i eq~aling 
umt vectors m the directions of observa tion ftnd 
incidence) stands for the con esponding scattering 
amplitudes (J" Gs, or gs· (lVe use a scalar formalism 
for simplicity but the extension to vector problems 
is s traightforward .) 

'Ve also consider the associa ted "scattering co
efficien ts" ..J[(u), A(i) and a(i) which arise in the 
series represen tations of V and F in terms of special 
fun ctions,. e.g., in ~he F ourier series form {fsUJo, 0,) = 
~ans (O i)e'n80. As 111 t hc previous repor t , the systems 
of integral equations G(g) or algebraic equa tions 
A (a) ob tained ,from a l:nultiple-sca t t.ering an alys~s 
WIll be labeled self-conSistent" equatIOns, and thClr 
usual iterated forms in powers of 9 or of a will be 
called "successive-scattering" series. 

The earl~er general multiple scattering formalisms 
were restricted to configura tions of noniden tical 
sca tterers for which t he isolated scatterer problems 
could be soh red by separations of variables. Thus 
working in spherical coordinates, K asterin [1897*] 
developed the required addi tion theorems to treat 
spheres in terms of Legendre-Bessel series and 
Zaviska [1913*] and I gnatowsky [1914a, b *] did the 
sam e for circular cylinders in terms of F ourier-Bessel 
series. Usin9' essen tially s imilar procedures, R ow 
[1955*] and Twersky [1952- 54 *, 1962g] considered 
configurations of circular cylinders, and Urick and 
Amen t [1949*], Am en t [1959], M orse [1956*] Kor
l'inga [1947], Segall [1957], Huang and Yang [1957], 
Eyges [1957, 1958], Waterman and Truell [1961]' and 
Schick [1961], am ong oth ers, considered configura
tions of spheres. The analoo'ous expansion in terms 
of Mathieu functions was us~d by Saermark [1959a, 
b , c, 1960] who developed som e of the r equired addi
tiO!l t heorems in order to treat configurations of 
stnps. l 

E ssen tially two kinds of analytical r epresen tations 
have been ob tained from such special function ex
pansi<?n procedures: infinite sets of linear algebraic 
equatlOns A(a) for the mult iple-sca ttered coefficients 
Ans in terms of the known single-scat tered coefficients 
Am,; asymptotic for ms (closed or series) for large 
separations (say kb > > 1) for the multiple-sca ttered i!>j 

ampli t ude Gs in terms of the single-scattered values 
g, . The equations A (a) have led to iterated series 
expansions, to closed forms for scat terers sm all com
pared to wavelength, and they have also been treated 
variationally and numerically. The asymptotic 
forms are related to Zaviska 's [191 3*] finding tha t if 
two circular cylinders of arbitrary size ar e in each 
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other's far fields, then the problem reduces essentially 
to thftt of one cylinder excited by two plane waves. 
This is the basis for the asyrnptotic expansions de
rived by Twersky [19S2b*, 19S3a*] byretftining only 
the larges t term s involving leb in each order of suc
cessive scattering of A(a), and for the closed form s 
he obtained by summing resulting geometric 
progresSlOns. 

Today, the separations of vari rtbles derivations of 
the ftlgebraie equations A (a) are only of academic 
interes t. It has been shown (Twersky, 1962a, b) 
that such systems of equations can be obtained for 
nonseparable as well as separable shapes without 
knowin g the addition theorems for the special func
tions of the system in which it is convenient to treat 
the problem. Similarly, the separations of variables 
derivation of the asymptotic forms in leb is super
fluous . Thus Karp [19S3*] obtained the leadin g 
terms for G(g) in l / leb for arbitrary scatterers, an d 
K arp and Zitron [1961a, b; 19S9 *] consid ered sub
sequent terms of the expansion; for two arbitrary 
cylinders, they obtain the asymptotic expansion cor
rect to order (leb) -3/2 , and for two arbi trary scatter
ers in three dimensions they obtain the convergen t 
expansion correct to order (leu) -2 . Twersky [1962a] 
developed a pl'ocedme for obtaining the complete 
asymptotic expansion routin ely for two-dimensional 
problems , and applied it for N scatterers to exhibit 
the terms correct to order (leb ) -5/2; he also derived a 
closed form in terms of a differen tial operator for two 
scatterers, which gave the complete asympto tic 
series. Similarly, for three dimensions, Twersky 
[1962b], exhibi ted the corresponding convergin g 
series for N scatterers to order (1eb)-3 and derived th e 
closed form in terms of a differen tiftl opemtor for 
two scatterers; expanding the denomin a tor of the 
closed form for this case generaLes th e exact con 
vergin g series in inverse powers of leb for the two 
scatter er problem. 

Although the separations of variables procedure is 
redundant for tbe ftboye purposes, the representation 
of the fields for non separable shftpes as series of 
cylindric,tl functions, or spherical functions, etc., 
may be of interest for other pmposes. On t he one 
hand , such representations enable us to exploit di
rectly for more complex sbftpes the explicit results 
previously obtained by speciftl function methods for 
t he "array part" of a problem inyolving elementary 
shapes; e.g., one of the procedures used by Burke and 
Twersky [1960*] for the grating of elliptic cylinders 
was based on expanding the G and g's as Fomier 
series (instead of M athieu function series), and sim
ilarly, Twersky [1962g] used F ourier-Bessel series 
for arbitrary cylinders in order to exploit the 
corresponding computations for circular cylinders. 
In addition, the known characteristics of the special 
function series may obviate con vergence questions 
raised by more general representations. (Of course, 
ftS far as the single-scattered amplitudes 9 and co
efficients a involved in the representations of G and 
A are concerned , one uses the special function forms 
where convenient to treat distributions of the shapes 
in question ; however, for such special computations 
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these series representations for g and a need only be 
introduced after one has treated the array part of the 
problem.) 

Most of the current work on multiple scattering 
problems is based on integral equations, or on the 
volume integral and surface integral representations 
for the scat tered fields obtained by using Green 's 
theorem. Thus we may use the symbolic forne 
V(r) = { (f( o(le lr - r' I), V (r') } =c f ( (f( oOn V 

- Va" (f( o)dS, 
where c (f( 0 is the free-space Green's function; if 
V = U (or us), then the in tegral is over any surface 
that isolates the collection of scatterers (or the 
scatterer) from the observation point; if V=U" 
the surface also isolates scatterer s from the others. 
The corresponding scattering amplitudes equal 
F(o,i) ={ e- ikors; V(r;; i) }. Ignatowsky [1914a *] used 
essentially such forms to obtain integral equations 
for the current density on one cylinder of a grating, 
and related fo rms have been used by Schwarzschild 
[1902*], L ax [19S1 *, 19S2*], Ekstein [19S1 *, 19S3*], 
K arp [1 9S3 *], Storer and Sevick [1 9S4 *], Millar 
[1960 *, 1961ft, b], Schick [1961]' and Twersky 
[19S6*- 1962]. 

Aside from t heir u tility for specific problems, the 
in tegral representations and Green's function meth
ods lead directly to vftrious theorems t hat t he 
functions of in terest must satisfy. Thus (j fulfills 

the sftme theorems as 9 (e.g., (j (o,i) = (j (-i - o), 
t he energy theorem, etc. (see Twersky [1962a, b]), 
and this leads to relations between the Gs in the set. 
Of cour e, Os does not in general fulfill r elations as 
simple as t hose for 9 (i. e., the Gs relations take 
ftccoun t of the other sources which excite scatterer 
s); hOwe \Ter , relatively simple relations emerge for 
special distribu tions [Twersky, 19S7*- 1962] . 

. To generalize th e previo us discussion of the 
separable shapes , Karp (19S3*) uses essentially 
Us = {Ho,'I! } at the surface of a scatterer, to obtftin 
asymptotic representfttions for large kb. The pri
mary feature of Karp 'S procedure for scatterers in 
each other 's far fields is to use the fact that the co n
tribution to the excitation of scatterer s arising from 
the scattered field of scatterel' t is effectively a plane 
wave on arrival (i.e., Ut~GtH(le l b s-b t)CP); th en , 
since the response of s to a plane wave cp is known, t he 
response of s to all such far-field multiple-scattering 
excita tions can be obtained by superposition . T he 
self-consistent set of algebraic equatio ns G(g) so 
obtained can be solved in closed form for special 
configurations, or iterated to obtain t he correct lead
ing terms of series for G in terms of 9 and inverse 
powers of leb. T o obtain higher order terms of the 
series, Karp and Zitron (1961a, b) deri\'e addi tional 
terms of the expansion of U t in plane waves and in
verse powers of leb at scatterer s and use a successive
scattering procedure to treat th e two-dim.ensional 
case to (leb) -3/2 ftnd the three-dimensional case to 
(lcb ) - 2. 

To generalize the above, Twersky (1962a, b) uses 



the complete representation of the fields in terms of 
complex in tegrfl,ls of free-space plane waves, i.e., 
V(r;i) = J eikp'rF(p,i) , where p is a complex unit 
vector, fl,nd J represents integration over an appro
priate co mplex r ange; in two dimensions, p·r = 

rcos (80 - T ) and J=JcdT/l) with c equal to the 

ge neral path used by So mmerfeld for Ho (J) ; in three 

dim ensions, J = Jc!c,d~ (P)/2 1) is based on Weyl's 

r epresentfl,tion for hoO ). (The complex integral 
form holds at least for r outside the smalles t sphere 
enclosing the sCfl, tterer. ) The total scattered field 
may thus be written U = LJGs(p,i) exp ik[(p - i) 
·bs + p·r] with Gt(o,i) = gt(o ,i) + Ll J gt(o,p) Gs (p,i) 
ei k (p - i) .b t 8 following direc tly from the superposi tion 
principle applied to the plane waITe expansion of 

'It -Ut; here L l means s ,£ t, and bts= b ,- b8= bts b ts. 
Earlier papers on bounded infini te distributions 
[Twersky, 1953- 1959*] were based essentially on 
special cases of tbe abol-e, and a summary of problems 
which can be treated by such representations is 
given elsewhere [Twersky, 1962c]. Millar [1961c, 
1962] inderend ently del'eloped the general two
dimensiona form G(g ) and applied it to th e semi
infinite grating. 

To obtain the expansions of Gt in in I-erse powers of 
kb , one transforms the co mplex set of integral equa
tions directly to Gt(o, i) = gt(o, i) + L l 8't sgt(o, 

b tS) G8(b ts , i), where 8't8= [f{ (lcb ts )e-ik.bts[Dts+ 1] with 
D equal to a known series in inverse powers of 
lcb st whose coefftcients inyoh'e derLI-atilTes with r e
spect to angles. F or three-dimensional problems 
the series is cOlwergent; this follows from the ffl,ct 
that h \~) can be written as h(6) = [J{ times fl, poly
nomial in inverse powers of kb- an expansion used 
prelriously by Sommerfeld to obtain a series in in
verse powers of lcr for the single scattering problem. 
For two-dimensional problems the above multiple
scattering series based on the asymptotic form of 
FJ<,~) is fl,symptotic; however, the exact expansion 
for this case can be obtained in terms of 
e- i k.b tsH(~) (kb ts) L ts and e-ik.btsH (i) (kb ts) lY[ts where 
Land ]0.;[ (which are analogous to the abolTe D ) 
follow from the exact Lommel representation for 
H (};) (x) as H(~) times one poly nomial in l /x plus 
FJ<i) times another such polynomial. The eXfl,ct 
series for H~l ) } has r ecently been used by Karp 
(1961) to deriye the corresponding exact expansion 
for the single scatterer problem in two dimensions. 

The set of complex integral equations G(g) also 
leads directly to yarious systems of algebraic equa
tions for the scattering coefficients A (a) for separable 
and nonseparable problems without r equiring the 
addition theorems for t he special functions used to 
represent the a 's . Thus Twersky [1962a] sub
sti tutes Fourier series representations for G and 9 
to obtain A(a) in circular cylindrical coordinates 
(for noncircular and circular cylindrical scattel'ers), 

and substitutes angular Mathieu function series for 
G and 9 to obtain A (a) in elliptic coordinates. 
Similarly, in three dimensions, Twersky (1962b) 
writes G and 9 as series of spherical harmonics 
and substitutes into the complex integrals G(g) to 
obtain a system of algebraic equations A(a) for not 
necessarily spherical scatterers. 

2.2. One-Dimensional Problems 

The above has stressed plane wave representations 
which are novel for two and three-dimensional prob 
lems. However, su ch representations are the usual 
ones for one-dimensional problems corresponding to 
scattering of plane waves by configura tions of parallel 
infinite slfl,bs, or for the analogous transmission line 
problems. Discrete and continuous distributions 
are considered by a variety of methods for various 
applications by Kay and Silverman [1958], R ed
heffer [1961, 1962], Bellman and K alaba [1956, 1958 , 
1960], 81'ekho 17skikh [1960], Bloembergen and Per
sh an [1962], Collin [1960], F erraro [1962], M elzak 
[1962], Richmond [1962], Twersk:y [1962d], Wing 
[1962], Y en [1962], .Baumeister [1962], Young [1962], 
Mendlowitz and Simpson [1962], Catalan [1962], 
Heavans [1960], and others. 

2.3. Several Separable Scatterers in Two Dimensicns 

The r esults for two arbitrary cylinders and lfl,rge 
separation to order (lcb ) -3/2 obtained by K arp and 
Zitron [1961a] wer e also specialized by them to circu
lar cylinders. The corresponding specialization for 
two ellip tic cylinders was given by Zi tron [1962]. 
The closed operational form for two cylinders and 
the expansions g(a) (in terms of Fourier series and 
angular M athieu func tions series) gi,'en in Twersky 
[1962a] constitute the complete asymptotic expan
sions for large separations for pttirs of circular cylin
ders and pairs of ellip tic cylinders; the explicit forms 
of the terms for N scatterers and the associated series 
g(a) for the separable scatter ers give their expansions 
to (kb ) -5/2. 

Millar [1960*] considers the simultaneous integral 
equations 1'01' a row of perfectly conducting cylinders, 
and (using a procedure anfl,logous to Bouwkamp'S 
[or the sin gle strip) reduces them to a sys tem of 
linear alge braic equations for ellip tic cylinders with 
significant dimensions small compared to wavelength 
("narrow cylinders"). He gives the multiple scat
tering closed form for two ellip tic monopoles, fl,nd 
considers the corrections t o the sin gle scattered 
values 1'01' ellip tic monopole plus dipole . Twersky 
[1962a] gives the multiple scatterin g closed form s 
[or arbitrary angles of incidence for two differen t 
n arrow circular cylinders an d for t wo differen t 11 arrow 
elliptic cylinders 1'01' arbitrary boundary conditions; 
these results generalize those obtained originally by 
Zaviska [1913 *] fl,nd Twersky [1952*] by separation 
of variables. The closed forms for two different 
monopoles, two different dipoles , and two different 
pairs of monopole plus dipole are derived, and shown 
to satisfy the general scattering theorems for the 
configm ation . Illustrative graphs for the intensities 
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and pbases for a pail' of monopoles and for a pair of 
dipoles (e.g., for E parallel and perpendicular 
respectively to a pair of narrow dielectric rods) are 
given in Twersky [1962c] as functions or the separa
tion (kb ). Computations arc made with the closed 
forms usin g both exact and asymptotic forms of the 
fun ctions oJ kb; the two seLs or compuLations arc 
indistinguishable for kb> 5, and are close enough for 
practical pUTposes even down to lcb = 2. 

Hansen [1959] uses integr al equations and Bouw
kamp 's procedure to treat H parallel to several 
narrow slits in a perfectly conducting infinite plane. 
Two slits are considered in some detail , and the 
difference between approximate results for the limit
ing case when the two slits coalesce and the cor
responding exact result for one slit of double width 
is shown to be small . Numerical resul ts are given 
for several cases, e.g., the transmission coefficients 
for 1, 2, 4, and 6 slits are compared with Miles' 
[1949 *] results for the infinite gratin g. The ratio 
of separat ion or centers to slit width (d) is 2.5, and 
the ran ge Icd= O Lo 1 is considered. 

Saermal'k [1959a, b , c, 1960] uses separation of 
variables in elliptic coordinates to treat multiple 
scatterin g by several coplanar perfectly conductin g 
strips (H parallel, and angle of incidence arbitrary). 
The corresponding transmission coefficient versus 
scatterer separation Jor two slits in a plane is com
puted and compared with th e r esult for one str ip 
[1959a]. Similar resul ts Jor t he tr ansmission coeffi
cient for more than two strips [1959b] are compar cd 
with the results for the infinite grating. 

R elated work on antenn a alTa~TS includes papers 
by Wu [1961], Chen and Kin g [1 961], and Jshimaru 
[19621· 

2.4. Several Separable Scatterers in Three Dimensions 

Kumagai and Angrlakos [1960] obtain approxima
t ions for back sClt ttering of electromagne tic waves by 
several spher es large compltred to wavelength by 
taking in to acco unt doubl e r eflectio ns . Collins 
[1961] uses in tegral eq uations to consider diffraction 
by two rigid disks wi tb a commo n axis of s~mmetry. 

Karp and Zi tron [1961b] give results to (kb )-2 for 
two arbitrary scatterers at large separation. Twer
sky [1962b] gives a closed operational form for two 
arbi trary scatterers, and the forms of the terms to 
(lcb )-3 for N scatterers at large separations; these 
plus the spherical harmoni c series for g(a) constitute 
the analogous special resul ts for spheres. H e also 
gives closed form approximations for the multiple
scattered coeffi cients for arb itrary a ngles of incidence 
on two different monopoles, two different dipoles, 
and two differen t seatterers sp ecified by monopole 
plus dipole terms. 

In the wave mechanics literature, pairs of mono
poles and dipoles have been considered by Brueckner 
[1953*], Watson [1953*], Drell and Verlet [1955*]' 
and others . Schick [1961] compares the separation 
of variables procedure, Green's function procedure 
based on volume in tegrals, and t he more abstract 
t-matrix formalism (Lippman and Schw-inger) for 

scattering by two radially symmetric scattering 
regions. The separation of variables procedure has 
been discussed in some detail for wave mechanical 
scattering and eigenvalue problems by E yges [1957, 
1958], and related problems are considered by Huang 
and Yang [1957], and Rodberg [1957] . 

2.5. Periodic Structures 

Millar [1961a, b] considers the integral equations 
for an infinite grating of perfectly conducting 
cylinders and rewri tes t he kern el as an asymptotic 
series plus an additional fu nction in order to facilitate 
consideration of the" gratin g resonances" 01' " Wood 
anomalies." The mod ified equations this leads to 
are applied to obtain explici t expressions for narrow 
ellip t ic cylinders. Results are given for E and H 
parallel, both for the transmission grat ing and for 
the analogous reflect ion grating of protubentnces on 
a ground plane. The behavior for values of the 
parameters near the )"e onances is em ph asi7.ecl, and 
both quali tati\Te and num ericall'esul ts are giyen for 
the two polarizations. Approxim ations for the finite 
gn1,ting m'e also discussed . 

Twersky [1962g; 1958b*] treats the grating of 
circular cylinders for arbi trary angles of incidence 
and arbi trary boundary condi tions by substituting 
F ourier series for the scaLtering amplit udes into t he 
functional equation G(g) for the general grating 
lTwersky, 1 956a *, 1957b *]. Th e re ul tin g algehraic 
equations A(n) for the scattering coefficients (which 
he also deri\res by extending the separations of vari
ables procedure introduced by Ignatowsky [1914 *] 
for norm al incidence) are used to construct yarious 
explicit approx im ations. For arbitrary angles of 
incidence, closed form approxim at ions in term s or 
known resul ts for one co nductin g or dielectr ic cyl
inder and certain series of elementary fun ctions 
lTwersky, 1961 ; 1958c*] are given for m onopoles, 
dipoles, and monopoles plus dipoles. Multiple 
scattering 01' coupling effects ar e most pronounced 
for closely spaced cylinders and for t he Wood 
anomalies. It is shown t hat t he low-frequency 
"packing effects" for E perpendicular to the axis 
merely increases the dipole mom ent of the isolated 
cylinder; in this range, the circular cylinder with in 
the grating is equivalent to an isolated elliptic 
cylinder whose size and shape are independent of 
the angle of incidence. For both polarizations, ex
plicit low-frequency closed form s are gi \'en which 
include all coupling effects up to poles of order 25. 
For the 'IV ood anomalies, for narrow eylincl ers, the 
results for G in term s of A (a) ar e applied 1'01' an 
evanescen t m ode "near grazing" and compared with 
t he previous results for G(g) . Illustrati\'e plots for 
the resonance situation for the reflection grating of 
protuberances on a ground plane are gi\'en in 
Twersky [1962c]; for three propagating modes, the 
in tensities and phases \'ersus lcb (or angle of inci
dence) are compared ; for fiye m odes, t he phase and 
intensity of one mode versus lcb are co mpared for 
four different values of scatterer radius. 
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A selective survey of grating literature is given by 
Larsen [1 962a]. Grids parallel to interfaces are con
sidered by Wait [1958*, 1962] and Wait's results are 
applied numerically by Larsen [1962b]. N ondiscrete 
scatterer approaches to grating problems based on 
Rayleigh's [1907 a *] Fomier series representation for 
the grating's profile, and other procedmes are con
sidered by Stroke [1960, 1961], LaCasce [1961]' 
Bottema [1959], N amioka [1961]' Ingard [1960], 
Marsh [1961] , and others. 

Kiebmtz and Ishimaru [1961] apply a variational 
method to an infinite planar lattice of square aper
tures to consider scattering when several propagating 
modes exist; the equivalent susceptance is obtained 
from an eigenvalue of an energy operator. Numeri
cal results for scattering coefficients versus wave
length are given for primary and higher order modes. 
Kiebmtz and Ishimaru [1962] also consider the 
integral equation for the boundary value problem 
of the periodic lattice of apertures. For square 
apertures of side a and lattice constant d, they give 
numerical results for kd= 5 and ka= l, 1.5, and 2. 
Additional analytical results are given by Kieburtz, 
Ishimaru, and Held [1961]' and by Kieburtz [1961]. 
Collin and Eggimann [1961] consider scattering by a 
two-dimensional lattice of circular disks in a rec
tangular array and obtain closed form approxima
tions plus correction terms for the range where the 
single disk can be speeified by electric and magnetie 
dipoles. A related waveguide problem is considered 
by Kerns [1960]. 

Problems related to three-dimensional lattices of 
discrete scatterers are considered by Kohn and 
Rostoker [1954], Adler [1961]' Korringa [1947], and 
Segall [1957]. 

3. Random Distributions of Discrete Scatters 

A general introduction to this topic was given in 
the previous smvey, wi th emphasis on papers by 
Rayleigh [1899*], Reiche [1916*], Foldy [1945*], 
Lax [1951*, 1952*] and Twersky [1950- 1960*] . 
Starting with the multiple-scattering equations for 
Lhe field of a specific configmation, one introduees a 
statistical ensemble of configurations and seeks the 
average coherent field <\IF>, the average total 
intensity <I\lF 12> , and the corresponding average 
Poynting flux. Proceeding hemistically, one ap
proximates averages of \IF with two variables held 
fixed by the average for one fixed variable, or uses 
some equivalent approximation to obtain a determi
nate set of equations for <\IF>. These have been 
treated by several different procedmes leading to 
explicit approximations for <\IF> (or equivalently 
for the "bulle parameters" of the medium associated 
with coherent propagation) in terms of single
scattered amplitudes g. 

Alternate procedures for the coherent effects in 
"random media" are considered by Keller [1960], 
Hoffman [1959*, 1960], Bremmer [1958*, 1962], 
Silver [1962], and others to be cited subsequently. 
For present pmposes we note that Keller [1960] 
gives a critical review and comparison of heuristie 
and analytical procedmes, Silver [1962] emphasizes 
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the probabilistic restrictions implicit in current 
work, Bremmer [1962] gives a comprehensive review 
of the pertmbed continuum literature, and Hoff
man's book [1960] provides samples of the varied 
statistical problems in this subj ect. 

The analytical expressions for <I\lF12> - I<\IF>1 2, 
and for the corresponding incoherent scattering I, 
are much more complex. These have been con
sidered by Foldy [1945*] and by Lax [1951 *], but 
relatively little has been done with them to get 
explicit results for specific problems. For special 
distribution, Twersky [1957*- 1963] has used <\IF> 
plus the energy theorem to obtain I explicity. 
Most writers ignore the coherent field and use 
essentially particle scattering procedures based on 
the work of Hopf [1934*] and Chandrasekar [1950*J 
to determine the incoherent scattering. Recent 
papers include those by Chu , Churchill , and Pang 
[1962], Grosjean [1962], and Sekera [1962]. 

3.1. Planar Distributions 

Previous results for scattering by random planar 
distributions of arbitrary scatterers [Twersky, 
1957a *] are specialized to elliptic cylinders by Burke 
and Twersky [1963]. Substituting the known scat
tering amplitude for an isolated perfectly conducting 
elliptic cylinder into the general results , they obtain 
the corresponding coherent field (intensity and phase) 
and differ en tial scattering cross section (such that 
the total average in tensity satisfies the required 
energy theorem). Both "random screens" of elliptic 
cylinders, and distributions of perfectly conducting 
elliptic protuberances on a ground plane, are treated 
for E perpendicular an d parallel to the plane of 
ineidence. For scatterers small and large compared 
to wavelength, the reflection coefficients, etc., for 
the two polarizations are plotted versus angle of 
incidence for various eccentricities ranging from 
perpendicular strips, through semicircles to the 
other limiting case of "flat strips ." For low fre
quencies , the real and imaginary parts of the isolated 
scattering amplitudes required in the an alysis are 
given to the eighth and sixth powers of frequency, 
respectively [Burke and Twersky, 1960]. Analogous 
results for spheres and circular cylinders are applied 
numerically by Twersky [1962c] to compare electro
magnetic scattering by a " uniformly rough smface" 
of small perfectly conducti ng hemispheres on a 
ground plane and by the analogous "striated surface" 
of semicylinders. For both polarizations, for both 
distributions, the following fun ctions are plotted for 
the full range of angle of incidence (normal to 
grazing): the coherent power reflection coefficients, 
the total phase of the coherent reflected field, and the 
"forward" and back scattered differential scattering 
cross sections per unit area. The graphs show 
"pseudo-Brewster" effects, etc. 

Recent work on random screens and rough sur
faces based on other approaches include papers by 
Ament [1960], Beard [196 1], Beckmann [1961, 1962a, 
b], Bennett and Porteus [1961]' Briggs [1961]' Clay 
1960], Davies [1954], Garrison, Murphy, and Potter 
[1960], Hagfors [1961], Hiatt, Senior, and Weston 
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{1960], LaCasce [1961]' LaCasee, MeCombe, and 
Thomas [1961], Longuet-Higgins [1960a, b, c], 
Marsh [1961]' Marsh, Schulkin, and Kn eale [1961]' 
Senior [1960], Wait and Conda [1961]' Winter [1962], 
Siegel and Senior [1962], Eby, Williams, Ryan , and 
Tamarkin [1960], and Mercier [1961]. 

3.2. Random Volume Distributions 

O'Konski [1960] eonsiders the bulk electrieal 
properties of suspensions of ellipsoids (ionie polar
ization of macromolecules in polyelectrolytes ). 
Mandel [19GO] discusses the dieleetric constant and 
dispersion in suspensions or oriented prolate sphe
roids. Amount [1959] used separations of variables 
and other procedures for obtaining the average 
coheren t field and the corresponding bulk physical 
parameters of media composed of statistical dis
tributions of spheres . H e considers the field for a 
plane wave incident on a semi-infinite region of 
scatters, as well as the characteristics of a spherical 
region containing small spheres in suspension 
Approximations for spheres small eompared to 
wa \relength are gi ven for pro blems SUCll as th e 
electromagnetic field in fLn artifLCial dielectric of 
dipole scatters, ferromagnetic exchange efrects at 
op tical frequencies, thennoelectric power of sin Lered 
mixtures frequency dependence of artificiftl dielec
trics, sound wa\"es in suspensions, and optical 
activity. 

Waterman and Truell [1961] begin with Foldy's 
[1945*] formalism for the case of an electromagnetic 
wave normally inciden t on a semi-infinite half space 
of spheres and then use separations of yaria,bles in 
spherical coordinates to obtain an approximation 
for the propagation coefficien t K in terms of the 
forward and back sCtLtter ed values of the sC~ltterin o' 
amplitude of an isolated sphere. Essentially th~ 
same form had been obtained previously for the 
acoustic case of spheres by Urick and Amen t [1949 *], 
and had been generalized to arbitrary angle of 
incidence by Twersky [1953b*, 1958a *]. To general
ize the resul ts to arbitrary scatterers, Twersky 
[1958a* , 1962] sta.rts with the ensemble a\rerage of 
the Green s function surface integral representation 
for arbitrary angle of incidence on a slab region 
of distribution. Approximating the multiple-scat
tered amplitude G in the kernel by a simple set of 
free-space scattering amplitudes leads to explicit 
results for K and for the bulk parameters (e and f.L ) 
in terms of g(k' ,k ) where k = ki, and k' is either k 
or its image in the slab face. (The correspondino. 
approximation for the incoherent scattering i~ 
based on the energy theorem. ) It is pointed out 
that such procedures are "not quite self-consistent" 
since one assumes initially that a fi,ed scatter~r 
within the distribution is excited by a set of free
npace fields of the form ei k .r (i.e., a set of "micro
scopic" waves in k-space), and then finds that the 
excitation consists of waves of the form eiK .r (the 
"macroscopic" field in K-space). Se \'eral limi
tations of the explicit results are discussed and 
standard procedures ("hole corrections," etc.) for 
continuing what is essentially the start of a pertur-
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baLion procedure around the characteristics of free 
space are mentioned; as they stand, all such results 
are restricted to sparse distributions . 

In order to obtain a more rapidly convergent 
representation for denser distributions than one 
based on g(k' , k), and in order to develop a procedure 
that is fully self consistent on the macroscopic level , 
Twersky [1958d*, 1962e] introduces a generalized 
isolated scatterer amplitude g(k , K) corresponding 
to an obstacle excited in K-space but radiating into 
k-space. Approximating the field at a scatterer 
fixed with the distribution by the sum of the coherent 
field (waves of the form eiK .,) plus the field radiated 
by the fixed scatterer (a wave having propagation 
number k), Twersky [1959a *, 1962£1 obtains func
tional equations for J{ , e, and f.L in terms of g(k , K). 
The equations are applied to small spher es of arbi
trary e' and f.L' and the "Lorentz-Lorenz form" is 
obtained for each bulk parameter E and f.L ; it is shown 
that E and f.L are independent of the direction of 
incidence and of the polari:!;ation of the incident 
field (i.e., the coherent field defines a unique Max
wellian medium). As a second approximation, the 
"loss terms" corresponding to incoherent scat tering 
nre included; these appear in the bulk E and f.L in the 
roles . of electric and magnetic "conductivities." 
Another illustration considered is nOrJlULl incidence 
on a slab of fLrbitrfLriiy shaped scatterelS large 
compared to wavelength and with parameters close 
~o th~se of free space ("large tenuous sCfLtterel S"); 
for thIS case, the bulk parame tel'S E fLnd f.L eq ul1,l the 
l?ulk index of refraction. Illustr ative computl1,tions 
for the coherent phase and attenuation coefficients, 
and for the coherent and incoherent intensi tics 
versus the fractional volume for a "pure O'as" are 
giyen in Twersky [1962a]. b 

The above forms for J( in terIns of g(k,' k) l1,nd 
g(k, K) are compared with that of Lax [1951 *, 
1952*] for J( in terms of g(K, K) [Twersky, 1960c] 
and the differences in the explicit r~s ults for large 
tenuous scatterers are noted. All form s agree fLt 
low concentrations, but they diverge at higher con
centrations: each forml1,lism is essentially the start 
of a different perturbation procedure around tile 
characteristics of free space. Twersky [1962h] gives 
an alternative, "more macroscopic," derivation for 
the forms E. and f.L in terms of g(k, K); the forms 
follow on dIrect comparison of the integrals for the 
coherent transmitted and reflected fields in terms of 
the multiple-scattered amplitude G, with the usual 
Green's function representation for the fields trans
mitted and reflected by a uniform slab. He also 
compares the approximation for the i ncoheren t 
s?attering constructed to satisfy energy conserva
tIOn (say I ) with that obtained by inserting an 
~xponential "shielding factor" in the volume in tegr al 
for I to account for the "attenuation" that the in
coherent scattering undergoes in leavin g the slab . 
For large tenuous scatterers, it is shown that the 
"shielded form" is merely the first stage of a series 
of successive scatterings of the incoherent intensity, 
and that I is the corresponding closed form. Thus 
constructing I to satisfy the energy principle auto-



matically takes into account all such orders of 
incoherent multiple scattering. Generalizations for 
distributions of nonidentical scatterers are derived, 
and it is shown that the results for such "mixtures" 
reduce consistently to those for identical scatterers 
if the volume available to a scatterer is taken as 
the original volume less the space taken up by the 
total number of scatterers. 

In addition to the papers by Keller [1960], Silver 
\1962]' Bremmer [1962], and Hoffman [1960] cited 
previously, recent papers using other methods to 
analyze physical problems in this field include those 
of Parrent, Shore, and Skinner [1962], Skinner 
[1961]' Hoffman [1960], Butler [1962], Chernov 
[1960], Tatarski [1961], Yamada [1961]' Ford and 
Meecham [1960], Bowhill [1961a,b], Budden [1959], 
Bugnolo [1960a,b ; 1961a,b], Yeh [1962], Grosjean 
[1962], Chu, Churchill, and Pang [1962]' Sekera 
[1962], Mulliken [1962], Beckmann [1962]' Hessemer 
[1961]' Kottler [1960], I sihara [1961]' Kielich [1962], 
Melzak [1962], and Musgrave [1959]. 

3.3. Generalized Distributions 

The previous sections were limited to either 
periodic distributions or . to "gas-like" distributions 
completely specified by the one-particle distribution 
function , say Ps. For the periodic case, Ps is a series 
of delta function s; for the gas, ]Js equals the number 
of scatterers divided by the available volume. More 
generally, it is of interest to consider distributions 
which give the results for the case as one limit 
of some parameters, and those for the periodic case 
as the other limit. Consistent generalizations of the 
full range from gas to crystal based on a two-particle 
distribution function psi( irs- rt J), where f is the 
" radial distribution" function, are at present limited 
to the one-dimensional case for which explicit enough 
forms for f exist; see discussion in Twersky [1960a,b], 
and work on planar distributions of cylinders by 
Zernicke and Prins [1927*] and by Twersky [1953a*, 
1959b*]. Cole (1961) summarizes recent progress 
and reviews the literature of radial distribution 
functions. 

Results characteristic of " quasi-random" and 
" quasi-periodic" distributions may also be obtained 
for a "two-phase" system in which some scatterers 
are considered to be in a "gas phase" and some in a 
"crystal phase. " The scatterers in both phases con
tribute explicitly to the coherent field , but only those 
in the gas phase contribute explicitly to the inco
herent scattering. Thus Twersky [1962i] considers 
a two-phase system of N = N r+ N x large tenuous 
scatterers such that NT are in a gas phase and N x 

are in a crystal phase, and obtains explicit results 
for the coherent and incoherent intensities, etc., in 
terms of fundamental scattering parameters. In 
order to investigate the behavior of the fields during 
a "compression process" in which the system starts 
as a pure gas and ends up as a pure crystal, he intro
duces a simple model for the change in relative popu
lations as a function of total fractional volume (the 
fraction of space occupied by the N scatterers, say 
wo): as Wo increases from 0 to some maximum value 
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(e.g. , 0.74 for a face-centered cubic crystal of 
spheres), the ratio NxlN (the fraction of crystal-type 
scatters) increases linearly to unity and the system 
changes from a gas to a crystal. Illustrative graphs 
of the fields for the two-phase system are compared 
with those for the pure gas for the full range of woo 
He also applies the results for mixtures [Twersky, 
1962h] to include a "multicomponent" gas phase 
consisting of differently oriented asymmetrical scat
terer's and different " clumps" (some scatterers stay 
single, some form doublets, triplets , etc.); in general 
the scatterers when clumped give more incoherent 
scattering than otherwise. The final expressions 
are simple enough in form to facilitate inverting 
measurements when seeking such "crystalizing func
tions" and "clumping functions" experimentally. 

The th-eoretical results are compared in de tail 
with parallel microwave experiments by Beard, 
Kays, and Twersky [1963] on a large scale dynamical 
model of a "compressible gas" of large styrofoam 
spheres. The theoretical model of a "multicom
ponent two-phase" system seems adequate to ac
count for many of the observed phenomena. (Other 
large scale dynamical models of "compressible 
gasses" developed to further comparisons of theory 
and experiment under controlled conditions are 
described in Twersky [1962c]. 

3.4. Relations Between Scatterer Statistics and Signal Statistics 

Under appropriate measuring conditions, the en
semble averages for configurations of discrete 
scatterers are equivalent to time-averaged measure
ments on a collection of scatterers in motion (i.e. , 
time constants of the motion large compared to 
periodicity of incident wave and small compared to 
time interval for the measurement). The r elevance 
of confi.~uration averages to measured time averages 
can be determined in the course of actual experiments 
[Beard and Twersky, 1958 *, 1 960a *, 1 960b *] and we 
may restrict considerations to si tuations where these 
are equivalent. Thus we equate time averages of the 
instantaneous signal (J eiT (where (J = 1 (J 1 and T is 
real) to configuration averages of the fi.eld1/; = 'P+ "2:.Us 

where 'P is the incident wave and Us is the multiple
scattered wave of scatterer s. The configuration-
averaged coherent field < 1/;>=-/Ce ia (where C 
is the "coherent intensity" and IX is the "coherent 
phase") are related to time-avel'aged measurements 
through C=I< (J eiT>12 and tan a=< (J sin r>1 
< (J cos r>. Equivalently, we may wTite (JeiT= 
-JCeia+ !J eiY such that < !J eiY> = 0. Similarly, the 
configuration averaged total intensity T= < 11/;12> 
equals the time-avel'aged function < (J 2> . The 
corl'esponding incoherent in tensity is 

1= T-C=<11/;12>- I< 1/;>12=< (J2>- I< (J eiT 

12= < !J2> _ 
For many problems, we may use the approximation 
I """2:. s<1 UsI2> , i.e. , 1 is approximately the sum of the 
average multiple scattering intensities of the com
ponent scatterers. 
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The papers mentioned in t he previous sections 
were concerned with deriving expressions for 0, a, 
and 1 in terms of fundamental scattering parameters; 
as indicated above, these can be compared with 
corresponding time-averaged meaSUl'ements. How
ever , additional time-averaged functions can be 
isolated in the course of experiments . Thus for the 
dynamical model of a gas [Beard and Twersky, 
1958 *], Beard [1963] has meas med the varian ces of 
the phase quadrature components of the instanta-
neous fi.eld <X2>=< !J2 cos2 'Y > and <y2>=<!J2 

sin2'Y> (such that <x2>+<y2>=< !J2>=I) and 
their covariance <xy>= <!J2 cos 'Y sin 'Y > . For a 
Rayleigh distribution, we h ave <xy> = 0 and 
<X2>=<y2>= < !J2>/2. More generally , how
ever, these second moments give the standard devia
tion and correlation coefficien t for a bivariate descrip
tion of the ensemble of signals. Because of this, and 
because the fundamental scattering parameters (size, 
shape, dielecLric proper Lies, etc. ) were expected to 
enter differen tly in the second moments than t hey 
do in 0, a , and I , it has been of in terest to relate 
these moments to fund amental scattering theory. 

The required relation \vas recently derived by 
Twersky (l962:j). H e introduced the "asymmetry 
function" P= IP leiP such that 2P,l =« f -<f >)2> 
"'" "1:, < Us>2. In terms of I and P , the second 
momen ts of the ensemble of signals are given b~r 
<x2>= V + 1F1 cos p , < y2>= H -IP I cos p, and 
<xy> = IF I sin p. Thus meaSUToments of tbese 
second mOITl.ents give 1, IF I, an d p , which together 
with C and a provide five independent functions for 
isolating scattering parameters from microwave 
meaSlll'ements on distributions. Explicit approxi
mations of P for the gas, t wo-phase system, etc. , of 
large tenuous scatterers ar e given by Twersky [1962i] . 

In addition, the scattering function representation 
for P provides explicit r elations for the leading terms 
of the moment expansions of other measurables. 

Thus for "small r andomness" < ,g2>_ < ,g> 2 ~ !I 

+ IF I cos (p - 2a), < ,g z>- C~V- IP I cos (p - 2a), 
<r>-a~ ( IP I /C) sm (p - 2a), <r2>-<r>2"", 
[V- IF I cos (p - 2a)] /O, etc. 

3.5. Series Developments 

The papers mentioned in the previous sections 
were based on more or less standard procedures, e.g., 
approximating an average with two variables beld 
fixed by the average for one fi xed variable, etc. 
The present section considers more analytical work 
W e begin by indicating the relationship between th e 
heuristic and analytical procedmes, and then sum
marize some recent results. 

Consider the solution f for the scattering of a 
wave by a given confj.gmation of N scatterer's, say 
f(1 , 2, ... N ), wh ere 1 stands for all signifi.can t 
properties of scatterer "one" (including its loca
tions r ), etc. We introduce an ensemble of configura
tions in terms of an appropriate probability distribu
tion function vV(I , 2, .. . N ), and write the aver age 

of f , i.e., the coherent field as < f >= J ... Jf 
(1 , 2, . . . N ) W(I , 2, ... N )d /d2 ... dN. 
Similarly, we aver age the intensity If l2 over the 
ensemble, and write the average total intensity as 
<l f I2>=I < f >!2+ 11, where l<f >12 is the coherent 
in tensity, and where the incoherent intensity 11 is 
the aver age absolute squared deviation of f from its 
mean value <f>. We may also consider the aver
age of the corresponding Poyntin g vector, and the 
average of other scattering functions. 

In general, we proceed by stating conditions on 
f ( l , 2, ... N ) to make the scattering problem for 
one configuration determinate, then introduce an 
ensemble of confi.gurations in terms of vF( l , 2, ... N), 
and then seek the expectation values < f > , < If I2> , 
etc. We h ave essentially two kinds of r epresen ta
tions for f: " compact representations" in terms of 
the solutions of a set of simul taneous integral equa
tions (say f c'J and "expanded" represen Lations as 
series of orders of scatterin g (say fc)' 11' we work 
wi th f e, then we obtain <f >=<fe>, eLc., b~r in
tegr ation ; the integrated forms of the terms of the 
series f , may be suffi.ciently simpler th an the orig
inals and lead to closed or relativel~" compact forms 
for <f ,> (see JOT example Twersky, 1953a*) . More 
usualls" (practically all the papers cited in the pre
vious sections) we average the compact representa
tion fe, proceed heuristically to co nstruct a se t of 
"average eqlHtLions" that arc simpler than the orig
inals, and then solve these to obtain say <fe> ~ < f > . 

A more general discussion than the above, one 
that applies both to a r andom disLrib uLion of scat
terers and to a randomly per tmbed con tinuum, is 
given by K eller's [1960] parallel description of "hon
est" and " dishonest" methods; K eller uses both 
methods to derive results for scin tillations of star
light arising from inhomogeneities in the atmosphere. 
The condiLions for which <fe> approaches <fe> 
for a class of one-dimensional scattering problems 
have been determined by Bazer [1959 *]. 

For three-dimensional distributions of discrete 
scatterers , the relationship of the heuristic c-forms 
to their corresponding e-forms is discussed by Twer
sky [1 963]. The compact heuristic representations 
< fc> in the integral equation forms obtained by 
Foldy [1945*]' Lax [1951 *], and Twersky [1962d] 
differ from <fe> in that <f c> neglects terms 
corresponding to common path differences in a 
given order of scattering: each scatterer is " used 
only once" in a given order of scattering of < fc> , 
so that , e.g., the back and forth interactions be
tween a pail' are neglected. Solving the two-body 
problems implicit in the general distribution, Twer
sky [1963] constructs an alternative heuristic com
pact form for < f > to restore some of the missing 
processes ignored by <f c> . Similarly, he extends 
the hemistic integral equation form s < If cl2> 
derived by Foldy and Lax by taking into accoun t 
additional two-body processes. Comparison of 
< If cl2 > with tbe average of the prod uct of the exact 
series < If el2> indicates that the hemistic forms 
< If cl2> are poorer approximations of < If el2 > 
than the <fc> are of <fe> . In order to obtain 
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.a form of <lfc I2> consistent with the approximation 
< f c> , Twersky introduces into <If .12> the same 
implification that converts < f .> to < f c>, i.e., 

each scatterer is "used only once" in a given chain 
of successive scatterings of the single-scattered 
value u . This simplification in the series < If el2> 
leads directly to a relatively simple integral equa
tion whose inhomogeneous term is l< f c>12 and 
whose kernel involves a "new single scatterer" 
UE; the function UE satisfies the integral equation 
analogous to < f c> whose inhomogeneous term is 
u, i .e. , UE is the corresponding "Green's function" 
(in the sense the term is used in physics) for an 
angle dependent source u . (For the case of mono
pole scatterers, Foldy [1945*] obtained two series 
representations for the kernel function in his in
tegral equation for < lf cI 2> ; the initial term of one 
of these series corresponds to the new integral 
fJquation specialized to monopoles. ) 

In order to exhibit the relationships between the 
heuristic and exact forms explicitly, Twersky 
i1963] r estricts consideration to a very simple class 
-of scattering problems: the radiation fields of the 
individual scatterers are significant only in the for
ward half-space, particularly near the forward 
scattering direction; the scatterers are located within 
a slab region of space on which a plane wave is 
normally incident; the scatterers are identical (or , 
·equivalently, the averages over isolated scatterer 
parameters are identical) , and their position statis
tics are those of a " rare gas." For the e-forms, he 
works in general with a finite number of scatterers 
(N ) in a finite available volume (11) ; for the corre
sponding c-forms, N and V are infinite but their 
ratio is bounded . This illustrative problem is con
structed around scatters which do not need to be 
taken into account more than once in each order of 
cattering. Thus, for this case, the heuristic form 
< f c> used explicitly by Foldy, Lax, Twersky, and 
used implicitly by practically all papers in the 
earlier physics literature is the correct limit of < f e> 
'for N ---'7 oo , 11---'7 00 [i .e., we have essentially < f c> 
= (l +j /N)N---'7ef =<f c> ]' However, the situation 
is quite different for <lf I2> : the heuristic form 
constructed with the aid of the energy theorem 
[Twersky, 1962b] gives the correct value that 
< If el 2> approaches in the limit N ---'7 oo ; the analog 
of Foldy 's [1945] heuristic integral equation < If cl 2> 
for which the kernel function is obtained in closed 
form for this simple illustration, is incorrect; the 
· ' < f c>-consistent" hemistic integral equation for 
<lf cI2> is identically the limit of < If .12> for 
N ---'7oo , and this is also the initial term of the analog 
of one of Foldy's two series. 
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4.3. Passive Communications Satellites, Review- 1960- 1962 

J. Russell Burke 1 

Tn Lh e period from J a ncH1l"Y 1, ] 960 to Januar.'~ 1, 
1963 E ch o I , th e first s uccessful CO llll11UnicfLtion s 
sa tellite, was launched on August 12, 1960, and 
successful communication s experiments were co n
ducted using the sa telli te. ]n addition, Lwo other 
attemp ts were m ade to orbi t passive cO llllmmicn tions 
sfLtelli tes without r esulting in successful cO lllmuniCfL
t ions experiments. Of t hese, on e vms th e first 
E cho hmn ch on Ylay 13, 1960 in which orbi t W ,l S noL 
attained. The other was the ,Ves t F ord launch of 
1961. 

The objectives of Project E ch o were to delll on
stn.te Lh e feasibility of using large, inflatable sph eres 
as communications r efl ectors, and to study Lh e 
b ehavior of large, ligh tweigh t erectable stru ctures 
in the space environment. Ech o I is described in 
detail in J affe [1 960]. F igure 1 shows Lh e E cho 
structm e infl ated on the ground. The satelli te was 
made of Mylar 0. 0005 in . t hi ck coated with vapo)"
deposi ted alumin um to provide raclio refl ectivit.',. 
Th e 100-It, cliam spher e weigh ed 136 lb. and was 
folded into fL 26-in. difLl11. co n tfLiner for IfLun chin g. 
Two sublimatin g powders wer e sif Led into ti le 
satellite (20 lb. of an thl'oquinone and ]0 lb . of 
b enzoic acid) to cause inflation of Lb e saLelliLe in Ul e 
vacuum of space. Five free space balli sLic tes Ls of 
th e balloon a nd inflation sysLem wcre made usin g a 
solid fu el boos ter sh own in figure 2 prior Lo orbital 
launch . These tests developed th e pack agin g, 
ejection, and infl ation tecllniques wh ich r esulted in 
th e sLlccessful deployment of Ech o 1 in orbit. Th e 
orbi t achieved by E cho ] was circular , 900 nau tical 
miles in altitude, inclined 47 ° Lo th e equfL Lol' . Co 111-

I National Aeronautics and Space Adm inistration, \\'asl lingto ll, D. C., 2054u. 

NASA ECHO COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 

DIAMETER: 100 FT. WEIGHT: SATELLITE 130 LBS . 
INFL ATION MATERIAL 30 LBS. 

CONSTRUCTION: 0.0005 INCH 1HICK PLASTIC FILM COATED 
WI TH VAPO~ DEPOSITED ALUMINUM 

F I Gl: R E l. 
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municaLions experiments were carried ouL v ia E cbo I 
between groLlnd stations a t Holmdel, N .J., Gold
stone, Calif. , and SLump K ech.:, Md., a nd by inde
pendent experimenters located elsewhere in th e 
United States and fLlso in Europe. These experi
m ents a nd th eir r esults h fLve b een described in 
clet,.il [Project E cho, 1961 ; Beamer , 1961 ; Stevens 
and Vic Lor , 1960]. In brief, two-way telephone 
translllissions of excellent quality were m ade via 
the satelliLe between the east and wes t coast of the 
United States. Voice a nd music were transmitted 
from H olmdel Lo J odrell B ank, in England . F ac
s imile tra. nsmiss ion via th e satelli te also took place. 
~Ian.\' m odulation techniques were employed . 

J'\ 0 deviations from propagation t heory were 
obselTed, andl'eturn ed signal strength from E cho I 
was within 1 db of theoretical during Lhe pressurized 
life of Lh e satellite (14 c! ,.ys). 

Tn addi tion to t he cOlllllluni c,. t ions experill1 ents , 
Ec ho I has co nt ribu ted signifi cantly to und ersLan din g 
of the space enl'ironill en t a nd t he causes of orbi Ltl l 
pel'Lurbations; because of i ts large size and sill all 
l'ela ti\~e weight, E cho I is Yery sellsiLi" e Lo t be efYect 
of atill osph eric density a nd solar radiation pressm e. 
J affe [196 1]; J asLrow, and Bryant [196 0] summarizes 
resul Ls of the E cho I experimen ts in th is r egard. 

FIGURE 2. 
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Figures 3 and 4 respectively show the periodic varia
tion of E cho I perigee height with time, due largely 
to solar pressure, during its first year in orbit, and 
the variation of period with time from which atmos
pheric density data haye been derived. 

Echo I is still in orbit, and although radar observa
tions indicate a reduction in cross section of 3 to 6 
db , as recently as May 1962, a television signal 
was transmitted from Massachusetts to California 
via the satellite by Lincoln Laboratory of MIT. 

In Project West Ford, the objective is to orbit a 
belt of half-wave dipoles; in this case a volume of the 
belt illuminated by the ground transmitter would 

serve as the signal source for the ground receiver , 
rather than a single large scatterer such as Echo 1. 
D etails of the project are contained in [Morrow; 
1960] . 

E cho I , although an excellent isotropic scatterer 
when pressurized, began to display scintillations 
after all of the pressurizing gas had escaped. These 
became larger with time and it has been deduced 
that either the structure is insufficiently rigid to 
resist the environmental forces or that the pattern 
reflecting the satellite's previous folded condition is 
gradually becoming enhanced by the plastic memory 
of the mylar. As a result, NASA has entered a 
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FIGURE 5. 

second flight program for orbiting sphcrical 'passi:,e 
satellites. In this one, E cho 11, the satellIte \Vlll 
be 135 ft in diameter (3 db larger in r adar cross 
section than E cho I ) and will be constructed of an 
aluminum-mylar-aluminum laminate which, al
though only about 50 percent thicl\:er tha~ Lh e Ech,o I 
material will be almost one hundred t nne s tlfier , 
resultin O' in a sphere s ufficiently rigid to resist both 
the environment and the mylar 's plas tic memory , 
The material is twice as heavy as tl! e E cho I, mate,rial; 
as a resul t E cho II will be approxun atel,v lom tlmes 
as heavy as E cho 1. A detailed description of E?ho 
II is contained in Jaffe [1961] , The E cho II orbItal 
launch is scheduled for 1963 ' dW'ing 1962 two su b
orbital launches were m ade' to test the ejection , 
inflation and deployment systems. Because of the 
heavier weio'ht of the structures, and because It was 
decided to photogr aph and televise the ej ection and 
deployment f~'~m the booster , a laur:ch velllcle of 
greater capabIhty was requu:e~ th an for the Echo I 
suborbital tests and a modifled Thor DM- 21 was 
employed, This gave a maximum ~l,titude of 15,00 
km and a zero g, space vacuum condItIOn for 20 mIll. 
The first test was conducted on January 15 and the 
deployment was unsuccessful , due to excessive 
accelerations during the unfol~lll~ process., In the 
second test on July 18, a subhmlllg maten3;l of ~'e
duced vapor pressme was employed (benzOIC a?Id; 
acetamide had been used for the first test). EJec
tion, inflation and deployment were ,su~ces~ful; 
however radar observations showed sCllltillatIOns 
as laro'e 'as ± 12db for C-band which indicated that 
the fi~al pressure reached was inadequate to produce 
an unwrinkled smface. Figmes 5 and 6 show 
respectively the results of tl~ e firs t ::nd s~cond sub
orbital tests a few seconds after the mflatIOn process 
commenced , A controlled inflation sys tem is being 
developed in which the pr~ssure souTce , used for 
deployment is not that used for final s lressing of the 
skin and hence deplo'yn~ent can. t ake place, slowly, 
the higher pressures belllg applIed only after the 
sphere is fully deployed. 

FIGURE 6, 

Althouo'h there has been only on e successful com
rnunica ti;n s sa telli te experiment during the period 
reviewed , the general area of passive commUUlca
tions satellites has been the somce of many pap ers. 
Some of these presen t methods for comparing passive 
with active satellites [Campbell and Pollack , 1960] . 
However th e area having the mos t interes t has be~1l 
demonstrated in methods for increasing the radlO 
cross section of passive communications satellites 
without sio'nifican t penalty in weight or size. T ech
niques for': accomplishing this can b~ assign ed to 
several ca teo'ories , The first category mvolves some 
kind of predetermined ol'ientat~on . A~ example, of 
this is a spherical segm ent, vertIcally or~ented WhI~h 
can b e desio'ned to have a mod est gam, and stlll 
accept trans~l1issions from all visible ground sta tions 
[Gillespie, 1960] , The sec<;md ~a teg~ry involves 
satellites which do not reqmre onentatlOn , In one 
case a rather modes t gain . can b e obtained from a 
sph~re if the surface is diffuse instead of specular , 
provided that the in~lllded angle between groun~ 
tran smitter and r eCClver does not exceed 83 .7 
[Raabe, 1961]. Other cases include spheres studded 
with Luneberg lenses, cornel' reflectors, lens-reflector 
combinations, etc. [Stahler, and Johnson, 1961; 
Ryerson 1960] or represent spheres which are them
selves la~ge Luneberg lenses whic~ may be defocused 
to control anO'ulal' coverage [SIegel et al., 1962]. 
Another case is the use of arrays such as the Van 
A tta array which are relatively insensitive to orienta
tion to reradiate received energy [Hansen, 1961]. 
Another category is l'epresen~ed by prC!posals to 
increase the size to weight ratIO of sphencal s truc
tures and decrease the response to solar pressure 
throdgh the use of openwork or mesh m a, terials rat~er 
than a continuous web of conductmg m a tenal 
[Bradley, 1962; Jastrow 1960]. 
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4.4. Passive and Active Reflectors 

1. Kaiser and I. Kay 

In recent years considerable interest has been cen 
tered OJ1 reflectors in space for use as long distance 
conmllmieation relays between ground sta,t ions . 

One of t he earliest papers on t his subj ect was by 
A. C. Clarke [1945] who in 1945 described a global 
comm Ul1ic~\tions system based on t hree uniformly 
spaced eq uatorial 24-h1' orbit communication satel
lites. 

Since that time the relative merits of passive 
versus acti\"e r eflectors in space have been frequently 
discussed in the literatme. Actiye reflectors, gen
el'ally use acti ve electronic elements and some form 
of electric power sources to amplify and repeat in
coming signals whereas passive reflectors haye no 
acti\Te elements or power sources. 

As pointed out by anum bel' of writers [Bar tow 
et a1. , 1959; Bond et ::t1. , 1960 ; J acoby, 1960; l(aiser, 
and Raisbeck, 1961 ; Pierce, 1959], t Jl e gro und sta
tions for communications systems bftsed on acti \'e 
repeateJ's require genera]]y mu ch less tran smitted 
power and antenn a gain t lm n those b~lsed on paSSL\"e 
repeateTs of equal weight, orbit al t itucle and COlll

munication capacity . 
Active reflectors have been proposed for orbit alti

tudes from 1000 statute miles (s. m.) to 23,000 s. m. , 
the choice of t he p::trticuh1r altitude being go\"erned 
by booster capabilities, communication system co\"er
age, circuit an1il::tbility, system eeo ll olll ics, and ap
plications. Pftssive reflectors for praetical systems 
would generally be placed into t he lower altitude 
orbits , unless they can be m ade extremely large 
[Bradley, 1961]. 

An interesting case is t he m oon , which is being 
used by the U.S. N ayy for a 16-ehanl1 el teletype com
municat ions system between Ha,waii and ,Vas llin g
ton, D . C. The efIecti\'e scattering cross se0tion of 
the moon is found to be 9 X 10"m2, eonesponding to 
a perfectly cond ucting sphere 670 miles in diameter 
[Jakes, 196 1] . 

Experimental communication systems b ased on 
active and passiye reflectors in space have b een 
tested. T elstar and R elay are examples of active 
reflectors or repeaters. The moon and the Echo I 
balloon are examples of passive reflectors. The ex
perimental performance of the E cho I balloon agreed 
with t h e predictions for a perfectly reflecting sphere 
of the same (100 ft) diameter. 

Of the active reflector designs which have been 
consid81'ed , probably the most novel is due to Van 
Atta [Sharp, 1958; Sharpe et al. , 1960; Van Atta, 
1959] . The Van Atta array consists of antenna ele
ments interconnected by transmission lines whose 
electrical lengths are so chosen t h::tt the phase dis
tribut ion o( ::t pl::tne waye incid ent at an arbitrary 
angle will auto matically recombine to gener ate a 
transmitted plane wave in t he opposite direction. 
Modifications of the Van Atta array were considered 
by Bal1l"et [1961; Bauer, 1961; Waneslow, ]962, and 
Rutz and Kramer, 1962]. An evaluation of t he Van 

Atta army for comnnmications was made by H anscn 
[1961] who concluded t hat its usefuln ess would be 
for long distance point -to-point transmission. 

A number of workers have analyzed the possibility 
of enhancement of the signal return from passive 
reflectors in orbit. J . R. Pierce and C. C. Cutler 
[1959] list several forms of passive reflectors which 
may be useful for satellite radio relay, including bal
loons, saucers, corner reflectors, clustered poly
hedrons. and other shapes . (See also yr. G. Chate
lain [1960].) 

The prototype of the corn er reflecto r, whose cross 
section is characterized by l\ pronollnced dependence 
on wavelength, is t he fll1t phl.te. At the other 
extreme, the perfectly reAecting spher e has been 
regnrded as a stand ard for wide-angle reflectors 
s ince in the optical limit t he sphere is an isotropic 
scatterer . IVide-Il,llgle reflectors such as the per
fectly reflecting sphere nre characterized by cross 
sections which are independent of 'V"lwelength wlwil 
the wnvelengt\t is suffi ciently short. 

Passive reflectors having n relatively wide angle 
o( return, whose cross section does, however , depend 
on frequency h ,LVe been discussed by IV. E. 110rrow 
[1960, ] 96 1] . A large number of dipoles randomly 
oriented in orbit would present 11 m~\xilllum r ell.liZl1-
ble ~1Vemge scattering cross section .118= 0.1.6\2 where 
\ = wnvelength. 

Although the corn er reflector docs return ~t l::trge 
amoun t o( power in ono direction , it would be 
necessary to provide 11ttitude con trol in o]"der to lise 
i t as a relay because of i ts highly directional reflection 
characterist ic. On the other hanel , while the per
fectly refl ecting sphere provides wide covemge its 
cross section is considered to be disappointingly smItH 
for its pmcticaluse as a s~l.tolli te rela,y. 

The attemp Ls to surmount these difficulties ~l.lso 
fall into two general categories. One Itttempt in
volves the use of a hrge number of corner reflectors 
either randomly placed or attached symmetrically 
to a large sphere so that t he ~l.ttitude control is no 
longer necessary [Bradley, 1961; Cutler, 1962 ; H ar
rington, 1962 ; H erriott, 1959 ; Morrow, 1961; Sinclair , 
1959 ; Stahler and Johnson, 1960] . The other is to 
use some form of dielectric lens which orients the 
reflected rays in suitable directions [Bobey, 1959 ; 
Graham et a1. , 1961 ; Kay, 1959 ; K eyes, 1959] order 
to avoid the problem of attitude control in the latter 
type of r eflector the lens is usually required to be 
spherically symmetric. It can b e shown that there 
is a maximum cross section which can be obtained 
over a given angle for any spherically symmetric 
passive reflector. 1'hus the coverage req uirement of a 
system .must necessarily limit the return from such a 
reflector of a. specified diameter . 

Y. E. Stahler and A. L. Johnson [1960] have 
analyzed and e-''Perimented with reflectors h aving 
increased reflectivity. They have co ncluded that 
considerable improvemen t in directivity, above 13 
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db, can be obtained by placing reflecting elements or 
lenses combined with reflecting surfaces on spherical 
satelli tes. In the 1962 spring URSI meeting, R. 
Graham, K. M. Siegel, et a1., [1961] discuss the 
optimum parameters for a spherically symmetric 
corner reflector. They obtained the best results 
for a solid spherically symmetric reflector, which is a 
Luneberg lens with a uniform coating of power 
reflection coefficient approximately eq ual to one
third and a power transmission coefficient of two
thirds. S uch a lens was actually constructed and 
an experimen t performed during the meeting to 
demonstrate the result. They estim ated that the
oretically for a lens the size of the Echo balloon the 
back:scattering cross section at X-band is 60 db 
above that from Echo. 

C. C. Cutler [1962] discusses some of the funda
m ental limitations on the possibility of obtaining 
useful directivity from a nonoriented, passive re
flector in orbit. He derives a formula for the net 
advantage of a reflectivity enhanced scatterer such 
as a sphere covered with small reflecting elements 
over the reflectivity of a smooth sphere. The ad-

. 1 (sin <p)? I 1 '). h vantage IS equa to 4 - 0- - w 1ere ~<P IS t e apex 

angle of a cone within the sphere which reflects the 
impinging waves and 0 is the half-power beamwidth 
of the reflected beam. He shows by an example 
that for a satellite h eight of 4,000 miles and ground
station separation of 4,000 miles the gain is less than 
unity and at a height of 22,300 miles the gain is 
8.5 db. He concludes that for the amoun t of gain 
obtained over that of the smooth sphere, the prob
lems enco un tered with increased directivity scatters 
will probably negate their usefuhless. 

J. Kaiser and G. Raisbeck [1961] analyzed and 
evaluated passive communication satellite systems. 
These authors state that an important parameter 
for the evaluation of passive reflectors for com
munications is the effective area of the reflector 
which determines the power received from the 
ground transmitting station . It is noted that ex
tremely large areas are required to receive sufficient 
power to compete favorably with active communi
cation satelli tes having a radiated power of 1 w. 
W. L. BracUey [1961] discusses orbiting passive 
electromagnetic reflectors constructed of fine metallic 
wire mesh, which, if engineering problems of un
folding and erection could be solved, would allow 
large scattering cross section reflectors having 
relatively small weight. 

A general conclusion which can be drawn from 
the various studies made on active and passive 
reflectors is t hat at the present t ime active reflectors 
seem to be the preferred relays for most communi
cation systems, while at the same time there do 
exist special situations for which passive reflectors 
are probably more efficient. 

Al though the most dramatic application of passive 
and active reflectors seems at present to be in the 
field of long-distance communication systems, this 
rcport would not be complete without some mention 
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of the many general purpose s udies which have 
been made of radar enhancement devices. Most of 
these studies have been concerned with passive re
flectors, and some very interesting results have been 
obtained. For example, D. Atlas has observed that 
a homogeneous dielectric sphere having a diameter 
less than 6.4 times the wavelength will, if it is capped 
at its rear pole by a small piece of metal, have a 
backscattering cross section in excess of that pro
duced by a Luneberg lens reflector of the same 
diameter [Atlas, 1962] . 

Methods for designing reflectors having desired 
reflection properties were studied by S. T . Bobey 
[1959] L. Peters [1959a, 1959b] and Kennaugh and 
Bauemler [1958] of the Ohio State University Re
search Foundation. A synthesis procedure for 
inhomogeneous spherically symmetric radar en
hancement lenses was prescribed by A. F. Kay 
[1959] who made a general analysis of this type of 
reflector. 

Twersky [1961] discussed coherent and incoherent 
scattering by orbital distributions of scatterers. 
He derived mathematical expressions for scatterers 
distributed in regions of space bounded by various 
surfaces and illustrated the results with an example 
from geometrical optics. 

In addition to such efforts m any cross-section 
calculations and measurements were made for di
electric and metallic reflectors for particular shapes 
by other investigators. Some papers which describe 
work of this type are included in the reference list 
below a1 though no specific men t ion of them has 
been made elsewhere in this report . 
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